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ABSTRACT
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INFORMATION TO IMPROVE PRODUCT
DEVELOPMENT
Mandar M. Chincholkar, Doctor of Philosophy, 2002
Dissertation directed by: Associate Professor Jeffrey W. Herrmann
Department of Mechanical Engineering
and
Institute for Systems Research
Product development teams employ many methods and tools as they design,
test, and manufacture a new (or improved) product. It is important that the prod-
uct development team understand how their design decisions affect manufacturing
system performance. Having this feedback early in the design process avoids re-
work loops needed to solve problems of manufacturing capacity or cycle time. The
team can incorporate this information and associated costs into a design decision
problem aimed at choosing the best possible product design.
It is clear that the product design, which requires a specific set of manufac-
turing operations, has a huge impact on the manufacturing cycle time. Reducing
manufacturing cycle time has many benefits, including but not limited to lower
inventory, reduced costs, improved product quality, faster response to customer
orders, increased flexibility and a reduced time-to-market.
Design For Production (DFP) refers to methods that evaluate a product design
by comparing its manufacturing requirements to available capacity and estimating
manufacturing cycle time. DFP can be used to design the product in a way that
decreases required capacity, reduces the manufacturing cycle time, or otherwise
simplifies production.
To understand how a product design impacts manufacturing system perfor-
mance, this research develops analytical (not simulation) models to quantify how
introducing a new product increases congestion in the manufacturing system. It
presents approaches that use this information intelligently and make suggestions
on product redesign and manufacturing system improvements. Similar models are
also developed for manufacturing systems with process drift, a condition causing a
process to deviate from expected processing parameters resulting in a reduced yield
at that station. This work presents models for evaluating how embedding passives
into a printed circuit board affects not only the processing times at each step in
the manufacturing process but also the overall manufacturing system behavior.
Finally, this dissertation demonstrates the importance of the DFP approach by
presenting a comprehensive perspective on the economic impacts of reducing man-
ufacturing cycle time. Through these models and relationships, this research aims
to understand the issues and impacts associated with the design for production
approach and provide better tools that improve product development.
Keywords : design for manufacture, design for production, queuing, product de-
sign, product development, manufacturing cycle time, economic impact, embedded
passives, process drift.
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Product variety is continuously increasing in today’s world market. In such an
environment, the required philosophy for a company’s survival, is the constant
replacement of old products with new ones, improved variations of current prod-
ucts and completely new products. Product development has thus become a very
crucial aspect of corporate competition. The design and development of a product
is a complex process involving numerous considerations such as market analysis,
requirements definition, conceptual design, detailed design, materials and process
selection, optimization, process control, testing and evaluation, costing, manufac-
turing and production, and marketing [1, 5, 14, 18].
Successful product development requires the definition of various measures of
performance for different phases of the product life cycle and methods to predict
these performance measures. Accurately predicting these metrics enables the prod-
uct development team to develop the product “first time right” thereby avoiding
or at least minimizing development costs and product redesign. Such performance
measures may be numerous and influencing various aspects of the development
cycle, from concept generation to product delivery.
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Traditionally, while designing a new product, each phase in product develop-
ment is completed before the product passes to the next phase. This is known
as “over the wall” design. For example, the designer finalizes the detailed designs
before passing them to the manufacturing phase. There are, however, potential
problems associated with this way of designing a product. Among these are the
following [131]:
1. There is a loss of abstract and implied information as the product passes from
one phase to another. Each phase receives a different interpretation of the
customer requirements. Thus there exists some risk that the final product
will not completely satisfy the customer requirements.
2. There is significant loss of time and effort in returning the designs to the
design phase from the post-design phases to correct any mistakes or short-
comings discovered in these phases.
3. By finalizing the designs in the design phase, the designer utilizes only his
knowledge of the design scenario. The knowledge of the post-design oper-
ations such as manufacturing cannot be incorporated into the designs. As
a result, opportunities for product optimization over all the processes are
missed due to the lack of effective communication between the two opera-
tions.
The Design for X (DFX) approach to designing a product aims to alleviate
some of these problems by designing the product while keeping under considera-
tion the performance of the design during other phases of its life cycle [47, 68, 69].
The DFX methodology evaluates product designs along with associated life cy-
cle requirements such as those associated with manufacturability, schedulability,
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recyclability, dis-assemblability, producability and so on, to determine the prod-
uct performance during these phases. It attempts to identify possible problems
and shortcomings in the designs. DFX searches for solutions to these problems,
proposing changes to the product or processes and prioritizes these ideas based on
evaluation of the effects of these suggestions on the anticipated performance of the
product, thereby avoiding redesigns later in the process.
1.1 Motivation
Associated with each phase in the product development process are a time and a
cost which may be attributed to the requirements of that phase of the process as
well as possible rework cycles, constituting total product development time and
cost. In order to design a product so as to maximize product profitability, it is
necessary to understand the economic implications of the product design during its
life cycle. To achieve this goal, it is first essential to model this economic impact
along with quantifiable metrics.
This dissertation studies the association between product design and manufac-
turing system performance. Models developed as a part of this research along with
suitable performance metrics delineate the product design - manufacturing system
relationship. Such metrics include manufacturing cycle time, WIP and through-
put. These key factory-level performance measures affect financial measures such
as cost, revenue and profitability.
Manufacturing cycle time may be defined as the total time spent by the product
in the manufacturing system. Manufacturing cycle time is the interval that elapses
as the manufacturing system performs all of the operations necessary to complete a
work order. This manufacturing cycle time has many components, including move,
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queue, setup, and processing times. The terms Throughput Time or Flow Time are
also used to describe the time spent by a product in a manufacturing system. The
terms Manufacturing Cycle Time and Throughput Time are used interchangeably
throughout this dissertation.
An examination of the impact of the product design would be incomplete with-
out assessing the importance of manufacturing cycle time to product profitability,
evaluating the impact of the manufacturing cycle time on the product life cycle
and modeling these relationships. Such an analysis requires developing maps and
models that describe how modifying the manufacturing cycle time affects costs and
revenues for a product. Such maps and models can then be used as part of a more
comprehensive product profitability assessment schema.
In summation, this research is motivated by the need to understand the im-
pact of a product design on manufacturing system performance through certain
production metrics and to translate these metrics into quantities that contribute
to overall product profitability.
1.2 Design for Production
This dissertation introduces the term Design for Production (DFP) to describe
methods that determine if a manufacturing system has sufficient capacity to achieve
the desired throughput and methods that estimate the manufacturing cycle time.
These methods require information about a product’s design, process plan, and
production quantity along with information about the manufacturing system that
will manufacture the product. Knowing the capabilities of the manufacturing
system can help a designer evaluate the feasibility of alternative product designs
and use the information to either choose from proposed alternatives or modify the
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existing product design. This will remove the need to actually put the product
through the post-design phases before discovering any infeasibility or prohibitive
costs associated with making the product in the given manufacturing system.
Design for Manufacture (DFM) evaluates the materials, the required manu-
facturing processes, and the ease of assembly for the product. (This discussion
will use the term manufacturing to describe both fabrication and assembly, and
will include design for assembly as part of design for manufacturing.) Therefore,
both DFM and DFP are related to the product’s manufacture. DFM evaluates
manufacturing capability and measures the manufacturing cost. It focuses on the
individual operations that manufacturing requires. On the other hand, DFP evalu-
ates quantity and rate of parts that the manufacturing system can output and how
long each order will take. That is, it evaluates manufacturing capacity and mea-
sures the manufacturing cycle time. Moreover, this approach requires information
about the manufacturing system as a whole. Like DFM, DFP can lead a product
development team to consider changing the product design. In addition, DFP can
provoke suggestions to improve the manufacturing system. DFP is likely to find
greater application to new product introduction into an existing manufacturing
system already producing certain products.
DFM approaches that generate process plans and estimate processing times can
be the first DFP step, since DFP methods may use this information. Traditional
DFM approaches can also improve manufacturing cycle time since they minimize
the number of parts and reduce the processing time of each operation. DFP ap-
proaches may be distinguished by their focus on evaluating manufacturing capacity
and manufacturing cycle time. Different research works have used various names to
describe DFP approaches, including design for existing environment [132], design
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for time-to-market [50], design for localization [81], design for speed [97], design for
schedulability [79], and design for manufacturing system performance [122]. Some
researchers have reported case studies in which product designs were modified to
improve production.
This research studies situations where a new product, which may be an im-
provement of an existing design or a completely different product, will be intro-
duced into a given manufacturing system already processing a set of products.
This dissertation presents models for
• understanding how introducing a new product into an existing manufacturing
system affects the performance of the manufacturing system,
• understanding how changes in the product design affect manufacturing sys-
tem performance, and
• understanding the economic implications of reducing manufacturing cycle
time.
Specifically, this dissertation presents models and tools for estimating the man-
ufacturing cycle time and throughput of a manufacturing system. It also discusses
and models how manufacturing cycle time affects costs, revenue and profitability.
Thus, through the DFP approach, this research aims to provide the product
development team with methods to evaluate the performance of the manufactur-
ing system before production begins. Tools based on the approach may be applied
during the conceptual or embodiment or detailed design phases of the design de-
velopment process. Based on the requirements of the approach, however, it may be
best suited for the embodiment phase, when the design team has a reasonable idea
of various design instances and before all aspects of the design have been finalized.
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Having said this, the utility of the approach in the chronology of the development
process depends on the specific product development process. Also, it must be
noted that the DFP approach addresses only one aspect of the product life cy-
cle. While designing a product, information obtained using this approach must be
combined with information from other phases of the life cycle. This dissertation
presents applications that reflect the use of the DFP approach and associated tools
for a typical product development process.
1.3 Organization
This dissertation is organized as follows: Chapter 2 reviews previous work that re-
searches various product development concepts. It surveys literature documenting
the importance of product design to post-design product development processes.
Chapter 3 presents manufacturing system models based on queuing network analy-
sis. It demonstrates how these models play a significant role in the DFP approach.
Chapter 4 applies the models and algorithms developed to understanding the im-
pact of embedding passive components into the substrate of a printed circuit board.
Chapter 5 presents algorithms to analyze manufacturing processes and systems
with process drift, where defective parts processed at a workstation are detected
at a subsequent inspection station. Chapter 6 describes the economic benefits of
reducing manufacturing cycle time. Chapter 7 summarizes the work done as part
of this research. Further, it lists the research contributions from this work and
presents potential ideas for future work that would extend the approaches and





Product development is a complicated process starting with a detailed target as-
sessment, comprising an extensive research of the current market scenario, available
products and understanding product customer requirements. This is followed by
various steps from defining product specifications based on these requirements to
packaging and dispatching the final product to its final destination. An effective
product development process has a number of benefits [88] such as:
1. Increased Revenue
(a) Increased product life-cycle revenue
(b) Increased market penetration as a result of being first to market
(c) Success in time-sensitive markets
(d) More successful products
2. Improved product development productivity
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(a) Shorter development cycle times
(b) Less development waste
(c) Better resource utilization
(d) Better ability to attract and retain technical talent
3. Operational Efficiencies
(a) Design for manufacturability, serviceability and other characteristics
(b) Higher-quality products
(c) Lower engineering change order costs
(d) Improved predictability of launch
New product introduction involves a long sequence of operations. The number
of steps and the steps themselves depend on the type of product being developed.
The schema for a product realization process may be outlined as follows:
1. The company analyzes feedback from the market about the current product
performance and uses the information to identify need for modifications or
new product launch.
2. Depending on the feedback, the research and product development teams
discuss implications of the proposed modifications or the new product design.
The costs involved, complexities (technical and other), and time required
influence the decision about the changes or new product introduction.
3. Depending on discussions with the various constituents of a product devel-
opment team such as manufacturing, reliability, a “new product concept”
is formulated, which is then presented to the management for approval and
authorization for further design work.
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4. During the design process, in an ideal team environment, other development
processes such as cost estimation may proceed simultaneously. Design of
long lead time facilities, equipment and tooling may also commence.
5. Once a firm product concept has been finalized, resources are allocated to-
wards tooling, equipment, testing, advertising, service training and allied
activities. Design work continues while these decisions are being made.
6. The production equipment and facilities expansions are ordered and their
construction proceeds. The long lead time tooling work is also begun. The
product and process design continues during this phase.
7. Prototypes are built once the design work nears completion, and performance
and reliability testing of the prototypes is undertaken. Designs are evaluated
for conformance to original product plan and adherence of the project to its
time schedule is examined.
8. Designs are finalized and sent for manufacturing and the remaining tooling,
gauging and other equipment is ordered.
9. The field and life testing of the product referred to as beta testing proceeds.
Potential customers are given the product for feedback and evaluation.
10. The production facility installations are completed. Complete detailed draw-
ings and finalized bill-of-materials are released to the production department.
A pilot production run is made and quality control features are adopted.
Engineering changes are made depending on customer feedback and pilot
production results.
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11. Regular production is commenced and the products are shipped to the mar-
ket.
Figure 2.1 shows one such combination of steps that represents the product real-
ization process [14]. This is not an ideal sequence but only a schema to illustrate
the basic approach and activities involved. The sequence would differ in different
organizations.
Although the earlier paragraphs detail the product development process as a
series of steps, in reality it hardly proceeds in such a regular manner. In prac-
tice, the process usually comprises of a network of paths that the product follows
including a number of feedback loops between the various stages of the product de-
velopment cycle. These feedback loops help ensure feasibility of the product design
from perspective of post-design processes. However, these feedback loops, though
useful in helping the product development team converge on a feasible design so-
lution, nevertheless increase the time required and costs involved from demand
recognition to the actual product launch and often contribute a great deal to the
costs involved in making the product. Figure 2.2 depicts the relation between the
project cost and the product development cycle time.
In order to make the product quickly and with minimum costs, it is prudent
to minimize the number of feedback loops in the development process. This will
streamline product development, taking it closer to the goal of achieving a serial
procedure as outlined earlier.
For any corporate organization, short delivery times, periodic product innova-
tions, and shorter time-to-market are very important attributes. Those organiza-
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Figure 2.2: Project cost increases with increase in development time [88]
2.2 Concurrent Engineering
Syan [127] defines concurrent engineering as: “Concurrent engineering is a sys-
tematic approach to the integrated, concurrent design of products and their related
processes, including manufacture and support. This approach is intended to cause
the developers, from the onset, to consider all elements of the product life cycle
from concept through disposal, including quality, cost, schedule and user require-
ments” . It follows from this definition that the development team in a concurrent
engineering environment in aided in establishing a degree of clairvoyance in analyz-
ing problems, that the product may to encounter during various stages of product
development, aided by knowledge of development processes and tools like opti-
mization or graph theory. The aim is to alleviate these problems at an early stage
of development by making suitable development decisions. Magrab [86] presents
a set of techniques under the IP2D2 methodology which could also be applied to
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facilitate concurrent engineering towards better product development. The pro-
posed IP2D2 method broadly indicates the overlapping, interacting, and iterative
nature of all the aspects that impact the product realization process. It is a con-
tinuous process by which a product’s cost, performance, features, and values lead
to a company’s increased profitability and market share.
The benefits of concurrent engineering [71] are numerous and wide-spread
throughout the product development cycle, including but not limited to reductions
in time to market, reduced design changes and design iterations, improvements in
the manufacturability, assembly, serviceability, recyclability and overall quality of
the products. Hauptman and Hirji [54] survey the applicability of concurrent engi-
neering to product development in great detail based on the study of a multitude
of product development projects using concurrent cross-functional teams.
One of the methodologies for achieving this concurrency in the product and
process engineering [6, 91] is based on the formulation of an optimization problem
with constraints drawn from various aspects of the product life-cycle. Tan et al.
[130, 131] suggest a model which brings together different phases of the product
development process using an intelligent agent framework. The approach begins
from representing customer requirements and iteratively generates the final designs
based on cost evaluation of the initial designs. Initial designs are provided to the
system and the set of constraints between the product and the outside systems
do not change during the iterations. The system aims to create a final design
while taking into consideration most aspects of the product development process.
All information exchange occurs between agents governing different stages of the
development life such as process-planning agent, simulation agent, design agent,






























Figure 2.3: The intelligent agent framework proposed by Cutkosky and Tenenbaum
a similar architecture. Their paper provides details of the system architecture,
representations and the software module design. Figure 2.3 represents the gen-
eral framework proposed. Brookes et al. [16] list some relevant case studies of
implementation of the concurrent engineering methodology.
The optimization modules developed for finding the best product design tend
to use the product cost [32, 40, 99, 122, 142] as the objective function. Soundar
and Bao [122] suggest a formulation for the problem with cost as the objective and
the constraints based on
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1. the critical design attributes as surface finish and weight
2. the critical manufacturing system performance attributes as WIP and queue
time
and formulating a utility function to find an optimal solution. Wei and Egbelu [142]
propose algorithms to model various manufacturing costs. Once these are decided,
the minimum cost manufacturing sequence selection is modeled as a mixed integer
problem with minimizing the summation of the costs as the objective and the
operating sequence parameters as the constraints. The aim is to minimize costs
while preserving product functionality.
Ball et al. [6] take a somewhat different approach to formulating the optimiza-
tion problem. They propose that the cost be treated as an independent variable.
Thus, now the cost may be used as a constraint in lieu of an objective as adopted
by the earlier approaches. Often the design problem is split into constituent sub-
problems and optimization with cost as the objective is performed on individual
sub-problems. The disadvantage of this method is that though the cost may be
minimized for the local sub-problem, in the global scenario the cost may not al-
ways be a minimum. Using the cost as a constraint and solving the overall problem
based on tradeoff analysis, ensures that the cost always remains constrained below
the specified value. However, it is important to mention that in this case, the
cost constraint decision is a designer prerogative and (s)he must be provided with
adequate knowledge to help make a well-advised decision.
Thus the problem is a tradeoff problem between the costs and/or time involved
in making the product and the product performance. With the optimization for-
mulation it is hoped that the costs and time involved in the post design problems
may be optimized against a slightly increased design cost and performance.
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2.3 Importance of Design
In Section 2.1, the steps in a typical product development cycle were enumerated.
Embedded in the chronology of events that formulate the development cycle, is
the allocation and approval of finances without which the progress of the product
development is difficult. The “Westinghouse Curve” [14] illustrates how the life
cycle cost of a typical product is greatly affected by the decisions made during
the early stages of the product design phase. Figure 2.4 shows this curve. From
the curve, it may be seen that by the time a product concept is validated, well
before the development is completed, 70% of the total budget for development has
already been allocated. This underscores the importance of providing the designer
with adequate knowledge of the post-design processes [72]. Using this knowledge,
the designer can make the “best” design decisions in order that the costs may
be minimized during the concept stage itself, well before the product goes into
production.
In addition, any required redesign may be implemented in different stages of the
product development process. Depending on the stage at which it is implemented, a
redesign system behaves in different capabilities. In accordance, during the initial
stages of the design process it serves to guide the designer in taking important
design decisions [50] like materials and process selection, joint definitions and so on,
based on knowledge of post design processes and customer requirements, stored in
libraries. Thus, at this stage the approach complements the concurrent engineering
philosophy as applied to the design stage, improving the designs by equipping
the designer with knowledge from other processes. When the redesign schema is
implemented at a later stage, as during the detailed design phase after the initial









































Figure 2.4: Westinghouse Curve [14]
The system attempts to characterize the designs according to the functionality and
designer intent.
2.4 Design for X
Magrab [86] defines DFX as: “Design for X (DFX) may be defined as a knowledge-
based approach that attempts to design products that maximize all desirable char-
acteristics such as high quality, reliability, serviceability, safety, user friendliness,
environmental friendliness, and short time-to-market in a product design while,
at the same time, minimizing lifetime costs, including manufacturing costs”. The
methodology spawns from the idea of designing products while taking into consid-
eration the downstream processes in the product life-cycle and their effects on the
product designs [47, 68, 69, 136].
The previous section explained the importance of design in the product devel-
opment cycle towards overall financial management of the product development
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project. The DFX methodology comprises analyzing the product and processes
involved and their performance characteristics, identifying the problems and short-
comings in these and highlighting them, searching for solutions to these problems,
proposing changes to the product and/or processes (redesign advice) and prior-
itizing these ideas based on the evaluation of the effects of these suggestions on
the performance of the product. The effects of a number of post-design processes
such as manufacture, assembly, schedulability, recyclability, disassembly, produc-
tion, fabrication, reduced time-to-market [12, 41, 50, 62, 67, 70, 98, 128, 129, 136]
on the product design have been studied in detail. Magrab [86] includes a com-
prehensive list of broad DFX areas that may be considered while designing the
product. The elements of these broad DFX areas may be considered as overlap-
ping evaluation criteria in the IP2D2 methodology.
A number of expert systems have been developed based on the DFX philosophy
[24, 73, 83, 120]. An example is Wu and O’Grady’s [144] research on the correlation
between the concurrent engineering and design for assembly methodologies. The
approach explained uses a variant of the Petri Nets concept to abstract and model
the information needed for design for assembly during the design process. The
effects of changes in the designs on the assembly process in terms of the cost
and lead time, as the designer incorporates these changes in the design, serve as
evaluation measures for incorporating the changes into the designs.
Thus, when neither the product designs nor the processes are fixed, or for
the introduction of new products with new process technologies, there exists large
scope for concurrency in development for which DFX tools and techniques can
play a key role.
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2.5 Design for Manufacturing
Design for manufacturing methodologies are used to improve a product’s manu-
facturability. Three important issues dominate the discussion of design for manu-
facturing (DFM), also called design for manufacturability.
• Can the manufacturing process feasibly fabricate the specified product de-
sign?
• How much time does the manufacturing operation require?
• How much does the operation cost?
(For discussion, this body of work uses the term manufacturing to describe both
fabrication and assembly, and includes design for assembly as part of design for
manufacturing.)
DFM guidelines help a product development team design a product that is
easy to manufacture, while other DFM approaches evaluate the manufacturability
(feasibility, time, and cost) of a given product design with respect to a specific
manufacturing process. Some manufacturability evaluation approaches give the
product development team feedback on what aspects of the design make it infea-
sible or difficult to manufacture.
DFM compares a product’s manufacturing requirements to existing manufac-
turing capabilities and measures the processing time and cost. DFM approaches
can be used during the conceptual design and the detailed design steps. Generally,
DFM approaches focus on the individual manufacturing operations, for example
Boothroyd et al. [13], Bralla [15], and Kalpakjian [74].
In an attempt to increase the awareness of manufacturing considerations among
designers, leading professional societies and some manufacturing firms have pub-
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lished a number of manufacturability guidelines for a variety of manufacturing
processes [4, 11, 14, 102, 135]. Researchers have developed several different ap-
proaches to evaluate manufacturability of a given design. Existing approaches can
be classified roughly as follows:
1. Direct or rule-based approaches [71, 73, 110] evaluate manufacturability from
direct inspection of the design description; design characteristics that im-
prove or degrade the manufacturability are represented as rules, which are
applied to a given design in order to estimate its manufacturability. Most
existing approaches are of this type. Direct approaches do not involve plan-
ning, estimation, or simulation of the manufacturing processes involved in
the realization of the design.
2. Indirect or plan-based approaches [56, 58, 63, 66, 92] do a much more detailed
analysis; they proceed by generating a manufacturing plan and examine the
plan according to criteria such as cost and processing time. If there is more
than one possible plan, then the most promising plan may be used for analyz-
ing manufacturability, and some plan-based systems generate and evaluate
multiple plans [52, 53]. The plan-based approach involves reasoning about
the processes involved in the product’s manufacture.
The direct approach appears to be more useful in domains such as near-net
shape manufacturing, and less suitable for machined or electro-mechanical com-
ponents, where interactions among manufacturing operations make it difficult to
determine the manufacturability of a design directly from the design description.
In order to calculate realistic manufacturability ratings for these latter cases, most
of the rule-based approaches would require large sets of rules.
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DFM has been very useful for reducing the unit manufacturing cost of many
products, and successful product development processes require tools like DFM [115].
2.6 Design for Time-to-Market
Time-to-Market is the time from product conceptualization to market introduction.
Short time-to-market means that a product reaches the market early, which in
turn provides the corporate organization with the opportunity to enter the market
during the growth phase of the product life-cycle, when the profit margins and
potential for growth are higher and the product has a longer market life. Bralla
[14] enumerates some of the advantages of achieving the objective as:
1. Reduced time-to-market implies reduced product development time, which
in turn reduces the development costs since less funds are allocated to late
engineering changes, rework and delays due to bureaucratic tarries.
2. The design related cost reductions are applied early in the development cycle.
3. As a consequence of being the first to introduce the product into the market,
the company can be assured of an increased market share and the distribution
and retail network confidence. This in turn increases the life-cycle of the
product. Figure 2.5 compares the life cycles of products under normal and
reduced development times.
4. Typical product delays that are associated with the introduction of a new
product are reduced due to the reduced introduction time of the product into
the market. These may include unforeseen changes in the market conditions














Figure 2.5: Product life-cycle curves with normal and faster time-to-market [88]
and the competence of these members.
Depending on the complexity, technical or otherwise, the process of introducing
the new product may be very complex. Balachandra [5] identifies the following tar-
get areas for strategic initiatives by the product introduction project management
in order that this complexity may be minimized as much as possible:
1. Technology: Technological information about new developments should be
available to the product designers, manufacturing and marketing teams through
free flow of such information and interactions between the teams.
2. Market: There should be a clear definition of the key attributes of the com-
petitive strategy for the product within which all development should be
attempted without aiming at perfection. The focus should be on incremen-
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tal improvements in the product line.
3. Organization: All functions in the development should be treated with equal
importance and there should be adequate communication [9] within and be-
tween different functional teams with suitable conflict resolution mechanisms.
4. Vendors: Vendors should be involved form the beginning in the product
development.
Brookes and Backhouse [17] discuss the importance of evaluating the perfor-
mance of product introduction and the difficulties faced within the task, as the
product life cycle reduces and more products need to be introduced more often
into the market. Some of the performance measures that can be used to evaluate
the time-performance include time-to-market measures, average concept-to-launch
time, time for each phase of development, average over-run and percent of products
over-running, average time between product re-designs, product performance mea-
sures, product cost, technical performance, quality, return on sales, market share,
design performance, manufacturing cost, manufacturability and testability. They
provide case studies [17], evaluating product performance in different corporate
organizations.
Govil [50] presents an approach to combining product design and production
in an attempt to reducing the time-to-market of the product. The strategy, which
is employed in the conceptual design stage of product design, has the following
stages. First the designer inputs the product and process information into a tree
structure. The system performs computations to find the production rate in order
to be able to launch the product at the desired time-to-market. Next, the product
and production system components that are critical to the desired production rate
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are identified. Alternatives for the product and production system that contribute
towards improving the production rate are identified and the best set of alternatives
is selected and output to the designer as improvements.
The system guides the user in creating a functionally decomposed represen-
tation of the product design based on Suh’s axiomatic functional decomposition
approach [124]. The user is allowed to assign materials for the parts of the product
and choose compatible manufacturing processes. It also allows choice of assembly
processes for various sub-assemblies leading to the final assembly. The system then
calculates various processing system parameters, identifies the critical parameters
and suggests improvements to the system and the processing logistics in order to
reduce/eliminate the criticality of these resources.
2.7 Design Refinement
One of the important components of the concurrent engineering and DFX philoso-
phies is design modification or design refinement. The aim is to modify the designs
during the design phase itself before indulging in more expensive and resource in-
tensive processes like manufacturing, while anticipating the problems that may be
encountered in these stages. In order to achieve this, the redesign systems may act
in a feed-forward capacity (design guidance) or in a feedback mode involving com-
pleted product designs. It is difficult to distinguish between the two mechanisms
rigorously and a good redesign system combines the benefits of both.
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2.7.1 Classification and Representation
Dixon et al. [39] propose a classification for mechanical engineering design based
on a combination of the actual design, the designer and the design environment.
They emphasize the need to represent functionality in product design. The objec-
tive of the classification is to enable the problems themselves to indicate possible
solution processes. Bacon and Brown [3] propose using such classifications and
repositories of devices derived therefrom to help discover the behavior of a device
given some formal description of the structure. Hayes and Gaines[57] discuss a
similar approach applying similar principles, termed near misses, to suggest re-
designs in order to improve the manufacturability of the part. The suggestions are
related to the part designs, the size and shape of the stock and the manufacturing
equipment. Crawford and Anderson [29] propose a different architecture for pre-
liminary mechanical design i.e. a stage where each component of the solution can
be modeled by a number of parameters, variables, constraints and goals, using net-
work representations and graph algorithms to model problems and plan solution
procedures. Rinderlie [109] proposes product representative designs as combina-
tions of three descriptions function, form, and fabrication which then formalizes
the designer’s task as specifying form in order to satisfy any constraints on product
function and fabrication. The paper thus lays the foundation for representation
of functionality of product designs and its relationship with the form and product
fabrication. Mckay et al. [89] extend the functional modeling idea and describe the
use of advanced product modeling techniques to represent product families with-
out data redundancy. Two domain models are used to depict a model of a variant
in a product family - a product variety data model and a framework-based prod-
uct data model. In a similar work, Kimura and Suzuki [76] outline a framework
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for a more efficient product design system through the representation of design
intent. Their emphasis is on separating design constraints as either well-formed or
ill-formed and then adapting solution methods suitably.
Aldakhilallah and Ramesh [2] propose an architecture for a self-contained prod-
uct design, process planning and control system which is well suited for a practica-
ble and comprehensive concurrent engineering approach as explained above. They
propose the decomposition of the designs into the constituent elemental features,
which are prioritized by functionality and represented in a graph structure. The
system suggests changes, as may be required, to the product designs for suitability
to the manufacturing operations. During production, the system monitors the ma-
chine breakdowns, capacity changes and other anomalies and modifies the schedule
depending on the severity of these anomalies.
Thus considerable efforts have been made to represent product information
as cross-functional models which can be used to represent data required for var-
ious product development stages. These unified models are then evaluated and
design modifications put forth. As mentioned before, it is very difficult to decou-
ple concurrent engineering and DFX, and a system which aims to achieve better
performance should aim to use a combination of these redesign schemas (in the
advisory and evaluative capacity) during the development process.
2.7.2 Representing Design Advisory Rules
During the conceptual design stage the product development team hopes to take
into consideration the entire development life cycle of the product while making
design decisions. Hence, it is essential that as much knowledge as possible be made
available to the design team about all aspects of the product life cycle.
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Function plays a strategic role in the conceptual design stage. Deng et al. [38]
describe strategies and methods for developing such a functional modeling design
environment to guide designers during the conceptual design stage. They have
developed a model based on the function, environment, behavior and structure
of the product. Bardhan et al. [8] discuss an approach towards development of a
multi-digit code system for each feature to be added to a design, that identifies
its major attributes, feature essentials and unique identification. Based on this
code system, the applicable design rules are checked for possible violation and
modifications are suggested.
Govil’s [50] advisory system guides the designer during the conceptual design
phase by providing information about the post-design processes. Libraries of ma-
terials and properties are provided to the designer who is required to input the
designs in the form of functional requirements (FR) of the parts and the design
parameters (DP) corresponding to these functional requirements, using the ax-
iomatic design theory [124]. Once the embodiments are finalized from these FRs,
the designer is advised on the materials-processes options and the design-material-
process model is created in the form of a tree structure. This tree structure may
then be used for further analysis. Schmidt and Cagan [116] discuss the ability of
grammars to generate a space of machine designs, providing a platform for a de-
signer assistance tool. The central idea is to generate designs from a library using
a grammar, the details of the representation of which are explained by Flasinski
[45].
Often products exist over multiple domains and a product model defined in
one domain needs to be valid and usable in another domain. Especially relevant
to this situation is a product requiring construction of a prototype, since the ma-
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terials and processes for the product and the prototype are normally different.
Various researchers [49, 78, 146] explain problem solving architectures that cover
multiple domains by managing information during the transformation between the
two domains. Krishnan and Magrab [78] propose the use of interchangeable pro-
cess specific entities to model the product in multiple domains. The use of such
process specific entities is advantageous since the limitations of the manufacturing
process are implicitly integrated into the design and the entities are representative
of these limitations. Thus the geometric information and the manufacturability
information are coupled into the product designs as they are created.
2.7.3 Product Redesign
Redesign may be included in the design process by incorporating design modifica-
tions after the detailed design phase. In this phase, the geometry of the parts is
defined and the associated information needed to manufacture the part as dimen-
sions, tolerances and related parameters is formalized. After this stage is complete,
the designs may be evaluated in the context of post-design processes and relevant
suggestions to improve product design performance during these post-design pro-
cesses may be put forth.
In order for the system to evaluate designs efficiently and put forth viable and
useful design modification options, it is imperative that the product models that act
as input to these evaluation schemas be succinct and representative of all aspects of
the product design. To attain this objective and to capture the functionality (what
the design does) and design intent (justification of the underlying rationale behind
design decisions), one well-researched approach is the creation of an intermediate

















Figure 2.6: Product Model Schematic
Figure 2.6 shows the schematic for such a product model comprising two parts:
a physical model and a meta-physical model along with their inter-relationships.
The overall model is based on the creation of an abstract Product Definition Unit
(PDU) as the basic element, which can represent anything from a system to a
feature. The PDUs are given types, characteristics and links with other PDUs and
physical entities. The PDU is merely a shell to encapsulate information. Features,
which are natural collections of items that are used in a particular context, form
the links between the physical and meta-physical entities. The information in the
meta-physical realm pertains to nature, structure and behavior of objects in the
physical realm.
DeMartino et al. [34] propose the creation of an Intermediate Model which is
a multiple-view, feature-based representation of the product. To integrate design
with other engineering processes, it is necessary to have a product model which is
representative of the information of the design and the relevant engineering pro-
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cess and both must be able to share this information. The proposed intermediate
model (called Feature Kernel Model [35, 36, 37, 48]) is a hybrid model comprised
essentially of an adjacency graph, where each node corresponds to a feature face
and arcs connecting the nodes represent the relationship between them in the form
of geometric constraints or topological relationships. To make it easier to extract
features [48] for use in post-design engineering processes, the shape features are
represented [37] by their boundary entities and the topological adjacency relations
between feature pairs. The linguistic properties of the features (semantic represen-
tation) [35] are modeled by a set of algebraic expressions representing the relations
between the shapes. The model is capable of handling and representing multiple
views of the designs. These multiple views adapt to the modeling requirements of
other engineering processes. Consequently, the model serves as an intermediary
between different processes supporting the philosophy of concurrent engineering in
collaborative product design.
Hayes [55] presents a Design Adviser system for providing design evaluation to
the designer concurrently during the design process. Part and processing system
details are input to the system and it suggests changes to the design in order to be
able to make the part. The modifications are aimed at reducing the manufacturing
cost and keeping the alterations to the original designs to a minimum. Murayama et
al. [93] take the geometric model of the part as the input and suggest modifications
to the designs in order to improve the recyclability of the designs. Pnueli and
Zussman [104] suggest an algorithmic approach for evaluating the end-of-life and
recyclability and improving it through redesigns. The evaluation schema is based
on the rules for optimal recyclability. The product designs, in all these approaches,
are represented by AND/OR graphs [75, 134]. The system so formulated also
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attempts to automate the redesign optimization stage. Towards this end, some
rules and guidelines for redesign generation based on design for recycling principles
are ingrained into the system.
2.8 Manufacturing System Analysis
Manufacturing system analysis plays a very important role in the development
of the new product. The designs are construed into physical products through
the manufacturing system. Hence it is imperative that the performance of the
manufacturing system be evaluated as a part of the product development process.
The following sections aim to understand previous research in the field.
2.8.1 Models
A critical piece of data for estimating manufacturing cycle times is the process-
ing time of each step required to manufacture the given product design. There
exist many models and techniques for estimating processing times. Many of the
DFM approaches include this activity. Estimating the processing time of a man-
ufacturing step, given a detailed design, is usually different from estimating the
processing time, given a conceptual design. For a detailed design, highly detailed
process planning, manufacturing process simulation, or time estimation models
can be employed [62, 92]. For existing products, the processing and setup times
should be available from existing process plans. For a conceptual design, how-
ever, less detailed models must depend upon a more limited set of critical design
information [50].
Most of the models presented here are descriptive (or evaluative) models that
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predict system behavior. Only the production scheduling models are optimization
(or generative) models, since they attempt to find the best sequence of activi-
ties that minimizes the manufacturing cycle time. However none of these models
attempts to select the best product design or manufacturing system configuration.
Types of Manufacturing Cycle Times
At this point two types of manufacturing cycle times are of interest to DFP ap-
proaches. First, consider a manufacturing system that will complete a large number
of work orders of the new product. The size of these work orders may be fixed
or have some variability. In this setting, the product development team will need
to estimate the average manufacturing cycle time of these work orders. Second,
consider a manufacturing system that will complete a small number of work orders
of the new product. The product development team needs to determine the total
manufacturing cycle time from the time the first work order starts to the time
the last work order finishes. This will apply to an engineer-to-order or make-to-
order manufacturer that wants to respond to a particular customer request and
needs to estimate when the complete customer order (which may be one or more
work orders) will be done. Note that this is similar to due date determination
methodologies.
Models of Steady State Performance
This section describes types of models that can be used to estimate average manu-
facturing cycle time in a manufacturing system in steady-state. That is, the prod-
uct mix, including the desired throughput of the new product, does not change,
and the key resources of the manufacturing system are given and fixed. Most of the
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works referenced here consider the cycle time of a product with a simple routing,
that is, the product requires a given sequence of operations.
Fixed lead times. In this model, completing a work order requires a fixed
amount of time. This time does not depend upon the system’s throughput or the
available capacity. This model is the one used by material requirements planning
(MRP) systems. A version of this model specifies a fixed lead time (based on past
performance) for each workstation in the facility. This model is most appropriate
for a facility where parts and assemblies are all very similar, and the product mix
does not change very much.
Conveyor model. This model, described by Hopp and Spearman [65], estimates
the manufacturing cycle time W for a job released to a CONWIP line that already
has n jobs waiting to start processing. TP is the minimum practical lead time, and





This can be applied for estimating the manufacturing cycle time W of a job
with n parts that requires processing on a line that processes one part at a time.
If the line produces rP parts per time unit, and each part takes TP time units on
average to move down the line, then W is approximated as follows:
This model is also useful for estimating the total manufacturing cycle time T
of a set of s jobs. If W is the average manufacturing cycle time of a job and the
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release rate is one job every t time units, then
T = (s − 1)t + W (2.2)
Queuing system models and approximations. Queuing models can repre-
sent a wide variety of manufacturing systems. Often, the model is a network of
queues, where each node represents a different manufacturing resource or work-
station. Given information about the probability distributions of job arrivals and
job processing times at each node, one can determine the average time in system
for a job. In general, the processing time distribution at one resource affects the
interarrival time distribution at the resource that departing jobs visit next.
Papadopoulos et al. [103] review a large set of queuing system models for trans-
fer lines, production lines, and flexible manufacturing systems. Many researchers
have studied open queuing networks, like Buzacott and Shanthikumar [19], who
present queuing network models for manufacturing systems and Connors et al. [26],
who modeled semiconductor wafer fabrication facilities. Their goal is to analyze
these facilities quickly by avoiding the effort and time needed to create and run
simulation models. They present numerical results that show how the queuing net-
work model yields results similar to those of a simulation model. Queuing network
models are also the mathematical foundation of manufacturing system analysis
software like rapid modeling [125]. Koo et al. [77] describe software that integrates
a capacity planning model and queuing network approximations. They report that
the approximations are reasonable when variability is moderate. However, few re-
searchers have described how to apply this body of work to product design and
manufacturability evaluation.
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Cyclic production scheduling models. If the manufacturing system produces
the same set of items repeatedly, then production scheduling models can be used
to determine the period length and the time during each period that each manu-
facturing operation occurs. This information can be used to determine the man-
ufacturing cycle time of each job. See, for example, Lee and Posner [82]. One
can use cyclic production scheduling to model mass manufacturing systems that
use hoists, robots, or other material handling machinery to move material between
resources.
Discrete event simulation models. Simulation models can estimate manufac-
turing cycle time in almost any manufacturing system. There are a large number
of simulation software packages available [126], and many good resources on sim-
ulation [7, 80]. By running multiple replications of a simulation model, one can
estimate the mean manufacturing cycle time for each product. These are also
useful for verifying analytical models.
Hybrid models. In some cases, simulation or queuing models may be most ap-
propriate for only the more critical, heavily utilized resources, while fixed lead time
models are sufficient for low utilization resources. A hybrid model uses different
models for different workstations.
Models of Evolving Systems
Evolving systems refer to manufacturing systems where the product mix or the
resource availability changes significantly over the time horizon of interest. This
might include the desired production rate of the new product itself. Of course,
it may be possible to divide the time horizon into two or more periods where the
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system reaches steady-state. In this case, the models mentioned above can be used
for each time period. Alternatively, one can neglect the aspects of the system that
are evolving and use a steady state model to approximate the system.
Production scheduling models. These models include, for all jobs to be pro-
cessed by the manufacturing system, each scheduled activity on each key resource.
Typically, there is a set of previously scheduled jobs for the existing products. The
goal is to schedule the required jobs for the new product and determine when they
will be completed. If the product development team is interested in the average
manufacturing cycle time, W will be the average flow time of the jobs. If the
product development team is interested in the total manufacturing cycle time, T
will be the difference between the maximum completion time (of the relevant jobs)
and the first release time.
Li and Cheng [84] present a version of the due date setting problem that has
both new jobs that need due dates and old jobs that already have due dates. The
objective is to schedule the jobs and assign due dates to minimize the total cost of
delayed due dates and the maximum job tardiness cost. The approach is to solve
a deterministic machine scheduling problem.
Discrete event simulation models. As stated above, these models can eval-
uate the performance of almost any manufacturing system. More sophisticated
simulation softwares allow the user to model systems where production rates, re-
source availability, and other factors change during the simulation run.
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Model Comparison
The models presented above vary widely. Some are quite simple, while others are
very complex. This section compares these models on the following criteria: data
requirements, computational effort, descriptive power, approximation accuracy,
and ability to do sensitivity analysis.
Data requirements. The fixed lead times and conveyor models require the least
data. Although some queuing network models require a large amount of data, the
approximations need just a few statistics for each workstation. The production
scheduling models require times for each activity. The simulation models require
the most data, though the amount required depends on the level of detail involved.
Of course, acquiring a small set of data may require summarizing a much larger
set of data, but estimating and maintaining this smaller set requires less effort.
Computational effort. Computational time limits the number of runs that
can be done and thus limits the amount of analysis that can be done. The
fixed lead times and conveyor models require little computation. Again, some
queuing network models require much computation, but the approximations are
straightforward. Production scheduling models can require large computational
effort, since some production scheduling problems are NP-complete. Heuristic ap-
proaches, however, may require less effort. Detailed simulations of large facilities
can require hours to run, and one must perform multiple replications if the model
includes random events.
Descriptive power. Some of these models can provide much more information
than the average manufacturing cycle time. Queuing networks, production sched-
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ules, and simulation can provide information about resource utilization as well.
Simulation is especially good for determining the range of system performance
over different time periods, whereas queuing models usually provide estimates of
means.
Approximation accuracy. The accuracy of any model depends upon the qual-
ity of the data provided. Timely, accurate data is essential. In general, the fixed
lead time and conveyor models are the least accurate. Queuing network models
vary widely. More sophisticated models will give more accurate estimates than the
approximations. Simulation models, if used correctly, can provide accurate esti-
mates and are useful for manufacturing systems with more complex interactions
between resources or non-standard probability distributions.
Ability to do sensitivity analysis. Sensitivity analysis is important when the
product development team wants to determine how changing the product design
or manufacturing system will change the manufacturing cycle time. Because they
use very little data, the fixed lead time and conveyor models are not useful. The
production scheduling models have limited capabilities. The queuing network ap-
proximations are the most useful, since manufacturing cycle time is a function
of the processing times and other parameters, and one can use derivatives to de-
scribe the sensitivity. The simulation models are less useful, though researchers are
currently developing techniques like perturbation analysis for estimating gradients.
2.8.2 Capacity Analysis
Capacity analysis compares the manufacturing system’s capacity to the product
design requirements. The manufacturing system’s capacity depends upon the time
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available at each required resource and the time already allocated to fabricating
other products. The product design requirements depend upon the setup and pro-
cessing time at each operation and the desired production rate. Capacity analysis
can determine if sufficient capacity exists, estimate the maximum feasible pro-
duction level, suggest alternative release dates, and suggest changes that would
increase the manufacturing system capacity. Of course, the available capacity is
not the same for each resource, since some resources are busier than others and
sometimes there exist multiple, identical resources that can share the workload.
Further, the capacity requirements are not the same for each resource since setup
and processing times can vary greatly from one operation to the next. In addition,
the available capacity may change from one time period to the next as the product
mix changes.
Taylor et al. [132] use a capacity analysis model to determine the maximum
production quantity that an electronics assembly facility can achieve. The analysis
is done for a set of existing products and the detailed design of a new product. If
the maximum production quantity is insufficient, the product design is changed so
that its manufacture avoids a bottleneck resource, which increases the achievable
production quantity to an acceptable level. This work does not estimate manufac-
turing cycle time.
Bermon et al. [10] present a capacity analysis model for a manufacturing line
that produces multiple products. Their approach is not focused on product design
but it is oriented towards decision support and quick analysis. They define avail-
able capacity as the number of operations that a piece of equipment can perform
each day. Given information about the equipment available, the products, and
the operations required, their approach allocates equipment capacity to satisfy the
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required throughput and availability constraints. They incorporate cycle time by
constraining allocated capacity (utilization) to a level strictly below the available
capacity. The difference is the contingency factor. Instead of setting this contin-
gency factor in some ad hoc manner, as some manufacturers do, they describe a
method to calculate a contingency factor for each tool group. The ideal contin-
gency factor prevents the average queue time at that tool group from exceeding a
predetermined multiple of the processing time. To model the relationship between
utilization and queue time, their approach uses a queuing model approximation.
Thus, their approach can determine if the manufacturing line has sufficient capac-
ity to meet the required production and achieve reasonable manufacturing cycle
times.
Many authors have described capacity planning methods that are part of tra-
ditional manufacturing planning and control systems [65, 139]. These methods
determine how much, when, what type, and where a manufacturing system should
add capacity to meet throughput requirements. Typical objectives include min-
imizing equipment costs, inventory, and cycle time. Different capacity planning
models vary, and the more accurate methods require more data and more compu-
tational effort. These approaches do not consider how the product design affects
the manufacturing system performance.
2.9 Estimating Manufacturing Cycle Time
Previous approaches estimate manufacturing cycle time either by modeling the
steady-state performance of the manufacturing system or by scheduling or simu-
lating manufacturing systems that are evolving as the product mix changes over
time.
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Previous work on manufacturability evaluation and partner selection for agile
manufacturing developed two approaches for estimating manufacturing cycle time
of microwave modules and flat mechanical products. Given a detailed product
design, the variant approach [20, 21] first calculates Group Technology codes that
concisely describe the product attributes. Then, this approach searches a set of
existing products manufactured by potential partners and identifies the ones that
have the most similar codes. The manufacturing cycle time of the most similar
existing products gives the product development team an estimate of the new
product’s manufacturing cycle time.
The generative approach [62, 92], however, creates a set of feasible partner-
specific process plans for the given product design and calculates the cycle time
at each step in each plan. Given a production quantity, the approach calculates
the required processing time for an order of that size and adds the processing
time to historical averages for the setup and queue times at that resource in that
manufacturing facility. The approach then sums these times over all the steps
in each process plan, which gives the product development team an opportunity
to see how choosing different partners affects the manufacturing cycle time. This
approach does not consider the available capacity that the manufacturing resources
have or adjust the queue times as utilization increases.
Singh [119] calculates the time at a manufacturing operation as the sum of
the setup time and the run time (the part processing time multiplied by the lot
size). This approach ignores any time due to queuing or moving. Seepersad et
al. [118] present a manufacturing cycle time analysis of a heat-exchanger tube
manufacturing facility and an approach for optimal design of these tubes using a
product platform based approach.
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Govil [50] assumes that the cycle time at each manufacturing operation is
one time period. The lead time for purchased parts may be multiple periods.
This approach uses the assembly structure described earlier to create a tree of
purchasing and manufacturing operations, and the manufacturing cycle time is
the length of the longest path through this tree.
Meyer et al. [90] describe an approach for comparing microwave module designs.
Each different design uses a different set of electronic components. The approach
generates process plans that are feasible with respect to the characteristics of the
selected components. They evaluate each design and process plan based on the
cost, the system reliability, and the maximum lead time required to procure any
of the selected components.
Veeramani et al. [137, 138] describe a system that allows a manufacturer to
respond quickly to requests for quotation (RFQs). They apply the approach to
companies that sell modified versions of standard products that have complex sub-
assemblies (like overhead cranes). Based on customer specifications for product
performance, the system generates a product configuration, a three-dimensional
solid model, a price quotation, a delivery schedule, the bill of materials, and a
list of potential design and manufacturing problems. The system verifies whether
the design can be feasibly manufactured by the shop. The authors claim that,
to generate the delivery schedule for that order, the system uses data about shop
floor status, current orders, and alternative process plans to determine the time
needed to produce the new order. Although no details are given, it appears that
the system does some shop floor scheduling to determine the completion date.
Elhafsi and Rolland [43] study a make-to-order manufacturing system and build
a model that can determine the delivery date of a single customer order. The model
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takes into account the production lines’ existing workloads and allocates portions
of the order to different lines to minimize the cost and estimate the expected
delivery date. Each line is modeled as a single-server queuing system.
The U.S. Air Force is developing the Simulation Assessment Validation Envi-
ronment (SAVE), which integrates a set of virtual manufacturing tools. The SAVE
program will help product development teams develop affordable weapon systems
(like fighter aircraft) by giving them the ability to evaluate cost, manufacturing
cycle time, inventory levels, rework, and other manufacturing metrics. The SAVE
approach uses detailed factory simulation models to estimate manufacturing cycle
time.
Soundar and Bao [122] describe a plan to address the question of determin-
ing how the product design affects the manufacturing system. They propose using
mathematical and simulation models to estimate a variety of different performance
measures, including manufacturing cycle time. Though the approach is quite gen-
eral, the paper does not describe any examples or results.
2.10 Process Yield, Manufacturing Cycle Time
and Throughput
The throughput for a manufacturing system is the rate at which parts are pro-
cessed in the system. An associated aim, in addition to estimating manufacturing
cycle time, is studying the relationship between the manufacturing cycle time and
throughput for a manufacturing system subject to process drift.
As a station processes a batch of parts, some parts will become defective due
to the variability of the process. These bad parts must be detected and discarded.
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In general, yield is the ratio of the number of good parts produced to the number
of parts processed. This ratio is between 0 and 1. The bad parts may be detected
at the current station or at an inspection station that the parts visit at a later step
in the processing sequence.
In particular, the case where some bad parts are detected and discarded at
the current station while other bad parts are detected and discarded at the next
inspection station is important. Some types of flaws are obvious and can be de-
tected immediately, while others require careful examination by trained inspectors
using special equipment or procedures. This research uses the term scrap yield to
describe the fraction of parts that do not have obvious flaws. These parts con-
tinue to the next step. However, some of these parts have undetected flaws (which
will be found at the inspection station). Moreover, the size of the fraction with
undetected flaws depends upon whether the process is operating within its speci-
fications. Normal yield occurs when this is the case. The reduced yield (which is
lower than the normal yield) occurs when the process behavior has drifted beyond
its specifications. It must be noted that this assumption of a two state yield, as
explained here, is a binary simplification for the process drift which is in reality a
continuously decreasing function.
Process drift is a common occurrence in many manufacturing processes where
machines become dirty (leading to more contamination) or other aspects change,
leading to degraded performance. Statistical process control tracks process quality
to determine when the process has gone out of control (has drifted beyond its
specifications). The time that the process remains out of control depends upon
how long it takes a batch of parts to move from that station to the inspection
station. This time is called the detection time. When the batch is inspected, the
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drift is noticed (through a statistical process control method), the process is fixed
and the process resumes operating within its specifications. The fraction of parts
with undetected flaws now equals the normal yield.
Clearly, a larger detection time implies that the process will operate out of con-
trol (at the reduced yield) for a longer period of time, which reduces the throughput
(the number of good parts produced). The detection time depends on the position
of the inspection station in the processing sequence and the manufacturing cycle
times at the stations that follow the process that is out of control.
These issues are important considerations in design for production. First, the
product design may affect the yield of a process, since some designs are easier to
make than others (eg. a product with tight tolerances may have a lower yield on
a machining step than a product with broader tolerances). Second, the product
design may affect the processing time and manufacturing cycle time at various
stations. Thus, changes to the design may increase (or decrease) the detection time,
which affects the throughput. Since design for production seeks to understand how
design changes affect the performance of the manufacturing system, it is important
to have models that can estimate manufacturing cycle time, yield, and throughput,
which are important performance measures.
Srinivasan et al. [123] enumerate benefits of reducing cycle time towards im-
proving system yield for semiconductor manufacture. The paper presents graphs
relating the process yields to deviation of cycle time from its nominal value along
with a simulation model to quantify the relationship. Narhari and Khan [95] an-
alyze inspection results as reentrant flows into the queuing network. They also
address the problem of alternate ways of locating inspection stations in a process-
ing sequence. This gains relevance from the fact that increasing the number of
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inspection stations in a processing sequence increases the overall cycle time but
leads to early detection of defects. Cunningham and Shanthikumar [30] present
analyses of effects of reducing cycle time on improving die yield of semiconductor
wafers. They present two conjectures on how reducing cycle time improves yield,
an informational conjecture which states that the completed batches can be stud-
ied for defects and improved and a physical conjecture which states that a reduced
cycle time means lower contamination of completed batches.
Since detecting a process drift depends on the time that elapses before the first
defective product arrives at the closest inspection station, the cycle times for the
resources in the processing sequence for the product from the resource where the
drift occurs and the next inspection station contribute to the detection time for the
process drift. This research focuses on understanding the relationship between the
manufacturing cycle time and the defect detection time. Since process drift affects
not only the product batch during whose processing it actually occurs, but also
every batch of every product thence until detection, there are two implications:
1. The yield losses at various resources in the processing sequence result in a
decrease in the batch size along the processing sequence. Chapter 3 provides
relations to calculate the initial release rate based on the desired through-
put and given input batch size. Due to the decreased batch size, the final
throughput is much lower than the release rate.
2. Inspection stations increase the processing time for the product without
adding value to it. Hence, optimal placement of these stations contributes
towards decreasing the total time spent by the product in the system. These
may include placing the inspection stations near high-risk processing sta-
tions. The models presented here for manufacturing systems with process
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drift may be extended to identify such processing stations and figuring out
inspection station positioning.
2.11 Printed Circuit Boards and Embedded
Passives
In applications such as consumer and industrial electronic products, a printed cir-
cuit board, PCB (or printed wiring board, PWB) forms the backbone of the device.
The PCB substrate supports the discrete components that form part of the circuit
along with the wiring requirements for these components. The components may be
passive devices (such as resistors and capacitors) or active devices (such as diodes,
integrated circuits, and transistors). These components may be mounted on one
side of the substrate or on both sides depending on the circuit’s requirements and
the size of the board. Usually, the substrate is constructed by laminating copper
to one or more surfaces of a sheet of plastic reinforced by paper or glass fiber.
Single layer, single sided boards have only one circuit layer. Single layer, double
sided boards have two circuit layers, one on each side of the board. Multilayer
boards have three or more circuit layers made by bonding (or laminating) layers of
patterned, pre-etched, undrilled copper-clad laminate together. Layer interconnec-
tions are then made by drilling and plating through holes in the non-conducting
plastic.
As circuits get more complicated, they require more discrete passives. Coupled
with progressive reduction in the size of the electronic device, which in turn means
reduced “real estate” atop the PCB, this intensifies the need for shrinking the size
of the passive components and developing alternative technologies to accommodate
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the large numbers needed for device functionality. Embedded (or integrated) passive
components, which are part of or buried in the PCB substrate and are fabricated
along with the substrate [114], may be one way of realizing these goals.
The National Electronics Manufacturing Initiative (NEMI) defines embedded
passives as functional elements either buried or incorporated on the surface of an
interconnecting substrate. For more information see, for example, [44, 105, 107,
108, 111, 147].
2.11.1 Definitions
This subsection explains some terminology associated with embedding passives
components in the substrate of a PCB.
Passive Device is simply a single passive element (capacitor, resistor or induc-
tor) in a leaded or SMT (surface mount technology) case [87].
Discrete Passives are the simplest form of passive devices, composed of indi-
vidual parts with two I/Os per unit or element.
Panelization is the process of combining many smaller printed circuit boards
into a large one for processing.
Embedded (or Integral) Passives are passive devices that are buried into the
substrate material of the PCB itself. The passive elements are then considered to
be an integral part of the substrate.
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2.11.2 Pros and Cons of Embedding
There are several potential advantages and some shortcomings to embedding pas-
sives into the PCB substrate, studied in literature [44, 105, 107, 111, 108, 147].
These include:
1. Increase in the number of embedded components, particularly resistors, de-
creases the total board area.
2. Due to the embedding of some resistors and bypass capacitors into the board
itself, the wiring requirements in the form of tracks on the outer layer of the
board, for connecting the components to one another are reduced. However,
due to the reduction in size of the board, the wiring density may increase since
less area is now available for laying the tracks. A greater number of boards
can now be fabricated from the same panel due to this reduction in board
area. Capacitors can be embedded directly under the active component they
support, thereby reducing the number of layers and interconnecting vias.
3. Since a number of passives are now embedded into the PCB itself, the number
of passives to be surface-mounted reduces resulting in reduced assembly time
and costs. Fallouts of this reduction are an increase in the assembly level
yield and reduction in the rework needed at that stage. Thus, increasing the
number of passives embedded into the substrate increases the density of the
circuit but saves space on the surface of the substrate decreasing the product
weight.
4. Area processes tend to make all components bad when they fail as opposed
to assembly which can be corrected for the failed component. It is therefore
advantageous to include the passive layers near the bottom of the substrate
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(during initial manufacturing cycle) so that the low yield steps are included
early and defective ones discarded/reworked early. This somewhat constrains
the processing sequence for a PCB with embedded passive components. Due
to an increase in the board complexity, the yield could decrease as also the
board throughput. On the whole, embedding passive components could re-
duce engineering and manufacturing flexibility.
5. Using embedded passives allows for increased active circuit density, improved
electrical performance and improved reliability. A capacitor dielectric placed
between the power and ground plane would lower noise and provide blocking
capacitors for filtering applications. This would simplify board construction,
thereby reducing costs and lowering parasitic inductance and cross-talk. Ad-
ditionally, electrical connections are shortened and electrical properties of
each device are improved through additional termination and filtering op-
portunities. Product quality is improved due to reduction in incorrectly
soldered passive devices to the PCB and reliability is increased.
6. Increase in cost due to embedding passives remains constant upto a certain
number of passive components (since it is easy to form one as it is to form
many in an area process). Thus, embedded passives become cost effective
when a large number of components within a system can be fabricated in
a single run. Cost savings are associated with eliminating discrete resistors,
rework reduction, board densification and/or reduction, more streamlined as-
sembly process. The cost of the device may be further reduced by introducing
manufacturing automation in making PCBs with embedded passives.
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In conclusion, though embedding requires additional processing steps, removing
discrete passive components can result in streamlined assembly, less rework and
greater overall circuit design flexibility.
2.11.3 Buried Passive Parameters
There are different techniques for embedding passive components into the PCB
substrate. One of the technologies widely employed is known as Ohmega-Ply c©1.
The following explanation of the technology is described by Signer [117] and the
Ohmega-Ply c© technical manual [100].
The advantage of Ohmega-Ply c© is that the construction is compatible with
existing printed board processing and the material system has fewer dimensional
constraints. The material system consists of copper foil to one side of which a
metal alloy film is applied. This is then laminated to a polymer substrate such
that the alloy film contacts the substrate. The materials come with resistive sheet
values of different ohm-per-square and cover a large number of applications.
Now, during processing to create the resistor, the etching is controlled in dif-
ferent passes so that in certain portions, both the foil and the resistive metal alloy
film are etched while in others, the foil but not the resistive film is etched. Two
foil areas connected by only the resistive material form a resistor connecting the
two areas.
Figure 2.7 depicts the cross-section of a PCB with an embedded resistor and
capacitor.
The resistance, R, of a buried resistor is given by







Figure 2.7: Cross-section showing embedded passives [87]
R = ρs N (2.3)
where
ρs = sheet resistance of material, Ω/square




L = length of resistor element
W = width of resistor element
Figure 2.8 shows these parameters. The shaded squares correspond to the number
of squares in the embedded resistor. The resistance of the resistor shown in the
figure is 5ρs Ω.






















L = 5W N = 5
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Figure 2.8: Resistance of an embedded resistor
able tolerance limits of the PCB production processes employed. The limitations
of the technique are that since it is a polymer based technology, the units cannot
be used in high temperature applications and the initial resistivity tolerances are
tighter since the parameter depends on the material sheet resistance tolerance and
element dimensions.
2.12 Embedded and Discrete Passive Components
There are many implications of deciding the quantity and type of passives to be
embedded to cost and manufacturing system performance. Some of the tradeoffs
are related to the cost of manufacture of the substrate, the cost of surface mount-
ing discrete components and overall area of the passives to be embedded and in
effect the PCB itself. Also, reducing the number of discretes has the additional
benefit of reducing the assembly time needed for the PCB, thereby reducing the
manufacturing cycle time for the assembly station.
Embedding discrete passives into the PCB changes the manufacturing process
for the PCB. The advantages and changes in the design, when the decision to
embed discretes (the first time a passive component is embedded) is taken by the
PCB manufacturer, are essentially on account of layers with embedded passives to
be added to the PCB. These changes are listed in Subsection 2.12.1. Embedding
additional passives into the substrate may not necessarily add layers to the PCB.
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Subsection 2.12.2 enumerates the design changes that result.
2.12.1 For the Initial Embedded Passive
When any of the passive components in the design of the PCB are embedded in
the substrate or each time an additional layer with embedded passives needs to be
added to the PCB, the following points need to be kept under consideration while
defining the design parameters for the PCB:
1. The overall drill time increases due to the addition of each new layer to the
board. This is especially important for the case of laser drilling where an
increase in thickness drastically increases the required drill time. It is of less
importance for mechanical drilling. However, in case of mechanical drilling,
the tool wear is also likely to increase due to the increase in thickness of the
board. This in turn means that the tool needs to be changed more often
meaning more tool change (and setup) time and costs for the same panel.
2. When the first passive is embedded, additional steps enumerated in Subsec-
tion 4.1.3 are added to the process plan for the PCB. Thus, the time taken
for the these operations some of which may be directly proportional to the
number of layer pairs increases.
3. Addition of a layer from embedding a passive device increases the time re-
quired for the kitting operation as well as the layup and lamination opera-
tions.
4. Embedding the passive devices imposes restrictions on the assembly sequence
of the PCB. Since errors in the layers having embedded passives are not easily
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rectifiable, it is necessary to complete and test such layers before making as-
semblies or sub-assemblies with these layers. Thus they influence the overall
processing sequence for the PCB.
5. It may be possible to eliminate the surface mounted components or the pin-
through hole components on one side of a double sided PCB through embed-
ding passives into the substrate. If the present board has discrete passives on
both sides of the board, with embedding some passives, there is a saving of
space on the surface of the PCB. It may be possible to combine the discretes
on both sides onto just one side of the PCB. There would be a tremendous
saving on time as a result, since now the PCB needs to pass through the
assembly process and hence the series of stations only once.
2.12.2 Changes Effective Each Time a Passive is Embedded
Each time an additional discrete component is embedded, design and processing
modifications occur for the PCB. These, though not as dramatic as the ones listed
above, nevertheless need to be kept under consideration while analyzing the PCB.
Such modifications include:
1. Reduced number of components that are to be surface mounted or through-
hole mounted. Lower number of components to be assembled on the PCB
results in reduced assembly time for the PCB.
2. Reduced number of holes to be drilled (corresponding to the passive which
has been embedded).
3. In conjunction, lower drilling and deburring process times.
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4. If the passive embedded is a build capacitor requiring the addition of a new
layer each time it is added, all steps required (see Subsection 4.1.3) for the
addition of a passive layer need to be performed.
5. Due to a possible increase in board area due to the addition of each new
passive, the time taken for printing the artwork on the board is likely to
increase.
6. Embedding each passive has potential to reduce the surface area of the board
meaning more boards can be fabricated from a panel. This in turn means
that the setup time at each station per board is reduced since a setup is done
for a panel which now makes more boards.
7. Each time a passive is embedded without the addition of a new layer, some
of the area of the board is occupied by the passive with the result that this
area is blocked and cannot be used for wiring i.e. laying tracks to connect the
various components that the PCB supports. Section 4.3.1 presents a model
for the number of layers in a PCB with embedded passives.
Please refer to [22] for more details.
2.13 Summary
This chapter discussed research into understanding the concurrent engineering and
design for X concepts. It included some previous work done in manufacturing
system analysis and design and some models developed for the purpose. Some
sections were devoted to explaining the importance of design and redesign to the
product development process along with the need to minimize redesign.
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The chapter surveyed some of the techniques for facilitating redesign. These
techniques include creating intermediate cross-domain product representations cap-
turing functional information and formulating optimization problems for evaluating
design performance. It also reported some systems developed that employ these
techniques. These ideas and systems utilize information from various post-design
processes such as manufacturing and assembly.
Two sections of the chapter were devoted to explaining the concept of pro-
cess drift and its importance to the relationship between the manufacturing cycle
time for a product, process yield and product throughput, and embedding passive
components into the substrate of a printed circuit board respectively. The section
on embedded passives reviewed the projections and expectations of the electron-
ics community from the process of embedding passives and the expected benefits.
These topics will be studied in more detail in this dissertation.
Thus, this chapter acknowledges that there is a plethora of issues in product
development, in general and DFX and product profitability assessment, in particu-
lar. There is a definite need to address the issues related to manufacturing system
performance for a system processing a set of product designs. A good deal of
issues have already been studied by different researchers and models and method-
ologies proposed. There is yet significant potential to develop a more complete
and comprehensive approach to design for production.
The following chapters detail manufacturing system models for different pro-
duction situations, tools and techniques to understand the design-production re-
lationship and contributions towards improving the product development process




In general, DFP refers to methods that study the impact of a product design on the
manufacturing system performance and provide means to estimate this manufac-
turing system performance. For estimating the manufacturing system performance,
this chapter models the manufacturing system as a queuing network. This model
is then used to analyze the manufacturing system processing different product sets.
Section 3.1 explains the model in detail. Section 3.2 explains the working of
the DFP tool developed based on this model. Section 3.3 presents an application
of the tool to a product domain: microwave modules, along with sample results.
Section 3.4 summarizes the chapter.
The models developed in Section 3.1 have been extensively used by Wei and
Thornton [140, 141] for production system performance evaluation of Boeing’s
aircraft tube manufacturing plant.
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3.1 Manufacturing System Model Explanation
This section explains the mathematical formulation that is used to model the
manufacturing system into which the product set is introduced for production.
Assumptions. This manufacturing system model estimates the average manu-
facturing cycle time under the following conditions:
• the product mix and the resource availability are fixed,
• the manufacturing system has reached a steady state,
• no job visits any station more than once (i.e. there is no re-entrant flow),
• the yield at each processing station in the system does not change.
Steady state may be defined as a state where the demand does not change over
the given time period and the manufacturing system processes a large number of
batches.
3.1.1 Data Requirements
The manufacturing system model requires the following data:
• For each workstation:
– the number of resources available,
– the mean time to failure for a resource,and
– the mean time to repair the resource.
• For each existing product and the new product:
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– the job size (number of parts),
– the desired throughput (number of parts per hour of factory operation),
and
– the sequence of workstations that each job must visit.
• For each product-resource combination:
– the mean setup time (per job) at each workstation and its variance,
– the mean processing time (per part) at each workstation and its vari-
ance, and
– the yield at each workstation that a job must visit (the ratio of good
parts produced to parts that undergo processing).
Often, even in make to stock kind of situations, demand varies with time. The
models presented in this chapter address the issues of varying demand by defining
production horizons. The demand in each production horizon is assumed to be at
a constant rate. The demand can, however, vary from one production horizon to
another. Thus, the assumption of steady state demand now holds true for each
production horizon. The release rate for each production horizon is calculated
using the demand for that production horizon. Note that, as a result, the average




SCV = squared coefficient of variation
I = the set of all products (existing and new)
Ti = desired throughput of product i (parts per hour)
Bi = job size of product i at release
cri = SCV of job interarrival times for product i
J = the set of all stations
nj = the number of resources at station j
mfj = mean time to failure for a resource at station j
mrj = mean time to repair for a resource at station j
Ri = the sequence of stations that product i must visit
Rij = the subsequence that precedes station j
tij = mean part process time of product i at station j
ctij = SCV of the part process time
sij = mean job setup time of product i at station j
csij = SCV of the setup time
yij = yield of product i at station j
Yij = cumulative yield of product i through Rij
Yi = cumulative yield of product i through Ri
xi = release rate of product i (jobs per hour)
Aj = availability of a resource at station j
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Vj = the set of products that visit station j
t+ij = total process time of product i at station j
c+ij = SCV of the total process time
t+j = aggregate process time at station j
c+j = SCV of the aggregate process time
tj = modified aggregate process time at station j
cj = SCV of the modified aggregate process time
Aggregation. Aggregation calculates, for each product, the processing time of
each job at each station. It also calculates, for each station, the average processing
time, weighted by each product’s arrival rate. Finally, it modifies the aggregate
processing times by adjusting for the resource availability.
The cumulative yield is the product of the operation yields. Note that in the
model, the yield for a product at a station yij will have a value between zero and
one. This is also referred to as the pass fraction for the station. yij will have a
value less than one for each processing station where defective parts are discarded.
If defective parts are identified at a test or inspection station that discards them,
the processing station will have a yield of one and the test (inspection) station will




















Vj = {i ∈ I : j ∈ Ri} (3.5)
The time spent by a job at station j is the sum of the part processing time
and the setup time. The job size depends on the cumulative yield of the preceding
operations.











Equation 3.7, which is used to calculate c+ij, holds because the variance of the
total process time is the sum of the variance of the part process times and the
variance of the job setup time. The aggregate process time of jobs at station j is
the weighted average of all the jobs that visit station j. Each product is weighted
by its release rate, as shown in Equation 3.8. Equation 3.9 calculates the mean of

















Equations 3.10 and 3.11 modify the mean and SCV for the process times by












Arrival and Departure Processes. The arrival process at each station de-
pends upon the products that visit the station. Some products are released di-
rectly to the station, while others arrive from other stations. The departure process
depends upon the arrival process and the service process.
V0j = the set of products that visit station j first
Vhj = the set of products that visit station h immediately before j
λj = total job arrival rate at station j
λhj = arrival rate at station j of jobs from station h
qhj = proportion of jobs from station h that next visit station j
caj = SCV of interarrival times at station j














Equations 3.15 and 3.16 estimate the SCVs for the departure and arrival pro-
cesses.
cdj = 1 +
u2j√
nj


















If the shop is a flow shop, and all products visit the same sequence of stations,
then the stations may be renumbered: 1, 2, ..., J . Vj = I and Vj−1,j = I for all










j−1, 2 ≤ j ≤ J (3.18)
Performance Measures. The performance measures of interest are the average
utilization of resources and the manufacturing cycle time. The average cycle time
of a job depends upon the cycle time at each station it visits.
uj = the average resource utilization at station j
CT j = the average cycle time at station j



























Sensitivity. This model can indicate how the manufacturing cycle time of the
new product is sensitive to its part processing time at any station. In the general
case, calculating the derivative
d CT j
d tij
is feasible but complex due to the equations
that describe the arrival and departure processes.
Mj = estimate for
d CTj
d tj

















Discussion. The queuing network approximations used here offer some advan-
tages and also have limitations [19]. Compared to simulation models or more
sophisticated queuing network analysis techniques, these approximations are less
accurate, especially for very complex systems, and cannot provide the same range
of performance measures. However, they require less data and less computational
effort than the simulation models and other analysis techniques. Therefore, they
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are more appropriate for situations where a decision-maker needs to compare many
scenarios quickly.
3.2 DFP Tool
This research developed a DFP tool to help the product development team better
evaluate product designs, based on the analytical model detailed in Section 3.1.
This tool demonstrates the proposed evaluation mechanism based on manufactur-
ing system performance. This section explains the working of the tool. The tool
can be customized as needed for a specific product domain. Section 3.3 explains
the application of the tool to the domain of microwave modules.
The aim of the tool is to help the designer make good design decisions based on
knowledge of the performance of the design in the production phase. Towards this
end, the design and production teams create a database of the existing production
facility:
Factory Database : This is the database that needs to be created by the pro-
duction team and be made available to the program before running the
subroutines. It provides information about the resources available in the
manufacturing system. For each of the resources, the data needed is:
1. name of machine,
2. mean set up time,
3. variance in set up time,
4. number of machines,































Figure 3.1: Block diagram for DFP tool inputs
6. mean time to repair.
It is expected that the designer use this database as a guide, thereby avoiding
making changes to the production system, which is often an expensive proposition.
The user input to the tool is in the form of two files:
Operations File : This file contains a list of the products (in the product set)
being manufactured. It should provide the following product information:
1. name of the product,
2. job size for the product (number of parts),
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3. length of production horizon,
4. throughput requirements (parts per time unit),
5. operations sequence and associated operations parameters, and
6. SCV for the job interarrival times.
Design Input File : This is, in actuality, a set of files, one corresponding to
each product in the product set. Each design file should list the relevant
design information for the product. This design information will be used for
identifying the resources needed from the factory and creating the necessary
process plans for the products. Refer to Figure 3.1.
The tool then uses the product design data and factory information to create
operations-input and machine-input data sets. Using these data sets, the process
plans are created. The tool can be used to analyze the following two scenarios:
Case 1 : a completely new product is introduced into the system with different
design parameters and different processing operation requirements, and
Case 2 : an existing product is modified to improve its performance which does
not change the component set but merely modifies the process plans.
In either case, two instances of the model are created: one for the existing
product set and another after the new product has been introduced or an existing
product has been modified.
3.2.1 Algorithm:
The tool uses the following algorithm to estimate the manufacturing system per-
formance for a given product set. Figure 3.1 shows a block diagram corresponding















Figure 3.2: Flow chart for Case 1
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1. Inputs:
(a) The factory file, which describes the resource set J present in the man-
ufacturing system
(b) For the set Pold of existing products, a design file containing the set Dold
of critical design information and an operations file containing the set
Oold of operations sequences
(c) The set Pnew contains the products in Pold and the new product x (if
a new product is to be introduced, else Pold with the modified existing
product). For Pnew, a design file containing the set Dnew of critical
design information and an operations file containing the set Onew of
operations sequences
2. Program Execution:
(a) For each product in Pold, calculate the necessary processing times based
on the critical design information in Dold. Create the set Told of pro-
cessing times.
(b) From Oold identify and create the set Rold of required resources.
(c) If ∃ o ∈ Oold such that o requires a resource r where r ∈ J , advise
user. Exit
(d) Create the set Qold of process plans ∀ p ∈ Pold using information from
Rold and Told
(e) Using Qold, calculate the utilization ur, ∀ r ∈ Rold. If ur ≥ 1 for any
r ∈ Rold, advise user of insufficient capacity. Exit
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(f) Calculate the cycle times CT r , ∀ r ∈ Rold and CTp, ∀ p ∈ Pold. Create
output files for each resource and product
(g) Repeat Steps 2a through 2d for Pnew using Dnew and Onew to create
Qnew
(h) Using Qnew, calculate the utilization ur, ∀ r ∈ Rnew.
(i) Calculate the cycle times CT r , ∀ r ∈ Rnew and CTp, ∀ p ∈ Pnew.
Create output files for each resource and product
(j) If ur < 1 ∀ r ∈ Rnew, then increase the throughput of x, the new
product, by a predetermined amount (or if one of the existing products
is to be modified, increase the value of the counter) and return to Step
2h
(k) Plot results. Exit
Figure 3.2 shows the flow chart for Case 1 listed above (i.e. when a new
product is introduced into a system already processing a set of existing products)
corresponding to Steps 1a, 1c, and 2g through 2k while Figure 3.3 illustrates the
flow chart for Case 2 (i.e. when an existing product is modified).
The tool dispenses design improvement advice to the designer based on which
resource is over-utilized. The system recognizes that the resource has become
overutilized for new product throughput higher than that specified by the user.
It apprises the user of the situation and indicates the allowable increase in new
product throughput before a resource becomes overutilized. It then advises the
user to add capacity in the form of machines if the resource is an automated
station or personnel for a manual resource.
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NOTES: The manufacturing system for the tool is a multiple resource multiple
product system. The processing time distributions for each of the parts on each
resource are known. These parts follow the FIFO (first in first out) rule for pro-
cessing on a resource. This means that irrespective of the priority or importance
of the parts due for processing on a resource, parts are given preference for pro-
cessing depending on the relative times of arrival of the parts at the machine. If
a batch is being processed, the entire batch is completed before any other job is
undertaken. Between the resources queues may form and the stations are assumed
to have infinite buffers. As the algorithm explained, the tool requires creating two
product-manufacturing system instances for each run, one corresponding to the
existing products and one with the new product (or with the modified existing
product corresponding to Case 2 above).
3.2.2 Outputs
The outputs for the DFP tool are in the form of:
• advice to the user for adding workstations that the design needs but are not
present in the current manufacturing system,
• advice to the user regards adding resources to overutilized workstations,
• graphs plotting an output variable (such as utilization or manufacturing cy-
cle time) for the processing resource under consideration versus an input
parameter (such as throughput),
• graphs plotting an output variable (such as manufacturing cycle time) for the











values of a "counter"
NO
New Product?
Figure 3.3: Flow chart for Case 2
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• advice to the designer to aid in changing the product designs in order to best
utilize the production resources.
This tool developed helps the designer estimate how the manufacturing system
will perform while processing the product designs. The user is required to input
the desired throughput level for the new product. The tool initially confirms that
all the resources needed to make the product, as listed in the product design
information are actually present in the current factory. If any required resource is
not present in the available resource set, the tool advises the designer accordingly.
Once the tool has located all the resources needed for processing the new product,
it then evaluates whether it is possible to achieve the desired throughput rate. Once
feasibility has been established, it is useful if the designer is made aware of the
latitude available to increase production requirements within available capacity.
The advantages of such information are two-fold:
1. it allows the product development team to propose larger production targets,
and
2. it tells the designer that if the market demand is higher than projected, the
existing manufacturing system can match the increased requirements.
Case 1 : New product is introduced.
In order to make this information available to the designer, it is necessary
to treat the new product throughput as an independent variable. The new
product throughput is therefore increased in steps and the performance of
the system is plotted as a function of the new product throughput.
For each of the resources that is used for processing the product(s) the uti-
lization of the resource is plotted against the throughput of the new product
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introduced into the system. The graphs begin at the specified value of new
product throughput, which increases until some resource being used in the
processing becomes overutilized. Figures 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7 show examples of
such plots of Utilization vs Throughput and Cycle Time vs Throughput.
This indicates to the designer the allowable throughput for the new product.
If for the specified throughput itself, a resource reaches maximum utiliza-
tion (ur ≥ 1), the tool advises the designer of the situation and proffers
suggestions.
Initially, for the plot of Utilization vs Throughput for each resource, the uti-
lization when the old product set (consisting of the products already being
manufactured) is being processed, is plotted against zero throughput for the
new product. On the same plot, the utilization of the resource after the new
product has been introduced is plotted against the throughput value of the
new product, which is then increased in steps. Similarly, in the Cycle Time
vs Throughput plot, the cycle time for each product before new product in-
troduction is plotted against zero new product throughput while the cycle
times of the product after new product introduction are plotted against cor-
responding values of the new product throughput. These plots indicate the
influence of new product introduction on the manufacturing system perfor-
mance and the existing products.
Case 2: No new product in introduced.
When one or more of the existing products are modified, there is in effect
no new product and hence the resource utilization is now plotted against a
counter. The existing product throughputs are a function of this counter.
Incrementing this counter value, hence increases the throughput of all the
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existing products. In a similar manner, the cycle times for each of the prod-
ucts being processed are plotted against the same independent variable to
give the next set of output graphs.
In this case, as for Case 1 above, the output parameters are plotted before
changing the design parameters of any product (existing product set) and
after such change has been made (new product set), on the same graph.
Then, the plots indicate the effect that changing any of the products has on
the manufacturing system performance and the other products.
The tool also creates a bar graph plot of the utilization at each resource for the
given throughput value. Figure 3.8 shows an example of the bar graph. Plotted
on the X-axis are the various resources being used for this example. The values of
the resource utilization are plotted for the new product throughput value specified
by the user. The algorithm in Subsection 3.2.1 gives the operating procedure for
the tool.
Redesign The tool first establishes feasibility of making the new product in the
present processing scenario. To do this, the tool checks that all the resources
needed to make the new product are present in the factory and that no resource
is becoming overutilized when the system begins manufacturing the new product.
If any product requires a workstation not present in the current factory, the tool
informs the user of this exception. If all the required workstations are present in
the factory but some resource is becoming overutilized (u > 1), the tool advises
the user of the need to add capacity to the resource and allows the user to add
capacity to the overutilized workstation.
Now, after establishing feasibility, the tool then looks at congestion in the
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manufacturing system to determine if there is a need for changes to the product
design. The tool identifies aspects of the product design that may be changed
based on the following heuristic.
Redesign Heuristic : The tool uses a combination of resource utilizations, work-
station cycle times, and product cycle times to indicate to the design development
team aspects of the design that may be modified in order that the performance of
the manufacturing system processing the product design may be improved.
1. The tool first identifies as critical workstations, those workstations that have
the highest resource utilization (greater than a threshold value equal to 0.9)
and sorts these in order of decreasing utilization. The nonlinear relationship
between the station cycle time and resource utilization means that utiliza-
tions above the threshold significantly increase the station manufacturing
cycle time.
2. The tool then identifies the set of products being processed on each critical
workstation. It checks the contribution of the workstation cycle time to the
total manufacturing cycle time for the new product, if the new product is
being processed on these critical workstations.
3. The tool then identifies the five workstations from the set of critical work-
stations with the highest workstation cycle times.
4. Next, the tool parses the key product design data set for the new product to
identify the design features being processed on each critical workstation.
5. The tool identifies the set of design features for the new product which in-
fluence the processing times for the largest subset of the critical workstation
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set. These are the critical design features from the new product that most
influence the product manufacturing cycle time.
6. The user is advised to consider the possibility of modifying these critical
design features in a way that either avoids visiting the critical workstations
or minimizes the processing time at such workstations.
Using the DFP Tool. It should be noted here that this heuristic advises the
design development team to change critical design features in such a manner so
that no workstation in the manufacturing system is highly utilized (u > 0.9). If
no station is highly utilized (all stations have u < 0.9), the tool does not identify
any need for design modifications. Thus, for example if, for a system with ten
workstations, the utilization of eight workstations is greater than 0.85 but less than
0.9, the tool will not generate any design suggestions for the product. On the other
hand, if one workstation has utilization greater than 0.95 and all other workstations
have utilizations less than 0.7, the tool will identify the critical design features
associated with the one critical workstation and advise design modifications.
If the tool finds an overutilized resource and advises the user to add capacity
to this resource, the capacity change is restricted to that run of the tool without
changing the factory configuration file. This gives the designer an opportunity
to modify the new product design and analyze the performance of the manufac-
turing system for the modified product designs before considering changes to the
manufacturing system configuration.
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3.3 Application: Microwave Module DFP Tool
The earlier section explained the DFP tool created based on the proposed ap-
proach. This section presents results from customizing the DFP tool to evaluate
designs of microwave modules being processed in an electronics assembly shop.
This application uses data that an electronic systems manufacturer provided and
other synthetic data that was created as part of this research effort. For details
about the process planning and processing time estimation, see Minis et al. [91].
3.3.1 The Microwave Module
Modern microwave modules (MWMs) have an artwork layer that includes nu-
merous functional components of the circuit. The artwork lies on the dielectric
substrate, which is attached to a ground plane that also serves as a heat sink.
In addition to the integrated components, MWMs may carry hybrid components,
which are assembled separately using techniques such as soldering, wire bonding,
and ultrasonic bonding. Mounting these components often requires holes, pockets,
and other features in the substrate. Figure 3.4 shows a photograph of a microwave
module.
The product’s aluminum substrate has a Teflon dielectric layer. The substrate
needs to be machined on 4 sides and has 8 holes. In addition, the microwave
modules have surface-mount electronic components. The results presented here
are for a shop that currently produces two products (MWM Product 1 and MWM
Product 2) and is introducing a third (Improved MWM).
Table 3.1 gives critical information about the new product while Table 3.2 lists
the sequences of operations for the products. The process planning module uses the
critical design information about the new product to estimate the part processing
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Figure 3.4: The microwave module
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Attribute Value
Number of finished surfaces 4
Length (in.) 4.0
Width (in.) 2.0
Number of holes 8
Average hole depth (in.) 0.25
Etch area (in.2) 3.0
Etch thickness (in.) 0.0001
Plating thickness (in.) 0.00001
Mounted Electronic Components 16
Table 3.1: Critical Design Information for Improved MWM
times and setup times at each workstation as listed in Table 3.3. Table 3.4 lists
the desired throughput of the three products. As seen in Table 3.2, the existing
products (MWM Product 1 and MWM Product 2) each require 7 operations. The
new product (Improved MWM) requires 9 operations. The portion of the substrate
with no artwork is provided with added insulation in the new product. The aim is
to minimize possibility of conduction with any extraneous electronic components
which may come in contact with the aluminum substrate. This added insulation
requires a coating operation on an Insulator resource. The process planner uses
previously developed rules and algorithms for MWM process planning [92]. The
availability of the resource set is between zero and one.
Table 3.3 lists the mean processing requirements for each operation. (The
design features for the old and new products are the same with the operation set
being different.) Each processing time has some variability as well. The processing
times and setup times for all the operations have gamma distributions (See NOTES
below for details). It is assumed that the yield at all stations is 100% (yij = 1).
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Op. No. MWM Product 1 MWM Product 2 Improved MWM
1. Grinding Milling Milling
2. Drilling Grinding Grinding
3. Etching Drilling Drilling
4. Electroplating Etching Insulation
5. Automatic Assembly Electroplating Etching
6. Manual Assembly Automatic Assembly Electroplating
7. Testing Testing Automatic Assembly
8. Manual Assembly
9. Testing
Table 3.2: MWM Process Plans
Product i MWM MWM Improved Mod. Agg.
Product 1 Product 2 MWM Proc. Time









j = 1: Drilling 11 11 11 12 0.045
j = 2: Milling 0 2 2 2 0.14
j = 3: Grinding 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22 1.49
j = 4: Electroplating 4 4 4 4 0.05
j = 5: Etch 62.4 62.4 62.4 62.5 0.05
j = 6: Insulator 0 0 82.68 82.68 0.085
j = 7: Automated Assembly 11.67 11.67 11.67 11.67 0.045
j = 8: Manual Assembly 32 0 32 32.06 0.22
j = 9: Testing 60.12 60.12 60.12 60.12 0.06
Table 3.3: Products Process Plans
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3.3.2 The Manufacturing System
The manufacturing facility for these microwave modules is a batch manufacturing
system. There is a milling machine and 2 grinding machines that can machine the
surfaces to be finished, and a drilling machine to drill the holes. The facility has a
plating workstation, 4 etch workstations, 3 insulation workstations, 2 workstations
for automated assembly, and 2 workstations for manual assembly. The automated
assembly workstation has a screen print machine, a pick-and-place machine, and
a reflow oven. The material handling between these machines is automated. The
manual assembly workstation has two employees who can attach other component
types. The facility has 4 technicians on testing stations to test and tune microwave
modules.
NOTES:
1. The values of the Variances for the processing and the setup times are cal-
culated based on the formula for the variance of the m-Erlang distribution.
In this case m = 2.
2. The value of SCV for the interarrival time is 0.5 for all the products. This





for the 2-Erlang distribution is a function of only the shape parameter α (α
= 2 for 2-Erlang).
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Product i MWM MWM Improved
Product 1 Product 2 MWM
Throughput Ti (parts/hour) 6.5 6.5 3.5
Batch size Bi (parts/batch) 10 10 10
SCV arrival 0.5 0.5 0.5
Table 3.4: Desired Product Throughput
Station j Util. uj
Existing New
Product Set Product Set
Drill 1 0.24 0.31
Mill 2 0.022 0.034
Grinder 3 0.024 0.031
Plating Machine 4 0.088 0.11
Etch 5 0.34 0.43
Insulator 6 0 0.16
Auto Assembly 7 0.13 0.16
Manual Assembly 8 0.18 0.27
Test Station 9 0.33 0.42
Table 3.5: Resource Utilization
3.3.3 Capacity Analysis
Using the queuing network model presented above, the tool can calculate the av-
erage resource utilization at each station. Table 3.5 displays these results for the
existing as well as new product sets. Since all uj < 1, all of the stations have
sufficient capacity to process the new product. (Note that the existing products
do not require processing on the Insulator and hence u6 = 0.)
3.3.4 Estimating the Manufacturing Cycle Time
Queuing network model. The tool uses the queuing network model to estimate
the average manufacturing cycle time at each workstation. Based on the routing
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Plating Machine 5.40 6.00
Etch 63.60 64.80
Insulator 0.00 85.20
Auto Assembly 12.00 12.00
Manual Assembly 34.20 36.00
Test Station 62.40 64.20
Total 194.74 286.60
Table 3.6: Cycle Time Estimates: Queuing Network Model
for the new product, is estimates the average manufacturing cycle time as the sum
of these workstation cycle times. Table 3.6 summarizes these calculations. The
total, when the system is processing the existing products, is 194.74 minutes or 3.25
hours, and 286.60 minutes or 4.78 hours when it is processing the new product set.
Table 3.7 shows the cycle time multiple and the sensitivity for the new product.
Outputs. As explained earlier, the throughput of the new product in increased in
steps and performance of the manufacturing system is evaluated for different values
of new product throughput. This continues until the utilization of some resource
exceeds one. The highest feasible throughput is 21 parts per hour. Figure 3.5
shows the plot of utilization of the Etch resource as a function of new product
throughput.
Figures 3.6 and 3.7 show the manufacturing cycle times of one of the existing
products and the new product as a function of new product throughput respec-
tively.
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Station j Multiple Sensitivity
Mj S3j
Drill 1 1.22 2.63
Mill 2 1.04 3.68
Grinder 3 1.01 2.15
Plating Machine 4 1.41 3.05
Etch 5 1.03 2.20
Insulator 6 1.01 10.29
Auto Assembly 7 1.02 2.19
Manual Assembly 8 1.09 3.90
Test Station 9 1.04 2.26
Table 3.7: Sensitivity Analysis (New Product)
Figure 3.5: Typical tool output showing utilization of Etch as a function of new
product throughput
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Figure 3.6: Typical tool output showing cycle time of an existing product as a
function of new product throughput
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Figure 3.7: Typical tool output showing cycle time of the new product as a function
of its throughput
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Figure 3.8: Typical tool output showing bar graph of utilization of various resources
Figure 3.8 plots the utilization of the resources in the factory at the new product
throughput specified by the user.
Design improvement suggestions. For comparison, the product development
team can view a baseline scenario by setting the desired throughput of Improved
MWM to zero. Table 3.6 shows the average cycle time at each station when the
facility manufactures no Improved MWM and when the facility adds Improved
MWM. As may be seen, at the specified new product throughput the utilization
of all the resources is less than 1. Therefore, the manufacturing system is capable
of producing the new product.
The plots with new product throughput as the independent variable indicate
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to the user the allowable increase in new product throughput and present system
behavior as the new product throughput increases. In this example, as the new
product throughput is increased to 20.92 units, the utilizations of various resources
in the processing sequence are well below 1, except Etch (u = 0.89) and Test Sta-
tion (u = 0.87). At this throughput value, however, the manufacturing cycle time
for the new product has risen to 1354 min. In addition, the change in utilization
is greatest for the Insulator. Further, using these results, the tool advises the user
that adding capacity to, or reducing the resource requirements for the Etch and
Test Station workstations would lead to better performance of the manufacturing
system. The tool then indicates that this would require a reduction in the etch
area or the etch thickness or both.
Using the plots in Figures 3.7 and 3.8, the product development team has the
option to increase the new product throughput so long as the manufacturing cycle
time remains less than the acceptable value.
3.4 Summary
This chapter presented a specific approach that determines how manufacturing a
new product design affects the performance of the manufacturing system. Design
for production (DFP) includes design guidelines, capacity analysis, and estimating
manufacturing cycle times. Performing these tasks, like other DFM techniques,
early in the product development process can reduce product development time.
This chapter has developed a decision support tool that performs DFP analysis.
Unlike previous approaches, the tool quantifies how introducing a new product
increases congestion in the manufacturing system. This requires only the critical
design information needed to create a process plan and estimate processing times,
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so it can be used early in the product development process. This tool employs
an approximate queuing network model that estimates the manufacturing cycle
time of the new product. The tool also calculates the capacity requirements and
estimates the average work-in-process inventory. This provides feedback that the
product development team can use to reduce manufacturing cycle time. Plots of
manufacturing cycle time for the products and resource utilization describe the
impact of the new product on the manufacturing system and the existing product
set. The tool can quickly evaluate changes to the new product design or changes
to the manufacturing system.
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Chapter 4
Case Study: Embedding Passives
in Printed Circuit Boards
This chapter presents an application domain for the various models and tools
developed in the previous chapter. The utility of the models and applicability
of the algorithms and tools presented is best demonstrated by applying them to
a product domain. The domain chosen here is Printed Circuit Boards (PCBs).
Particularly, the design of a PCB with discrete and embedded passive components
is analyzed to evaluate the impact of embedding passives on the manufacturing
system performance.
Section 2.11 explained the technology in embedding passive components into
the substrate of a PCB along with relevant literature. Section 2.12 presented some
process and design considerations arising from the decision to embed a portion
of the passive components. Section 4.1 explains the various processing steps in
making a conventional PCB substrate and making one incorporating embedded
passive components. Sections 4.2 and 4.3 explain various design and processing
considerations associated with embedding passive components. Section 4.4 applies
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the DFP tool developed based on the models in Chapter 3 to understand the
effects of embedding passive components for an AS900 CPU printed circuit board,
when the manufacturer makes a product mix comprising boards with and without
embedded passive components.
4.1 Printed Circuit Board Manufacturing
This section details the processing steps involved in the manufacture of a PCB.
The following two subsections list the processing steps for a double sided PCB and
a multilayer PCB.
4.1.1 Double Sided Printed Circuit Boards
Manufacturing a double sided printed circuit board involves the following set of
operations [27]. (Note that this set only includes the steps associated with making
the substrate without reference to techniques for incorporating passive compo-
nents such as surface mount (SMT) or embedding techniques.) The associated
explanation for each step denotes the unit of processing at that step:
1. Material Preparation: Set of panels from which the board is formed (called
a stack).
2. Stack and Pin: Set of panels that form the board.
3. Drilling: Set of panels that form the board.
4. Deburr: Set of panels that form the board.
5. Electroless Copper Plating: Batch of panels pass through chemical baths.
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6. Imaging: One panel at a time.
7. Pattern Plating: Batch of panels in series of chemical baths.
8. Etch Strip: Batch of panels through conveyorized baths.
9. Solder Mask: One panel at a time.
10. Solder Coating: One panel at a time. (dipping in solder bath and removing
excess solder)
11. Gold Plating: One complete panel or sheared into constituent boards.
12. Component Legend: One complete panel or one board.
13. Electrical Test: One board or a panel. Rejects usually discarded, seldom
reworked.
14. Final Inspection: Visually inspect one finished PCB.
4.1.2 Multilayer Printed Circuit Boards
This subsection presents the steps for a multilayer (six layer), plated through hole,
solder coated board with SMT components and no embedded passives [27].
The internal layers of the board are made from double sided laminates. The
steps after the substrate has been assembled (outer layers and internal layers
bonded together) are similar to those followed in double sided PCB manufacture,
as detailed above.
1. Material Preparation: Layers that form the panel.
2. Clean: Layers cleaned in chemical baths in batches.
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3. Imaging: One layer at a time.
4. Etch Strip: Layers in chemical baths in batches.
5. Inspect: One layer at a time. Rejects discarded.
6. Surface Treat (Oxide): Inner-layers in batches pass through chemical baths.
7. Layup: Inner and outer layers arrive and stack is created and surface treated
as a job.
8. Lamination: Sets of inner and outer layers are combined to form panels.
9. Stress Relief: Panels are baked in batches
10. Fabricate Tooling Holes and Trim Edges: One panel at a time.
11. Drilling: One panel at a time.
12. Deburr: One panel at a time.
13. Electroless Copper Plating: Batch of panels pass through chemical baths.
14. Imaging: One panel at a time.
15. Pattern Plating: Batch of panels in series of chemical baths.
16. Etch Strip: Batch of panels through conveyorized baths.
17. Inspect: One panel at a time.
18. Solder Mask: One panel at a time.
These are the significant processing operations to be performed to manufacture
a multilayer printed circuit board substrate. Subsection 4.1.4 lists the operations
sequence for a multilayer PCB with embedded passive components.
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4.1.3 Steps Involved in Embedding a Resistor Component
into the PCB
For a PCB that has embedded passives, each inner layer with embedded passives
needs to undergo the following steps in addition to those for the traditional PCB
that has all discrete passive components:
1. apply photoresist polymer,
2. expose polymer to create vias,




7. print conductor protection pattern,
8. electroless plate resistive layer,
9. etch copper remove excess,
10. strip photoresist, and
11. measure values and clean.
Note that this is only one (of several) approaches to building an embedded
resistor.
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4.1.4 Making a Multilayer PCB Substrate With Embed-
ded Passive Components
This research studied the steps outlined in Subsections 4.1.1, 4.1.2 and 4.1.3,
and developed Figure 4.1 along with Tables 4.1 through 4.16 to depict various
details, including numerous smaller tasks that compose the broad steps listed in
the previous subsections. Note that the processing operations and substeps shown
here are one way of manufacturing the printed circuit board. There may exist other
operations, steps and sequences involved in making the PCB or possibly different
operation sequences involving the operations and substeps listed here.
Figure 4.1 shows a block diagram representing the network of operations for
manufacturing the printed circuit board substrate before the surface mounted com-
ponents are assembled. Blocks IA to B or C represent operations that need to be
conducted on the inner layer pairs before they are assembled together in Block D,
the Kitting or Lay-up stage. The figure shows a representative example of a PCB
with five inner layer pairs along with the two outer layer pairs. Two inner layer
pairs (with Blocks IA to C) contain embedded passive components while three
inner layer pairs (with Blocks IA to B) do not have such embedded components.
Blocks E to N include operations that the multilayer PCB substrate must com-
plete. When the PCB enters processing sequence represented by Blocks E to N,
the inner layer pairs and outer pairs have been composed and laminated together
so that all processing to be done on the inner layer pairs has been completed and
further processing to be done is limited to the outer layers only. Tables 4.1 to 4.16
list the individual steps that are combined to form the corresponding operations
block. The following four operations are just the indicated step:
IA - Clean copper clad laminate
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IB - Resist Application
1 post clean rinse
2 apply resist to laminate - side A
3 apply resist to laminate - side B
Table 4.1: Sub-processes - Block IB
IC - Artwork
1 punch tooling holes
2 insert artwork - side A
3 insert artwork - side B
4 artwork registration
5 board clean
6 setup - exposure bulb replacement
Table 4.2: Sub-processes - Block IC
ID - Mylar Removal
1 expose both sides
2 mylar removal - side A
3 mylar removal - side B
Table 4.3: Sub-processes - Block ID
IE - DES (Develop-Etch-Strip) Line
1 develop both sides
2 forced air dry
3 etch both sides
4 post etch rinse
5 post etch dry
6 strip both sides
7 post strip rinse
8 post strip dry
9 DES line regen
Table 4.4: Sub-processes - Block IE
IF - Testing
B - Insert copper foils on both sides of inner laminate
K - Inspection
The steps constituting an operations block may be completed at a single station
or multiple stations which may be a bath or a series of baths inter-spaced with
associated drying and rinsing operations and the mean processing time for the con-
stituent step is a small fraction of the total product processing time. Note that this
is one possible process of making a PCB. There are other ways of manufacturing
the PCB using different materials.
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Inner Layer with Embedded Passives






















Figure 4.1: Operation Network for PCB Manufacture
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A - Inner Layer Pair Cleaning










11 triple post oxide rinse
12 post oxide dry
Table 4.5: Sub-processes - Block A
C - Embedded Resistor Steps
1 apply photoresist polymer
2 expose polymer to create vias




7 print conductor protection pattern
8 electroless plate resistive layer
9 etch copper remove excess
10 strip photoresist
11 measure values and clean
Table 4.6: Sub-processes - Block C
D - Kitting or Layup of Inner
Layer Pairs
1 punch registration holes
2 layup





Table 4.8: Sub-processes - Block E
F - Drill Setup
1 X-ray registration
2 drill setup 1
3 drill setup 2
4 drill/deburr





4 post de-smear clean
Table 4.10: Sub-processes - Block G
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H - Electrolysis (Cu Layer Deposition)
1 bath - neutraganth
2 tap rinse 1
3 bath - securi HCF 45
4 tap rinse 2
5 bath - NH3 perusulfate
6 tap rinse 3
7 bath - neoganth activo
8 tap rinse 4
9 bath - neoganth reducer
10 bath - noviganth HC
11 bath DI rinse 1
12 bath - acid dip
13 bath - DI rinse 2
14 post electrolysis dry
15 bath - Cu plate electrolyte
16 bath - DI rinse
17 post electrolytic Cu dry
18 vibratory sand
Table 4.11: Sub-processes - Block H




4 apply resist to laminate (side A)
5 apply resist to laminate (side B)
6 insert artwork (side A)
7 insert artwork (side B)
8 artwork registration (side B)
9 exposure maintenance
10 expose both sides
11 mylar removal (side A)
12 mylar removal (side B)
Table 4.12: Sub-processes - Block I
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J - DES (Develop-Etch-Strip)
1 develop both sides
2 post develop rinse
3 forced air dry
4 microetch
5 Cu-plate both sides
6 tap rinse 1
7 NH3 perusulfate
8 tap rinse 2
9 dip - H2SO4
10 tap rinse 3
11 dip HBF4
12 Sn/Pb plate-side
13 tap rinse 4
14 inspection
15 strip both sides
16 post strip rinse
17 hot air dry
18 etch both sides
19 bath - etch finish
20 post etch rinse
21 post etch dry
Table 4.13: Sub-processes - Block J




4 forced air dry
Table 4.14: Sub-processes - Block L
M - DES for Solder
1 apply solder mask (side A)
2 apply solder mask (side B)
3 insert artwork (side A)
4 insert artwork (side B)
5 artwork registration (side B)
6 exposure maintenance
7 expose both sides
8 mylar removal (side A)
9 mylar removal (side B)
10 develop both sides
11 post develop rinse
Table 4.15: Sub-processes - Block M
N - Final Routing and Inspection
1 thermal cure





7 final micro inspection
8 manual inspection
Table 4.16: Sub-processes - Block N
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4.2 Material Flow Considerations for PCB
Manufacture
This section details the various material flow and processing scenarios that could
be involved in making a PCB. These possibilities arise from the different types
of processing stations that the PCB visits as a part of its processing sequence,
ranging from electrolyte baths to component assembly stations. It is beneficial to
enumerate and understand these considerations here, since these affect the batch
size of the product when it visits different stations forming part of the processing
sequence. Since the manufacturing cycle time at a station is a function of the
batch sizes of the products visiting the station, these material flow considerations
directly affect the manufacturing cycle time at the station.
4.2.1 Processing Possibilities
1. Some stations process batches of panel-layers or panels simultaneously. An
example of this type of station is a chemical bath for processes like etching
or coating. A batch of panel-layers is processed in each bath before being
moved to the next bath. Thus, for the station, the job arrives as a batch of
panel-layers or panels and leaves as a batch of panel-layers or panels.
2. Some stations perform operations on one panel-layer or one panel at a time.
Thus, the input for such a station is a panel-layer or a complete panel at a
time and the output is also one panel-layer or a complete panel. Similarly,
some stations take input as a panel and output a set of boards.
3. Some stations combine panel-layers into a complete panel. Sets of such panel-
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layers for a panel as designed are input to the station and they are combined
into a panel. Thus the output from such a station is a completed panel.
4. Stations such as those that embed capacitors combine two batches of panel-
layers into one batch of panel-layers.
The manufacturing cycle time at a station is a function of the batch size of
the products arriving at the station. The manufacturing system models detailed
in Chapter 3 assumes the batch size at the output of the station to be a function
of the output batch size from the previous station in the processing sequence and
the yield at the station only. The batch size of the product here is likely to change
during the processing sequence as a result of different processing considerations
listed above. To offset such changes corresponding factors need to be included in
the mean processing time calculations at these stations. These are explained in
greater detail in Section 4.4.1.
4.2.2 Movement Scenarios
1. Batch of panel-layers or panels arrives at a station −→ batch of panel-layers
or panels is processed simultaneously −→ batch of panel-layers or panels
leaves station.
2. One panel-layer or panel arrives at a station −→ one panel-layer or panel is
processed −→ one panel-layer or panel leaves station.
3. Batch of panel-layers or panels arrives at a station −→ one panel-layer or
panel is processed at a time −→ batch of panel-layers or panels leaves station.
4. Batch of panel-layers or panels arrives at a station −→ one panel-layer or
panel is processed at a time −→ one panel-layer or panel leaves station.
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5. One panel-layer or panel arrives at a stations −→ is processed and waits −→
batch of panel-layers or panels leave station.
6. 2 batches of panel-layers arrive at a station −→ capacitor is embedded and
the two are combined into one batch −→ one batch of panel-layers leaves
station.
7. Set of l panel-layers arrives at a station −→ are combined −→ one complete
panel leaves the station.
8. Batch of n completed panels arrives at a station −→ is processed −→ batch
of nb boards leaves station.
OR
One completed panel arrives at a station −→ is processed −→ batch of b
boards leaves station.
9. Batch of boards arrives at a station −→ components are mounted on surface
of each board −→ individual boards leave station.
The movement scenarios in this subsection further reinforce the need for the
factors introduced in the previous subsection. Combining panel-layers into panels,
separating boards from panels, processing panel-layers in some operations, panels
in others and boards in yet others with panel-layers arriving at and panels leaving
some stations, panels arriving at and boards leaving other stations and panels
and panel-layers arriving at a station and being processed together, all require
that the batch sizes and mean processing time calculations be adjusted so as to
accommodate the effects of these batch dynamics.
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4.3 Design
4.3.1 Calculating the Number of Layers
Sandborn et al. [111] present a model to find the number of layers needed for a
PCB incorporating embedded passives. This research modifies the model presented
there and the example in Section 4.4 uses the model developed here to calculate
the number of layers for a PCB with embedded passives. For the assumptions and
detailed component models please refer to Sandborn et al. [111]. The model uses
the following notation:
Nnl = number of layers for new board (with embedded passives)
N cl = number of layers for conventional board (no embedded passives)
W nl = wiring per layer for new board
W cl = wiring per layer for conventional board
W nu = total length of wiring used for the new implementation
W cu = total length of wiring used for the conventional implementation
Wb = total wiring blocked from embedding passives into the board
W ca = total length of wiring theoretically available on conventional board
Uc = fraction of wiring used to route the conventional board





(assuming that the conventional implementation has effectively used up
all the available wiring)
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N cIO = total number of IO in the conventional implementation
NnIO = total number of IO for PCB with embedded passives
NR = number of integral resistors
NBC = number of bypass capacitors integrated
ARi = area occupied by embedded resistor, i
An = new board area
Ac = conventional board area
Wr = ratio of wiring needed per layer for new board to that on the conventional one
The total wiring used for a board depends on the total wiring available and the
fraction of the total that can be used to route the board (assuming that the outer
layers do not have any wiring),
W cu = W
c
aUc (4.1)
= (W cl (N
c
l − 2))Uc (4.2)
W nu = fW
c
u (4.3)
(assuming that there is no wiring on the reference planes) where,
f =
















l − 2)Uc (4.6)
The total wiring blocked (and hence unavailable for routing) due to the embedded





















The number of layers for the new board (with embedded passives) may be written
as,
Nnl =














































The values of the Usage may be set to a value between 0 and 1 since the actual
area available for wiring is less than the total board area.
Using the electrical properties of the circuit and the physical properties of the
embedded passive, the designer can now calculate the number of layers needed for
the PCB.
4.3.2 Design Parameters
Figure 4.2 shows differentially defined layers forming separate patterns of conduc-
tors (copper members) and resistors formed using subtractive PWB print and etch
techniques.
The design parameters for a PCB with and without embedded passives are as
follows:
1. Total number of resistors
2. Total number of capacitors



































































Figure 4.2: Embedded Resistor [101]
4. Size of the board
5. Total wiring requirements
6. Number of layers
7. Number of embedded resistors
8. Number of embedded capacitors
9. Thickness of the board
10. Number of discrete resistors
11. Number of discrete capacitors
Some design parameters listed above depend on other design parameters. The
size of the board is defined by the number of embedded and discrete passives
and total wiring requirements. The total wiring requirements are governed by the
number of embedded and discrete passive components in the PCB. As was shown in
Subsection 4.3.1, the total number of layers in the PCB depends on the size of the
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board, the number of embedded and discrete resistors and bypass capacitors. The
decision on the number of passives to embed is taken keeping under consideration
the total number of passive components on the PCB, the resultant size of the
board and the number of layers in the resulting PCB design. The thickness of the
board is directly influenced by the number of layers in it. The number of discrete
resistors and capacitors to be soldered atop the PCB depends on the total number
of passives in the design of the PCB and the quantity to be embedded.
4.4 Example
This section analyzes the effects of designing a PCB with varying percentages
of embedded passives on the product-manufacturing system relationship using an
AS900 CPU printed circuit board as an example. The information about the
product and the system is based on experiences and information with electronic
systems manufacturers. The examples use data that collaborators were able to
provide and other synthetic data that was created as part of this research effort.
The tool employed for analyzing the manufacturing system performance as it
processes the PCBs is based on the models presented in Chapter 3. The tool is
similar to the DFP tool presented in Chapter 3 with the following differences:
1. Since this tool aims to understand the performance of the manufacturing
system as the number of embedded passives in the PCB changes, for each run
of the tool, it only uses the specified throughput for each product. The tool
does not analyze the performance of the system while progressively increasing
the new product throughput as was the case with the DFP tool in Chapter 3.
2. Since the new product throughput is no longer the independent variable, this
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tool does not plot the product and processing system performance metrics
as a function of the new product throughput.
4.4.1 Assumptions
Throughout this section, all examples are explained and analyzed under the fol-
lowing set of assumptions:
1. Until the kitting stage, each layer of the PCB is treated as an individual
product. The layers travel in batches through the system.
2. Until the stage where the separation of individual boards occurs, the board
travels as part of a panel (which may contain more than one board depending
on the size of the board). The board size is always smaller than the panel
size.
3. Each discrete resistor and capacitor has two leads. This in turn means two
holes are needed for assembly of a discrete passive on the PCB.
4. Once the layers are laminated together, they travel as part of a panel. Each
board also travels as part of a panel from the lamination stage to the sepa-
ration stage. Such panels travel in batches through the system.
5. After the separation stage, the boards travel in batches through the system.
The number of boards in a batch may be less than, equal to, or greater than
the number of boards that are separated from one panel.
These changes in material movement units are explained in more detail in
Section 4.2. These changes are offset using factors, Fbp and Fpl, as explained in
the next subsection.
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4.4.2 Processing Steps and Processing Time Models
This example assumes that the PCBs visit the sequence of workstations listed
below, based on some information from PCB manufacturers as well as personal
discussions [113]. Workstations from this set combine to perform the processing
steps listed in Section 4.1.2.
The processing times for the PCB at various stations are most often affected
by the area of the PCB, the area of the panel and the number of layers. Based
on discussions with experts on electronic package manufacturing [113], this work
identified that nearly all steps in the processing sequence are affected by the board
area or the number of boards that can be made from one panel which is, in turn,
determined by the board area (the panel area being a constant).
In addition, the resist application, artwork, develop-etch-strip, kitting, lamina-
tion processes as also those associated with the embedding procedure depend on
the number of layers in the PCB. The time required for drilling depends on the
number of holes necessary which in turn depends on the number of discrete compo-
nents. The time for the assembly operations to mount these discretes also depends
on their number. The mean processing time for lamination depends on the time
taken for the intermediate prepreg layers to melt. This in turn is a function of the
heat coefficient for the prepreg material. Based on literature on PCB manufacture,
the lamination process is analyzed using the lumped parameter approach for two
dimensional heat conduction. The total time needed to separate all boards on a
panel depends on the time taken to separate each board. The processing times at
stations needed for embedding depend, in addition to the factors mentioned here,
on the number of passives to be embedded and the number of additional layers
in the PCB as a result of the embedded passives. The design parameters and
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constants for the product and the manufacturing parameters are:
Notation
lb = length of board
bb = breadth of board
mb = number of sides (for mounting components)
ndR = number of discrete resistors
ndC = number of discrete capacitors
nbC = number of bypass capacitors
nai = number of active components of type i
A = set of active component types
nlb = number of layers for board
db = spacing between boards
ap = area of panel
sf = feature size of embedded resistor
Tl = layer thickness
Tp = prepreg thickness
θc = board material heat transfer coefficient
rd = drill feed rate
tc = time to cut board
hi = number of holes required by a component of type i
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tda = time for assembly (discrete)
tba = time for assembly (bypass)
The following equations are used to calculate intermediate quantities, which
are functions of the product design and manufacturing parameters.
Tb = nlbTl + (nlb − 1)Tp (4.13)




ab = lbbb (4.15)
nbp =
ap
(ab + db(lb + bb))










Tb = board thickness
nh = number of holes in board
ab = board area
nbp = boards per panel
Fbp = factor: board-panel




l if the PCB is a conventional board,
= Nnl if it has embedded passives
For this example, the following is the set of workstations that a PCB visits
as part of its processing requirements. Figure 4.1 presented a high-level abstrac-
tion of the processing sequence for a PCB. On the other hand, Tables 4.1 to 4.16
which included the various substeps corresponding to each of the operation blocks
in Figure 4.1 presented a very detailed low-level view of the processing require-
ments. The sequence of workstations which the products in this example visit,
is an intermediate-level processing model which attempts to capture the signifi-
cant processing time contributing operations. The entities in parentheses next to
each workstation name indicate the block(s) in Figure 4.1 whose operation is per-
formed at that workstation. The mean processing times at various workstations
are calculated using the design parameters listed above.
1. Resist Application to internal layers (Block IA, IB),
tRAl = 0.01Fplap (4.20)
2. Artwork for internal layers (Block IC),
tAl = 4Fpl (4.21)
3. DES for internal layers (Block ID, IE),
tDESl = 0.008Fplap (4.22)
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4. Test for internal layers (Block IF),
tTl = 0.8Fpl (4.23)
5. Clean and desmear layer (Block A),
tDSl = 2 + 0.4Fpl (4.24)
6. Apply photoresist polymer (Block C),
tAPREP = 0.001Fplap (4.25)
7. Expose polymer to create vias (Block C),
tEPREP = 10 (4.26)
8. Cure dielectric polymer (Block C),
tCPEP = 10 (4.27)
9. Develop photoresist (Block C),
tDESEP = 0.002Fplap (4.28)
10. Print conductor protection pattern (Block C),
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tPPEP = 0.001Fplap (4.29)
11. Electroless plate resistive layer (Block C),
tEPREP = 7 + 0.002Fplap (4.30)
12. Etch copper remove excess strip photoresist (Block C),
tESEP = 10 + 0.002Fplap (4.31)
13. Measure values, test and clean (Block C),
tMTEP = 10 (4.32)
14. Plating via holes in layer (Block D),
tPVl = 0.02Fpl (4.33)
15. Kitting and Layup (Block D),
tKL = 0.4Fplnlb (4.34)
16. Lamination (Block E),
tL = 10 + FbpθcTb (4.35)
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17. Drilling holes for pin hole through components (Block F),






18. Desmear Board (Block G),
tDS = 2 + 20Fbp (4.37)
19. Electrolysis for board [for plating] (Block H),
tP = 7 + 10Fbp (4.38)
20. Apply Resist to board (Block I),
tRA = 0.2Fbpap (4.39)
21. Artwork/Exposure of board (Block J),
tA = 4Fbp (4.40)
22. DES board (Block J),
tDES = 5 + 20Fbp (4.41)
23. Inspect board (Block K),
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tI = 10 + 20Fbp (4.42)
24. Solder Level (Block L),
tS = 0.1Fbpap (4.43)
25. DES for Solder (Block M),
tDESs = 0.2Fbpap (4.44)
26. Final Routing Check for board (Block N),
tRC = 5 + 20Fbp (4.45)
27. Final Inspection for board (Block N),
tIf = 2 + 2Fbpnbp (4.46)
28. Separate Boards from panel,
tC = 2 + Fbptc (4.47)
29. Print Solder Paste - side 1,
tPS1 = 0.05ab (4.48)
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32. Print Solder Paste - side 2,
tPS2 = 0.05ab (4.51)













taf = (ndR + ndC)tda + nbCtba (4.54)
36. System Test,
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tTS = 10 (4.55)
PCBs with embedded passive components follow this sequence of workstations.
If the PCB has no embedded passives, the workstations in the above list corre-
sponding to Block C should be removed.
4.4.3 Manufacturing System
The manufacturing facility for the product is a PCB fabrication and assembly shop
having various types of batch processes, individual part processes, manual inspec-
tion, and automated inspection stations. The material handling between stations,
which is often automated in the form of conveyor belts, does not contribute signif-
icantly to the manufacturing cycle time.
4.4.4 Products
The printed circuit board under consideration is a multilayer board with surface
mount components and pin through hole mounted components on both sides of
the board. The manufacturer currently makes one type of PCB, called CPU board,
which serves as the central processing unit for the AS900 controller. Due to as-
sociated advantages such as reduced costs, improved electrical performance, lower
manufacturing and assembly defects, and a heavy utilization of present worksta-
tions, the manufacturer has opted to embed a portion of the passives devices that
are currently either surface mounted or pin through hole. The remaining passive
devices and the active ones continue to be surface mounted or pin through hole as
was the case with the earlier board. Though the company wishes to change the
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product in this fashion, it needs to continue producing the older product in order
to satisfy the requirements of current users, till such time as a total shift to the
new product is made.
Therefore, in the new scenario, the facility will make two kinds of products,
CPU board and CPU board new. CPU board new contains the embedded passive
components. The facility does not manufacture any other product. (It needs to be
emphasized, however, that any other products that the facility manufactures can
be easily incorporated in the DFP approach in a similar manner.)
The factory currently has a throughput of 5 units/hour of CPU board. Over
the same production horizon, the factory in the new scenario needs to manufacture
some CPU board product parts and some CPU board new product parts, the total
throughput always being 5 units/hour.
The circuit for the CPU that currently defines CPU board has key design char-
acteristics as detailed in Table 4.17. System performance trials are conducted while
embedding different percentages of discretes in the PCB. The boards are cut out
of panels 24 inches long and 18 inches wide. Spacing between boards on a panel is
0.15 inches while the length and breadth of the discrete components are 0.04 and
0.02 inches respectively. The active devices as well as the discrete passives compo-
nents are pin through hole mounted on both sides of the PCB. Of the non-passive
devices in the product, the diodes, zeners, and inductors require two holes, the
transistors and transformers require three holes while the network parts and ICs
require 50 holes.
Each embedded passive has a maximum feature size of 0.015 inches and the
PCB has maximum 6361 IOs, with a wiring ratio of 1.1. For detailed explanations
of various terms, please refer to Sandborn et al. [111].
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No. Design Parameter
1. Length of board 18 inches
2. Breadth of board 12 inches
3. Discrete Resistors 627
4. Discrete Capacitors 54
5. Bypass Capacitors 53







13. Number of Layers 12
14. Number of Sides 2
Table 4.17: PCB Design Features
4.4.5 Experiment Design
To find the effect of embedding passive components into the PCB substrate on
manufacturing system performance, the designed experiment analyzes one prod-
uct and two product scenarios starting with 10% embedded passives for CPU board
new and then increasing the percentage of embedded passives to 20%, 40%, 60%
and 80%, while adjusting the percentage of discretes accordingly. The DFP tool
calculates product and system parameters for each product design. Next, the ex-
periment implements different product mixes by changing the constituent product
percentages while maintaining the same aggregate, and documents the product
and system parameters for each percentage of embedded passives. The following
2-tuples represent the combinations of rates of manufacture of CPU board new and
CPU board for the four product mixes considered: {0.5,4.5}, {1.5,3.5}, {2.5,2.5}
and {3,2}, units/hour respectively. Further, the experiment analyzes the effects
of different order release rates on system performance by setting different batch
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sizes of the two products for each CPU board new design. With 5 possible product
design, 4 possible product mix and 3 order release options, the experiment obtains
a data set comprising 60 elements.
The experiment presents results for each set of trial data in the form of station
utilizations, station cycle times and product cycle times.
4.4.6 Results and Discussion
As the percentage of passives in CPU board new that are embedded in the substrate
changes, the number of layers in the multilayer PCB changes. In conjunction,
the processing times for the PCB at the various stations in its processing system
change. This in turn changes the average manufacturing cycle time at each station
in the product’s processing sequence. The overall result of these modifications
is that the manufacturing cycle time for the new product is different from that
of the existing product, CPU board. The design changes arising from embedding
passives present an option to change the size of the board. This example however,
maintains the same size for the board while calculating the number of layers for
CPU board new.
Table 4.18 contains the cycle times for the product, when the system is only
processing CPU board. The system processes 5 units/hour of the product in each
production horizon. Table 4.19 catalogs the product cycle times when both prod-
ucts are being processed.
Table 4.20 compares the product cycle times for the two product designs where
10% and 80% of the passive components are embedded.
For the scenario outlined above, modifying the product design for CPU board
new by increasing the percentage of embedded passive components results in a
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Product Batch Cycle Time
Name Size (min)
CPU board 5 875.45
10 1715.65
20 3396.07
Table 4.18: Product cycle times (without new product)
Product Batch Throughput Cycle Times for Percentage Embeddeds (min)
Name Size units/hour
Old New 10% 20% 40% 60% 80%
CPU board 5 4.5 0.5 1085.74 1081.76 1074.03 1066.61 1059.36
new 3.5 1.5 1082.33 1073.11 1055.88 1039.96 1024.87
2.5 2.5 1139.55 1115.63 1077.53 1047.12 1020.88
2.0 3.0 1622.03 1406.41 1275.81 1217.00 1177.21
10 4.5 0.5 2135.67 2127.95 2112.94 2098.48 2084.30
3.5 1.5 2124.48 2107.01 2074.13 2043.57 2014.42
2.5 2.5 2218.23 2174.62 2104.27 2047.28 1997.52
2.0 3.0 3056.90 2680.11 2448.35 2341.22 2267.08
20 4.5 0.5 4235.53 4220.34 4190.77 4162.22 4134.18
3.5 1.5 4208.79 4174.82 4110.66 4050.79 3993.52
2.5 2.5 4375.60 4292.61 4157.76 4047.62 3950.79
2.0 3.0 5926.70 5227.57 4793.49 4589.70 4446.87
CPU board 5 4.5 0.5 866.92 864.63 860.27 856.19 852.29
3.5 1.5 858.53 851.03 837.18 824.64 812.94
2.5 2.5 892.59 870.46 835.89 808.97 786.22
2.0 3.0 1214.40 1000.83 874.19 819.13 782.99
10 4.5 0.5 1698.15 1693.82 1685.53 1677.75 1670.29
3.5 1.5 1677.98 1663.93 1637.84 1614.01 1591.63
2.5 2.5 1730.79 1690.75 1627.45 1577.42 1534.61
2.0 3.0 2285.70 1913.13 1689.50 1590.12 1523.51
20 4.5 0.5 3360.62 3352.20 3336.07 3320.88 3306.28
3.5 1.5 3316.88 3289.75 3239.15 3192.75 3149.02
2.5 2.5 3407.20 3331.34 3210.57 3114.33 3031.41
2.0 3.0 4428.32 3737.73 3320.13 3132.09 3004.56
Table 4.19: Product cycle times (with new product)
progressive decrease in the manufacturing cycle times for CPU board new as well
as CPU board. When the requirements of CPU board per production horizon are
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Product Batch Throughput Percent Change in Cycle Time
Name Size units/hour from 10% Embeddeds
Old New to 80% Embeddeds
























Table 4.20: Product cycle time comparison
decreased from 5 units/hour to 4.5 units/hour with 10% of the passives embed-
ded for CPU board new, the manufacturing cycle time for CPU board reduces as
expected. However for PCB designs with 10% and 20% passives embedded, as
the contribution of CPU board to the product mix decreases, the manufacturing
cycle time for CPU board progressively decreases, before beginning to increase, at
a point exceeding the value when the system was only processing CPU board. This
behavior is not observed for the other product designs of CPU board new, and for
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these designs, the manufacturing cycle time for CPU board progressively reduces.
The manufacturing cycle time for CPU board new initially reduces as the contri-
bution of CPU board new to the overall product mix is increased, before beginning
to increase. This behavior is observed for all product designs.
Figure 4.3: Manufacturing cycle time with increasing percentage of embeddeds
Table 4.20 shows the percentage reduction in manufacturing cycle time for CPU
board new and CPU board as the product design changes. For each order release,
as the contribution of CPU board new to the product mix increases, the percentage
reduction in manufacturing cycle time from products with 10% embeddeds to those
with 80% embeddeds increases. This may be attributed to reduced utilizations for
the component assembly stations due to the modified product design. Figure 4.3
shows the plot of the manufacturing cycle time for CPU board new as the percentage
of embedded passives increases from 10% to 80%. The plot compares the values
for different order releases when the product mix comprises 50% each of products
CPU board and CPU board new. The reduction in the manufacturing cycle time
for CPU board new as the number of embedded passives increases is larger for a
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batch size of 20 than for a batch size of 5.
The number of embedded passives also affects the impact of changing the prod-
uct mix. In Table 4.19, when the batch size is 20, the increase in manufacturing
cycle time for CPU board new from when the system needs a throughput of 2.5
units/hour of CPU board new to when it needs a throughput of 3.5 units/hour is
comparatively much larger with 10% passives embedded (35.45%) than with 80%
passives embedded (12.56%). This is because the utilization of the DES for Inner
Layer station increases from 0.96 to 0.99 for 10% embedded passives as opposed
to an increase from 0.91 to 0.94 for 80% embedded passives. As a consequence,
the manufacturing cycle time for the station increases from 875 min to 1644.5 min
when CPU board new has 10% embedded passives.
Table 4.21 shows the utilizations for a sample 6 resources from the manufac-
turing system. As seen in the table, the utilizations decrease as the number of
embedded passives increases. The results are for the case when the batch size for
the two products is 20, and the system makes 0 units/hour, 0.5 units/hour and 3
units/hour of CPU board new respectively.
Design improvement suggestions. The tool generates design suggestions for
the PCB design team for some product designs. Notably, for the board design
with 10% embedded components, the tool suggests modifying the panel-to-layer
factor. Since the panel-to-layer factor is a measure of the size of the PCB and the
number of layers in the PCB (it is defined as the ratio of the number of layers in
the PCB to the number of boards that can be made from a single panel), reducing
the panel-to-layer would require either reducing the number of layers in a panel
or increasing the number of boards that can be cut from a panel i.e. reducing the

























































































































































































































































































of the Measure values, test and clean (0.964) and DES for internal layers (0.992)
workstations. Note that the mean processing time for Measure values, test and
clean is a fixed value independent of the product design (Equation 4.32) and hence
the only option to reduce the utilization of this station is to add more resources to
the workstation.
As the percentage of embedded passives increases to 80%, the system does not
advise the designer to change any particular aspect of the design for any product
mix. As was explained in Chapter 3, the heuristics programmed into the current
tool for design analysis are geared more towards avoiding over-utilization of any
portion of the manufacturing system. For the board design with higher percentage
of embedded passives, no station becomes very highly utilized and hence the tool
does not identify any need for product design modifications. The reason for these
moderate station utilization values may be attributive to a reduced layer-to-panel
factor owing to a reduction in the number of discrete passives and the increase in
the number of embedded bypass capacitors.
4.5 Summary
This chapter presented a DFP tool to analyze printed circuit boards with embedded
passives. The tool provides the product development team the capability to analyze
PCB designs with varying percentages of embedded passives with respect to their
performance in the given manufacturing system. The chapter further presented an
example of application of the PCB-DFP tool to model an AS900 CPU board with
a large set of active and passive devices.
The tool calculates the utilizations and cycle times for all 28 workstations
that the product visits when there are no embedded passives and 36 workstations
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when passives are embedded. The values of these parameters are calculated for all
product designs. Different product designs are obtained with different percentages
of embedded passives (from 10% to 80%). The product cycle times are found
to decrease as the percentage of embedded passive components increases. The
utilization and hence cycle times of the stations in the processing sequence also
decrease. The tool generates redesign suggestions depending on the manufacturing




In many manufacturing systems, a station processes a batch of parts. A portion
of the batch will become defective due to the variability of the process. These
bad parts must be detected and discarded. The bad parts may be detected at the
current station or at an inspection station that the parts visit at a later step in
the processing sequence. This chapter analyzes the case where some bad parts are
detected and discarded at the current station while other bad parts are detected
and discarded at the next inspection station. It tries to understand the relationship
between manufacturing cycle time and product yield. Towards that end, this
chapter presents an enhanced model for estimating the manufacturing cycle time
for a set of products being processed in a given manufacturing system, one that
incorporates the effects of various yield losses.
The first half of this chapter explains process drift and develops models for
manufacturing systems with process drift. Section 5.4 presents algorithms for ap-
plying these models to flow shop manufacturing systems and Section 5.5 presents
examples of such flow shop systems along with comparisons with simulation mod-
els. The latter half of this chapter details the difficulties in applying the flow shop
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algorithm to the general job shop manufacturing system. It presents algorithms
to analyze a subset of the general job shop manufacturing scenario set.
5.1 Manufacturing Cycle Time and Yield
Process drift is a common occurrence in many manufacturing processes where
machines become dirty (leading to more contamination) or other aspects change,
leading to degraded performance. Statistical process control tracks process quality
to determine when the process has gone out of control (has drifted beyond its
specifications). This research uses the term scrap yield (ys) to describe the fraction
of parts that do not have obvious flaws. This is also referred to as the pass fraction
P [112], modeled as P = Y fcin , where Yin is the yield of the parts entering the step
and fc is the fault coverage of the step.
Intermediate Parts = 80Input Parts = 100 Output Parts = 76







Number Good = 76
Number Bad = 4
Figure 5.1: Normal yield conditions at the inspection station
These parts which do not have obvious flaws continue to the next step. How-
ever, some of these parts have undetected flaws (which are found at a subsequent in-
spection station). Moreover, the size of the fraction with undetected flaws depends
upon whether and how long the process has been operating within specifications.
Normal yield (yn) condition exists when the process is within specifications (see
Figure 5.1). The reduced yield (yr) (which is lower than the normal yield) occurs
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when the process behavior has drifted beyond its specifications. (see Figure 5.2).
Intermediate Parts = 80Input Parts = 100 Output Parts = 40







Number Good = 40
Number Bad = 40
Figure 5.2: Reduced yield conditions at the inspection station
Figures 5.3 and 5.4 show the process equivalent for the blocks that form a part
of the processing and inspection stations respectively in a product’s processing
sequence.
fcB= 1 fcC= 0
Y A Yin=out
1 − Y Bint
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Figure 5.4: Inspection station block diagram internals
Consider that a part entering the station has three types of features, A, B, C.
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A, B, C are independent characteristics for the product design. The processing
station affects only features B and C, without affecting feature A. The input yield
at the processing station, Yin = Y
A
in .
P B = (Y Bint)
fBc = Y Bint = ys (5.1)
P C = (Y Cint)
fCc = 1 (5.2)






in = Yin (5.3)





1−fBc = 1 (5.4)













= Yin × 1 × yn (5.7)
Thus, the scrap and normal yields are independent of each other. Process drift
conditions mean that Y Cint has decreased.
The discussion thus far has focussed on the processing station internals shown in
Figure 5.3. A similar explanation can be presented for inspection stations internals
as shown in Figure 5.4. At the inspection station, the inspection procedure may
be said to potentially introduce an error in feature B of the product which is then
checked for and the defective parts discarded. The pass fractions corresponding to
the original defect that the inspection station looks for (feature A) and (feature
B) are both equal to one and hence the output yield from the station is also equal
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to one.
For modeling purposes, this work assumes that a process goes out of control
at a frequency that can be expressed as a drift rate. When it is in this state, the
fraction of parts with undetected flaws equals the reduced yield. The time that the
process remains out of control depends upon how long it takes a batch of parts to
move from that station to the inspection station. This time is called the detection
time. Clearly, a larger detection time implies that the process will operate out
of control for a longer period of time, which reduces the throughput (the number
of usable parts produced). The detection time depends on the position of the
inspection station in the processing sequence and the manufacturing cycle time at
the stations that follow the process that is out of control. Since detecting a process
drift depends on the time that elapses before the first defective product arrives at
the subsequent inspection station, the manufacturing cycle times for the stations
in the processing sequence for the product from the processing station where the
drift occurs and the next inspection station contribute to the detection time for
the process drift.
5.2 Manufacturing System Model
Chapter 3 presented a model for calculating the manufacturing cycle time and
throughput for a product. The model presented in Chapter 3 assumed a fixed
yield for each workstation in the system (scrap yield) attributive to a portion
of products found defective at departure from the station. The enhanced model
presented here has a similar basis, however, in addition to the fixed scrap yield,
the model incorporates effects of process drift and delay in detecting the drift.
This detection time and associated delay are functions of the manufacturing cycle
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time at processing stations in the system. This model similarly assumes that no
product visits a processing station more than once. An underlying assumption in
developing these models is that when a process defect occurring at a processing
station is detected at the nearest inspection station, all possible process defects at
that station are fixed immediately1.
Data Requirements. The manufacturing system model requires the following
data: For each workstation, the number of resources available, the rate at which
process drift is likely to occur, and the mean time to failure and mean time to
repair a resource; For each product the job size (number of parts) at point of entry
into the processing system and the release rate (number of parts per hour of factory
operation), the sequence of workstations that each job must visit, the mean setup
time (per job) at each workstation and its variance, the mean processing time (per
part) at each workstation and its variance, the scrap, normal and reduced yields
at each workstation.
The model developed incorporates the effects of three possible sources of error.
As a result, three types of yields manifest themselves at a station:
1. A scrap yield: this is a constant yield for a processing station arising out
of errors in individual parts in a job of a product which are detected at the
processing station itself and discarded there.
2. A normal yield: this is a constant yield for a processing station arising out
of errors at the station, in one or more parts of a job which may only be
detected and discarded at the nearest inspection station.
1The model assumes the repair time for the process to be negligible.
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3. A reduced yield: this yield is associated with process drift at a station in the
processing sequence for a product. The process drift affects all subsequent
jobs of products that are processed at the defaulting station, until the process
drift is detected at the nearest inspection station. All such parts are then to
be discarded at the inspection station. The reduced yield for a workstation
is the average over all the resources at the workstation where process drift
occurs. Also, only one resource at the workstation drifts at a time.
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Mathematical Notation
I = the set of all products
Bi0 = job size of product i at release
cri = SCV of job interarrival times for product i
J = the set of all processing stations
F = the set of all inspection stations
nj = number of resources at station j
mfj = mean time to failure for a resource at station j
mrj = mean time to repair for a resource at station j
ρj = process drift rate for station j
Ri = sequence of stations that product i must visit
Ri ⊂ J ∪ F
Qij = subsequence of Ri, that starts with the station that follows
j and ends with the next inspection station for j ∈ Ri ∩ J
Rij = subsequence of Ri that starts from the beginning of Ri and
ends with j, ∀j ∈ Ri
H(i, j) = station that product i visits immediately before station j
tij = mean part process time of product i at station j
ctij = SCV of the part process time
sij = mean job setup time of product i at station j
csij = SCV of the setup time
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ysij = scrap yield of product i at station j
ynij = normal unchecked yield of product i at station j
yrij = reduced unchecked yield of product i at station j
T ai = arrival (release) rate of product i (parts per hour)
The following preliminary observations can be made:
1. Qij has exactly one element m ∈ Ri ∩F , j = H [i, m]; it contains all stations
in Ri after j up to and including m. Qij is empty if there is no inspection
station in Ri after j. Rij ∪ Qij = Rim.
2. H(i, j) = 0 if j is the first station that product i visits.
3. H(i, j) = j, ∀i ∈ I, j ∈ Ri
4. Ri0 = {}
5. Rij = R[i,H(i,j)] ∪ {j}
For example, consider a processing sequence for product i with four process-
ing stations followed by an inspection station. For this product and processing
sequence,
• Ri = (1, 2, 3, 4, 5)
• Ri3 = (1, 2, 3)
• Qi3 = (4, 5)
• Ri3 ∪ Qi3 = Ri = (1, 2, 3, 4, 5)
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• H(i, 3) = 2
• Ri3 = Ri2 ∪ {3} = (1, 2, 3)
Because there is no reentrant flow for any product in the system, the following
lemmas hold:
Lemma 1 If j ∈ Ri and k ∈ Rij, then j ∈ Rik.
Lemma 2 If k ∈ Qab and f ∈ Qab ∩ F , then k ∈ Raf , ∀a ∈ I, b ∈ Ra ∩ J .
These lemmas find basis in the definitions of Qij and Rij stated earlier.
Initial Calculations. The desired throughput and the input batch size are used
to calculate the release rate for the products in the system.
zij = average unchecked yield due to drift for product i at station j
Zij = hidden yield of product i from process drift at output of station j
xi = arrival rate of product i (jobs per hour)
Aj = availability of a resource at station j
Vj = the set of products that visit station j
Bij = average job size after processing at station j
t+ij = total process time of product i at station j
c+ij = SCV of the total process time
t+j = aggregate process time at station j
c+j = SCV of the aggregate process time
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tj = modified aggregate process time at station j
cj = SCV of the modified aggregate process time
DTij = expected delay in detection of a process drift
in product i occurring at station j, j ∈ Ri ∩ J
DT j = expected delay in detection of a process drift
at station j, j ∈ J
uj = the average resource utilization at station j
CT j = the average cycle time at station j
CTi = the average cycle time of jobs of product i











Vj = {i ∈ I : j ∈ Ri} (5.10)
Process Drift Calculations. A process drift may occur at a processing station
and is detected only at the next inspection station in the processing sequence.
The time that elapses before detection depends on the manufacturing cycle time





CT g ; ∀j ∈ Ri ∩ J (5.11)
DT j = min
i∈Vj
{DTij}, ∀j ∈ J (5.12)
The process drift ρj indicates the frequency of unacceptable deviations of the
process for station j from nominal processing parameters. This is likely to perpe-
trate itself among all subsequent products processed at the station.
1
ρj
is the mean time between the detection and repair of one process drift and
the occurrence of the next one. The hidden yield at a resource is the time weighted













The job size changes as it is processed at successive stations. The average job
size at a processing station is influenced by the yields of the preceding operations.
The effects of process drifts at various processing stations are translated to the
nearest inspection station (in the form of a hidden yield multiplier) and the yield
at the inspection station is adjusted accordingly. If there is no process drift at
station j, ρj = 0 and zij = y
n
ij. Once the effects of process drift for a set of
processing stations have been accounted for at the processing station, the value of
the hidden yield multiplier is reset in order that the effects may not be duplicated at
the next inspection station. Equations 5.15 and 5.16 calculate the modified batch
size for processing and inspection stations respectively. The model assumes that
process drifts do not occur at inspection stations, the inspection stations detect all
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errors perfectly and the attrition in batch size at these stations in only attributive
to the normal or reduced yields (not scrap yield).
Zi0 = 1 (5.14)





 if j ∈ Ri ∩ J (5.15)





 if j ∈ Ri ∩ F (5.16)
Aggregation. Aggregation calculates, for each product, the processing time of
each job at each station. It also calculates, for each station, the average processing
time, weighted by each product’s arrival rate. Finally, it modifies the aggregate
processing times by adjusting for the resource availability. The time spent by a
job at station j is the sum of the part processing times and the setup time.











Equation 5.18, which is used to calculate c+ij , holds because the variance of the
total process time is the sum of the variance of the part process times and the
variance of the job setup time. The aggregate process time of jobs at station j is
the weighted average of all the jobs that visit station j. Each product is weighted
by its release rate, as shown in Equation 5.19. Equation 5.20 calculates the mean
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Equations 5.21 and 5.22 modify the mean and SCV for the process times by











Arrival and Departure Processes. The arrival process at each station de-
pends upon the products that visit the station. Some products are released di-
rectly to the station, while others arrive from other stations. The departure process
depends upon the arrival process and the service process.
V0j = the set of products that visit station j first, {i ∈ Vj : H(i, j) = 0}
Vhj = the set of products that visit station h immediately before j,
{i ∈ Vj : H(i, j) = h}
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λj = total job arrival rate at station j
λhj = arrival rate at station j of jobs from station h
qhj = proportion of jobs from station h that next visit station j
caj = SCV of interarrival times at station j













Equations 5.26 and 5.27 estimate the SCVs for the departure and arrival pro-
cesses.
cdj = 1 +
u2j√
nj


















Performance Measures. The performance measures of interest are the average
utilization and throughput of stations and the manufacturing cycle time. The
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average manufacturing cycle time of a job depends upon the manufacturing cycle


























Also, it is important to remember that the throughput is less than the release
rate due to yield losses. The throughput for product i depends on the job size for
product i at the last station in the processing sequence for product i. If k is the
last station in Ri (Rik = Ri),
T oi = xiBik (5.31)
Discussion. The significant difference between the model presented here and
the one in Chapter 3, as explained earlier is that this model considers the presence
of process drift in the manufacturing system and the impact that manufacturing
cycle time has on yield and throughput. Yield losses lead to a significant reduction
in the batch size for the product during processing. Equations 5.15 and 5.16
indicate models to calculate this reduced batch size. This may be considered to
be equivalent to reseting the state of the station (the state of the station being
a binary quantity). This assumption finds basis in anticipated repair situations
wherein a failed station would have all sources of failure fixed before being deemed
fit to resume service.
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This work assumed a two state model for simplification purposes. Alterna-
tively, each resource may be assumed to have multiple states. In that case, there
would be a yield value associated with every state. As a resource in the manu-
facturing system attains a particular state, the model would need to incorporate
the corresponding yield value to calculate the batch size for the product at the
workstation.
5.3 Effects of Process Drift
Process drift is different from the yield loss at a station:
• The defect due to a process drift may not be detected at the workstation
where it occurred.
• Once a process drift occurs at a station, it affects each product batch for
all products that are processed at the station. Thus, once the error occurs,
until it is detected and rectified, the workstation will have a lower yield for
all subsequent product batches.
• The error may be detected only at a functional or quality test station at
some point downstream from where it occurs in the process flow.
• After the occurrence of the error, before detection, all stations continue to
process batches continuously.
Thus, the error due to a process drift is different from that due to scrap yield
at a workstation and the effects on the system that result, are also different. Some
of the effects of a process drift are as follows:
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• The process defect is not detected at the station where it occurs2. Hence
some time elapses between occurrence and detection. The time that elapses
is equal to the sum of the manufacturing cycle times of all the workstations
in the processing sequence for the product, between the station where the
defect occurs and the next inspection station.
• During this time, the defective products continue to be processed on the
subsequent processing stations as per their processing sequence.
• Additionally, during this time, the batches of products that are in line at
the station where the process defect occurs, continue to be processed on the
defective workstation.
• The effects of process drift are two-fold;
– The products which are processed at the defective station are in error
and need to be scrapped.
– The time spent by the other workstations which continue to process
these defective products is wasted. Thus these stations lose capacity.
• Due to potential attrition from process drift, it is necessary to start more
jobs.
• Since the manufacturing cycle time at a workstation depends on the resource
utilization (Equation 5.28), which in turn is a function of the release rates
of products visiting the workstation (Equation 5.29), higher product release
rates increase the resource utilization, leading to an increase in the station
2This research assumes that the drift is detected at a subsequent inspection station.
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manufacturing cycle time and the manufacturing cycle time for each product.
As a result, the detection time for a process drift defect increases.
Reduced throughput due to process drift reduces the revenue from the new
product. In addition, process drift leads to shortages contributing to shortage
costs.
5.4 Flow Shops
This section presents an algorithm to calculate the system performance for a flow-
shop manufacturing system processing multiple products (all products that are
being processed in the given manufacturing system have the same processing se-
quence). The computations are based on the mathematical model explained in
Section 5.2.
Consider a system processing a given product set such that all products in
the product set visit the same sequence of stations. Each product routing in the
product set therefore has the same set of processing stations. This is known as
a flow shop. For the system, there is a set of products I being processed, and
∃S : Ri = S, ∀i ∈ I. Then the stations may be renumbered as 1, 2, . . . , n; n =











j−1, 2 ≤ j ≤ n (5.33)
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Note that,
Qij = {j + 1, . . . , m}, m ∈ F
H(i,j) = j − 1, ∀i ∈ I, 1 ≤ j ≤ n
Algorithm. Flow Shop Cycle Time
Main: AGGREGATION(I,J ∪ F)
1. for each j ∈ S
compute availability Aj




3. set h = 1, 1 ∈ J
4. while h ≤ n
set j = h
while j ∈ J
for each i ∈ I
Bi,j = Bi,j−1ysij
CALCULATE-CT(j)
j = j + 1
set m = j, m ∈ F
for j = h to m − 1





for i ∈ I
calculate zi,j
Zi,j = Zi,j−1zi,j




h = m + 1
Function: CALCULATE-CT(p)
Function: CALCULATE-CT(p) estimates the manufacturing cycle time for
station p using the closed form solution described by Equations 5.17 to 5.29. Since
all products being processed in the manufacturing system have the same processing
sequence, the algorithm begins calculating the manufacturing cycle time at the
first station in the sequence and progresses along the sequence evaluating station
parameters depending on whether the workstation is a processing station or an
inspection station. The algorithm has complexity O(IS) where I is the number of
products being processed in the system and S is the number of resources in the
processing sequence.
5.5 Flow Shop Example
Consider the product, microwave modules, which was explained in detail in Chap-
ter 3. Though the product domain is the same, there are some modifications to the
processing sequence in order to help illustrate the current situation better. The
following paragraphs list these changes.
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The situation is identical to that in Chapter 3, where, the manufacturing facility
currently processes two products MWM Product 1 and MWM Product 2. The
company intends to introduce a new product Improved MWM into market. The
manufacturing system is an electronics assembly shop. It is a flow-shop system to
the extent that all products being processed in the system have the same processing
sequence. Changes to the part processing time for any process could be caused by
changes to the product design or the manufacturing process.
The information about the product and the system are based on experience with
an electronic systems manufacturer. This example uses data that the collaborators
for this work were able to provide and other synthetic data created as part of the
research effort.
5.5.1 Two Products
The two products MWM Product 1 and MWM Product 2, currently being processed
in the system have processing sequences in the form of a set of processing stations
inter spaced with inspection stations as follows,
1. Processing Station 1: Machine holes and pockets
2. Inspection Station 1: Inspect 1 (check for presence of burrs from machining)
3. Processing Station 2: Plate (electroless, or autocatalytic plating)
4. Processing Station 3: Plate (electroplating)
5. Processing Station 4: Etch (clean, apply photoresist, expose, develop, etch,
clean)
6. Inspection Station 2: Inspect 2 (check for etching errors)
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7. Processing Station 5: Automated Assembly (mount and solder surface mount
components)
8. Processing Station 6: Manual Assembly (attach other components)
9. Inspection Station 3: Test (and tune as necessary)














Figure 5.5: Routings for the Flow Shop
Figure 5.5 shows the routings for the two products in the manufacturing system.
As explained earlier, the processing system currently processes two products MWM
Product 1 and MWM Product 2. Table 5.1 shows various system parameters when
the system is processing only these two products.
Table 5.1 shows the processing times at various workstations when process drift
occurs with normal yield ynij = 0.95, ∀i, j and reduced yield yrij = 0.95, ∀i, j, while
the process drift rate ρj = 0.9, ∀j.
With the presence of process drift in the manufacturing system, the average
batch size at output reduces drastically from the input batch size. The throughput
which is a product of the product release rate and the output batch size reduces in
the case as well. Table 5.2 shows the values of the system performance measures.
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j Workstation Processing Times t+ij
Name MWM MWM
Product 1 Product 2
1 Machining 41.52 63.18
2 Inspection 1 90.00 165.00
3 Electroless Plating 32.67 32.67
4 Electroplating 60.61 60.61
5 Etch 57.01 64.02
6 Inspection 2 45.04 80.08
7 Automated Assembly 42.08 0.00
8 Manual Assembly 2.42 4.83
9 Test and Tune 66.23 102.48
Table 5.1: System processing two products, J = {1, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8}, F = {2, 6, 9}
System Performance Measure Value
Average input batch size 7.5
Average output batch size 1.274
Release rate 0.1876
Manufacturing cycle time (hours) 14.66
Throughput (parts/min) 0.03184
Table 5.2: Output parameters for two product system
5.5.2 System With New Product
The new product Improved MWM has the same processing sequence as the prod-
ucts being currently processed in the system. There are distinctions in the design of
the new product in terms of the number of discrete electronic components mounted
on the substrate, along with some changes to the geometry of the substrate. The
processing sequence however remains the same as the old products. Table 5.3 shows
the system parameters when it is processing two and three products. The process
drift rates, normal and reduced yields remain the same when the new product is
introduced.
Table 5.4 shows a comparison between the system performance when it is pro-
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Size, Bij Size, Bij Size, Bij
Three Two Three Two
Prod. Prod. Prod. Prod.
1 41.518 5 5 63.176 10 10 69.811 12
2 90 5 5 195 10 10 63.176 12
3 32.667 5 5 32.667 10 10 32.667 12
4 60.608 5 5 60.608 10 10 60.608 12
5 60 5 5 74 10 10 70 12
6 60 1.7187 1.7217 130 3.4373 3.4433 110 4.1248
7 47.187 1.7187 1.7217 50.624 3.4373 3.4433 64.373 4.1248
8 3.437 1.7187 1.7217 24.749 3.4373 3.4433 6.875 4.1248
9 81.69 0.8464 0.849 153.743 1.6928 1.698 133.12 2.3014
Table 5.3: System parameters for the two and three product scenarios
cessing two products and when it is processing three. The comparison shows
that though the average manufacturing cycle time for the system processing three
products has nearly doubled from that for the system processing two, the average
throughput has doubled as well.
Two Products Three Products
Manufacturing Cycle Time (hours) 15.3072 30.8812
Arrival (Release) Rates (parts/min) 0.5 0.76
Throughput (parts/min) 0.03183 0.06666
Table 5.4: Comparison between the two scenarios
5.5.3 Comparison
The model presented in the earlier sections may be evaluated by comparing its
results to those for a discrete event simulation model. This work created two
simulation models using Arena c©3 one each for the two products and three products
3Arena is a registered trademark of Rockwell Automation
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scenarios. The following paragraphs briefly explain the models. The Arena c©
models were created by Sara Hewitt and are described in greater detail in [64].
Arena Models.
The entities entering the manufacturing system are raw products. The finished
products are obtained after these raw products pass through a nine-step process.
The simulation model creates raw products according to an exponentially dis-
tributed interarrival time. The processing times at each step follow an Erlang-2
distribution. When Arena creates raw products it assigns the raw product process-
ing times for each station in the system and a batch size specifying the number of
raw products in the batch. The products are then routed to the first manufacturing
station.
This Arena model creates defects as entities that trigger a process to become
out-of-control. Arena creates defects according to an exponentially distributed
interarrival time with a mean equal to one over the drift rate ( 1
ρj
). Each step has
its own drift rate, so each step has its own unique type of defect entity; that is,
the defect that causes step three to go out-of-control is different and independent
of the defect that will cause step four to go out-of-control. When Arena creates a
defect, the defect immediately travels from the create block to the station that the
defect will cause to go out-of-control (as shown in Figure 5.6). When a defect is
detected, the inspection station fixes only that defect; if there are multiple defects
at a station when one defect is detected, only one of the defects is corrected.
There is a defect counter for each processing step. As mentioned before, a
different type of defect entity affects each step. Therefore, the defect counter for
processing step three only counts the step three defects in the system while the
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Figure 5.6: Defect traverse in block diagram
defect counter for step four only counts the step four defects in the system and
so on. When a defect arrives at a station, the defect counter for that station is
incremented by one. A manufacturing step is deemed to be out-of-control whenever
its defect counter equals one. The defect remains at the station until a raw product
arrives at the station. When the raw product arrives, it checks to see if there are
any defects waiting at the station. If there are no waiting defects, the raw product
is processed and continues through the system. If there is a defect waiting at the
station, the defect entity is “joined” to the raw product. The joined raw product
and defect entity is akin to a sticker being placed on the raw product indicating
that the step is out-of-control. The raw product and the defect now go through
the system together, obeying the processing times and rules for the raw product.
(see Figure 5.7).
Figure 5.7: Raw product and defect block
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At an inspection station the raw product and defect are delayed for a specified
inspection processing time. The raw product and defect are then split apart and
travel through a series of logic blocks that identify defect entities. Whenever the
logic blocks detect a defect entity, they pull the defect out of the system, decrease
the defect counter by one and dispose of the defect entity. (see Figure 5.8)
Figure 5.8: Logic block defect detection
The number of good products in a batch is recalculated at each step. The
calculation is a function of the previous number of good products in the batch and
the yield of the step, which depends on whether or not the step is out of control.
The number in the batch is recalculated only at inspection stations.
Note that the Arena model needs the batch size to have an integer value. For
example, if the batch size is 98 and the yield is 98%, the expected number of good
parts in a batch is (0.98)(98) = 96.04. However, the Arena model treats 96.04 as
96, thereby reducing the yield to 97.96% instead of 98%. In order to create integer
numbers for the number of good parts in a batch, and maintain the correct yield,
the number of good parts in the batch is calculated using a modified formula.
This modified expression calculates the number of good parts in a batch, Bij , as
either the rounded down integer value of Bij = B[i,H(i,j)] y
r
ij, or as the batch size
Bij = B[i,H(i,j)]. The batches are calculated assuming 100% yield calculation for a
fraction of the time and the integer value equal to B[i,H(i,j)] y
r
ij for the remainder
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of the time. The Arena model implements this by having each batch go through a
probability module that determines if the batch will be multiplied by a fractional
yield or by a 100% yield. The probability module is re-evaluated for each batch
that passes through the probability module. The probability x that Bij = B[i,H(i,j)]








The analytical and simulation models were each run for five different values of
the processing time at the Etch station. The values were obtained by modifying
an additive constant in the formula to calculate the processing time at the Etch
station. Table 5.5 shows the inputs for the experiment conducted to compare
the two models for one value of processing time at the Etch station, for the new
product set. This set of experiments was repeated for 5 values of processing time
at the Etch station, leading to 45 experiments in total. This set of experiments
was also repeated for the case where the manufacturing system processes only the
old product set. Twenty trials of Arena models were run for 200,000 minutes each,
with no warm-up period.
5.5.5 Results
Tables 5.6, 5.7 and 5.8 present sample results comparing the analytical and sim-
ulation models. The results are only for the three products case and correspond
to one value of the Etch processing time. The results for the other four Etch
processing times were very similar. Process drift causes a reduction in the batch
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Variable Values Abbreviation
Etch processing time 5
(value of additive constant 10
to job processing time in min.) 15
20
25
Batch sizes 50, 100, 150 S1
B1,0, B2,0, B3,0 100, 200, 300 S2
150, 300, 450 S3
Arrival rates 0.0208, 0.0104, 0.0035 L1




3 0.0417, 0.0208, 0.0069 L2
0.0625, 0.0313, 0.0139 L3
Table 5.5: Scenarios for model comparison
size as the product proceeds along the operations sequence due to the reduced
yield under conditions of drift. The throughput for the system is calculated using
the output batch size for a product and the release rate for the product. As the
batch size decreases, the throughput for the system decreases. Hence, the system
performance measure of interest in this example is the system throughput, which
in turn, means the output batch size for the products. Note that the detection
time for the process drift is a function of the manufacturing cycle times for the
processing stations, as was shown earlier.
The simulation results represent a 95% confidence interval. The batch sizes
for the different trials at Inspection Station 1 are shown in Table 5.6. At this
station the results from the analytical model are all within 1% of the average
simulation results, which is within the 95% confidence interval for the simulation
results. Table 5.7 shows the results of the batch sizes at Inspection Station 2. At
this station some of the analytical results are outside the confidence interval. For
MWM Product 1, the analytical results are within 1% of the average simulation






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































For Improved MWM, the analytical results are within 1.3% of the corresponding
average simulation values, but except for two cases (throughput L3 for batch size
S2 and S3), lie within the confidence interval.
Table 5.8 shows the batch sizes at the last inspection station (Test and Tune).
Here, for trials with input batch size S1, the analytical results are within 3% of
the average simulation value except for MWM Product 1 with batch size S2 when
the difference is within 6%. The analytical batch size values for the three products
almost always lie outside the confidence interval at the last inspection station even
though the difference in the analytical value and the average simulation value is
not very large. The confidence interval extrema are within 1.2% of the average
value for any of the trials.
Note. Owing to attrition of jobs from process drift, it becomes essential to have a
higher release rate for jobs into the manufacturing system. Notably, it is no longer
possible to state that increasing or decreasing the processing time at any station
in the processing sequence would correspondingly affect the overall manufacturing
cycle time of the product.
As an illustration, consider the case where a modification to a product design
results in a decrease in the processing time at a station in its processing sequence.
Intuition would dictate that a decrease in the processing time (which contributes
to the product manufacturing cycle time) would result in an associated decrease in
the overall manufacturing cycle time for the product. However, a decrease in the
processing time results in reduced manufacturing cycle time at the station. Hence,
the detection time for process drift is reduced, is discovered earlier and Zij are
reduced. As a result, the batch size of product i leaving the next inspection station
is greater than before. Therefore the manufacturing cycle time for i at all further
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processing stations is greater resulting in a higher cumulative manufacturing cycle
time for the product.
Consider the product and manufacturing scenario for a flow shop detailed
above. For the system processing three products, the processing time for the
electroless plate station is incremented uniformly from 2.67 min to 62.67 min.
Figure 5.9 helps to demonstrate an instance of the above conjecture. The figure
depicts system performance as a function of this increasing processing time. As can
be seen, the cycle time decreases (albeit by a small amount) before uniformly in-
creasing, as the processing time increases. The throughput continuously increases,
though by a small amount.
Mathematical foundations for these conjectures are presented in [23].
Figure 5.9: System Output Vs Processing Time
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5.6 Creating a Graph Representation for the Sys-
tem Parameters
As explained in the introduction, a later section in this chapter will show the
inadequacies of the algorithm for the flow shop case to handle the general job-shop
case. However, before that is attempted it is necessary to introduce some concepts
and algorithms which will then be used as tools to explain the reasons.
Definitions.
System Graph : A System Graph SG is a directed graph representation of re-
lationships between key performance measures for a given manufacturing
system processing a given set of products, which may be used to determine
system characteristics and evaluate performance.
Predecessor Set : The Predecessor Set Πz for a node z in SG is the set of nodes
that immediately precede z in the directed graph; that is, πz ∈ Πz if and
only if ∃ directed edge (πz, z) connecting πz to z.
Predecessor Successor
Figure 5.10: Node Relation
Successor Set : The Successor Set, Σz for a node z in SG is the set of nodes that
immediately succeed z in the directed graph; that is, σz ∈ Σz if and only if
∃ directed edge (z, σz) connecting z to σz.
Note, a ∈ Πb, if and only if b ∈ Σa.
Sub-Graph : A Sub-Graph SSG is a graph such that SSG ⊂ SG.
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Figure 5.10 shows the relationship between the nodes of the graph. The follow-
ing algorithm creates system graph SG for the given product and manufacturing
system parameters. The algorithm requires the following notation,
Notation.
B Node → Node in SG associated with the batch size of product i
Z Node → Node in SG associated with the hidden yield of product i





Zi,1 Z i,2 Z i,nZ i,n−1
Figure 5.11: Sub-graph
Algorithm. Graph Creation
Main: CREATION(I,J ∪ F ,SG)
1. initialize SG
2. for each i ∈ I
create node Bi0
add Bi0 to SG
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3. for each i ∈ I
for each j ∈ Ri
create node Bij
create node Zij
add Bij to SG
add Zij to SG
4. for each j ∈ J ∪ F
create node CTj
add CTj to SG
5. for each i ∈ I
for each j ∈ Ri
create edge Bi,H(i,j) −→ Bij
create edge Bi,H(i,j) −→ CTj
for each j ∈ Ri ∩ F
create edge Zi,H(i,j) −→ Bij
for each j ∈ Ri ∩ J
create edge Zi,H(i,j) −→ Zij
for each j ∈ Ri
for each k ∈ Qij
create edge CTk −→ Zij
6. for each j ∈ J
for each i ∈ Vj
for each h ∈ Vj, h = i
for each k ∈ Qhj
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if  ∃ edge CTk −→ Zij
create edge CTk −→ Zij
Explanation. In Step 2, the initial batch size refers to the arrival batch size for
product i at the first station in its processing sequence Ri. The departure batch at
a processing station depends on the arrival batch size (Equations 5.15 and 5.16).
The arrival batch size is equal to the departure batch size at the earlier processing
station in the processing sequence, assuming no attrition in material movement
between stations. Thus, (in Step 3) the node corresponding to the batch size at a
station for a product becomes a successor node for the batch size at the previous
station in its processing sequence. It is seen from Equation 5.16 that the batch size
at the inspection station depends on the hidden yield of the previous processing
station. Hence, the hidden yield for the earlier processing station should be a
predecessor node for the batch size at an inspection station. Step 5 adds these
directed edges.
The hidden yield at a processing station depends on the hidden yield at the
previous processing station (Equation 5.15). Hence, a node corresponding to the
hidden yield of the previous processing station should be a predecessor node for
the node corresponding to the hidden yield at each station in the processing se-
quence. Step 5 adds these directed edges. Equations 5.15 to 5.29 show that the
manufacturing cycle time at each station is a function of the batch size of the
product arriving at the station. Step 5 adds these directed edges. The hidden
process yield at each station depends on the defect detection time for a defect
occurring in a product at the station (Equation 5.13). The defect detection time,
as Equations 5.11 and 5.12 show, depends on the manufacturing cycle times for
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the stations in the processing sequence of the product between the station where
the process drift occurs and the nearest inspection station. Step 5 incorporates
these dependencies into the system graph.
Step 6 accounts for the fact that a process drift at a station is likely to be
detected at the inspection station in the shortest possible detection time between
the two stations. This means that if different products are processed at a station
with process drift and follow different routings to inspection stations, the detec-
tion time for the drift is the smaller of the sums of manufacturing cycle times of
the resources that the products visit before arriving at the respective inspection
stations, as Equation 5.12 indicates. Thus cycle times at stations that are not in a
product’s processing sequence could influence the hidden yield for the product at
a processing station in its processing sequence.
5.7 Identifying the Dependencies in System
Parameters
There exist dependencies between various product and system variables in the
model represented by Equations 5.8 to 5.31. A graph is a convenient way to
represent these dependencies. In addition, this graph can be used to determine the
process for calculating these variables. The System Graph defined in the previous
section can be used for this purpose. This is discussed in more detail in Section 5.9.
Figure 5.11 depicts the basic subgraph for product i. This represents a part of
the processing sequence for the product, which has n processing stations between
• successive inspection stations, or
• between the start of the processing sequence and the first processing station,
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or
• between the last inspection station and the end of the processing sequence
[Note that for this case, the last batch size node in the sub-graph would be
removed along with the edge connecting the Zi,n node to it.]
In Figure 5.11, stations, 1, 2, · · ·n ∈ J , f ∈ F . This sub-graph has (n + 1)
nodes associated with the batch sizes, n nodes associated with the hidden yield,
and (n + 1) nodes associated with the manufacturing cycle times making the total
number of nodes equal to (3n + 2). The sub-graph has n edges connecting the
hidden yield nodes, (n + 1) edges connecting the batch size nodes, (n + 1) edges
connecting the batch size nodes to the manufacturing cycle time nodes and n(n+1)
2
edges connecting the hidden yield nodes to the manufacturing cycle time nodes
making the total number of edges in the graph equal to [(3n+2)+ n(n+1)
2
]. This sub-
graph can be used to show the dependencies between various system parameters.
This is explained with an example in Subsection 5.8.3.
5.8 Examples of System Graphs
This section presents some examples that illustrate how the system graph may be
created for different manufacturing scenarios.
5.8.1 Example 1: Implementing the Algorithm for Two
Products in a Flow Shop
Consider Figure 5.12 that shows the routings for two products being processed in
a given manufacturing system.
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Figure 5.12: Two Products Processing Sequence
The two products have the same processing sequence which comprises a combi-
nation of processing and inspection stations. Figure 5.13 shows the system graph
for this two product system created based on the graph creation algorithm detailed
in Section 5.6. The following is a detailed recipe for creating the system graph:
CT1
Z 2,5
CT2 CT3 CT4 CT5
Z Z 1,1 Z 1,2 Z 1,31,0
B1,1 B1,2 B1,3 B1,4 B1,5 B1,8B1,0
Z Z 2,2 Z2,1 2,3




Figure 5.13: System Graph for Product Set from Figure 5.12
1. Create nodes B1,0, · · · , B1,8 and B2,0, · · · , B2,8 corresponding to the input
batch sizes for stations that products 1 and 2 visit.
2. Create nodes CT1, · · · , CT8 corresponding to the workstations in the pro-
cessing system.
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3. Create nodes Z1,0, · · · , Z1,3, Z1,5, Z2,0, · · · , Z2,3, Z2,5 corresponding to the
hidden yields at those processing stations likely to influence the yield at the
inspection stations.
4. Create directed edges connecting the batch size node for a workstation in a
product’s processing sequence to the batch size node corresponding to the
next workstation in the sequence. Thus, B1,0 −→ B1,1 −→ B1,2 · · · , B2,0 −→
B2,1 −→ B2,2, · · · and so on.
5. Create directed edges from each batch size node for a product to the manufac-
turing cycle time corresponding to the next station in the product’s process-
ing sequence. Thus, B1,0 −→ CT1, B2,0 −→ CT1, B1,1 −→ CT2, B2,1 −→
CT2 and so on.
6. Create directed edges connecting the hidden yield node for a processing sta-
tion in a product’s processing sequence to the batch size node corresponding
to the next processing station in the sequence. Thus, Z1,0 −→ Z1,1 −→
Z1,2, · · · , Z2,0 −→ Z2,1 −→ Z2,2, · · · , and so on.
7. Create a directed edge from the hidden yield node corresponding to the
earlier workstation in the processing sequence for a product to the batch size
node corresponding to an inspection station. Thus, Z1,3 −→ B1,4, Z2,3 −→
B2,4, Z1,5 −→ B1,8, Z2,5 −→ B2,8.
8. Create directed edges to the hidden yield node at a workstation from each
manufacturing cycle time node corresponding to processing stations between
that processing station and the next inspection station. Thus, CT2 −→
Z1,1, CT3 −→ Z1,1, CT4 −→ Z1,1, CT2 −→ Z2,1, CT3 −→ Z2,1, CT4 −→
Z2,1.
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5.8.2 Example 2: Implementing the Algorithm for Three
Products in a Simple Job Shop
Consider the following scenario for this example. The manufacturing company
currently produces two products and is developing a third. The process plans
for the existing two products have the same processing sequence while the new
product has a different one. While the new product does visit some of the stations
that the old product set is processed on, its processing sequence also includes some
additional workstations.
The system processes two products MWM Product 1 and MWM Product 2,
whose process plans have the following sequence:
1. Mill (one through and two blind pockets and two holes).
2. Electroless, or autocatalytic plating.
3. Etch (clean, apply photoresist, expose, develop, etch, clean)
4. Inspect (check for validity of etched tracks)
5. Automated Assembly (mount and solder surface mount components)
6. Test (functional testing and validation)
The new product to be introduced into the system, Improved MWM has a
modified design which requires the assembly of some components manually. The
final system test is incorporated into the manual assembly step. In addition, the
milling step is replaced by a milling plus grinding operation in order to accurately
finish the substrate which is potentially likely to mate with an external component
(where the microwave module is mounted). Further, the Etch operation is replaced
with an Artwork operation requiring a more sophisticated dedicated workstation.
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Product 1 (MWM_Product_1) routing
Product 2 (MWM_Product_2) routing
Product 3 (Improved_MWM − New Product) routing
(in)
Improved_MWM
[I] − Inspection Station
8
Figure 5.14: Processing Sequence for 3 Product Set
CT1
B2,8B2,5B2,4B2,3B2,2B2,1
Z 2,3Z 2,1 Z 2,2
B2,0
CT2 CT3 CT4 CT5 CT8






B1,1 B1,2 B1,3 B1,4 B1,5 B1,8B1,0
B B3,2 B B3,4 B3,5 B3,6B
Z 3,9 Z 3,2 Z 3,10
3,0 3,9 3,10
Z 3,5 Z 3,6
Z Z 1,81,5
Z 2,8Z 2,5
Figure 5.15: System Graph for 3 Product Set
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The remaining sequence remains the same as the existing products. Hence, the
processing sequence for Improved MWM is;
1. Grind and Mill
2. Electroless plating.
3. Artwork
4. Inspect (check for validity of etched tracks)
5. Automated Assembly (mount and solder surface mount components)
6. Manual Assembly
The processing sequence for the system with the old and new products is shown
in Figure 5.14.
The system graph for the three product system may be drawn using the algo-
rithm in Section 5.6. This is shown in Figure 5.15.
5.8.3 Example 3: Implementing the Algorithm for a Job
Shop
Consider Figure 5.16 showing the routings for two products. The two products
require a total of 10 processing stations while sharing some stations. Stations
{1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7} ∈ J while stations {4, 8, 9, 10} ∈ F .
The processing sequences of the two products have processing and inspection
stations and they share some stations. Product 1 has routing {1 → 2 → 3 → 4 →



















[I] − Inspection Station
Figure 5.16: Sample Routings for two Products
CT1
B1,1 B1,2 B1,3 B1,4 B1,5 B1,6 B1,7 B1,8B1,0
2,3 B2,2 B2,1 B2,9 B2,7 B2,6 B2,5 B2,02,10B B
CT2 CT3 CT4 CT5 CT6 CT7 CT8
Z Z 1,1 Z 1,2 Z 1,3 Z 1,5 Z 1,6 Z 1,71,0
Z Z 2,2 Z Z 2,7 Z 2,6 Z 2,5 Z 2,02,3 2,1
CT10 CT9
Figure 5.17: System graph for system in Figure 5.16
Figure 5.17 shows the system graph for the system in Figure 5.16 created using
the graph creation algorithm. This graph is different from the earlier created
system graphs in that it contains loops. The sections of the graph represented by
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dashes show one such loop present in the graph.
Variable Key Factors affecting Variable







Z1,6 Z1,5 CT8, CT7
CT6 B1,5
B1,5 B1,4








Z1,2 Z1,1 CT4, CT3
CT2 B1,1
B1,1 B1,0
Z1,1 Z1,0 CT4, CT3,CT2
Table 5.9: (continued)
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Variable Key Factors affecting Variable








Z2,2 Z2,1 CT10, CT3
CT2 B2,1
B2,1 B2,9








Z2,6 Z2,5 CT9, CT7
CT6 B2,5
B2,5 B2,0
Z2,5 Z2,0 CT9, CT7,CT6
Table 5.9: (continued)
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Variable Key Factors affecting Variable
Batch Size Process Drift Yield Cycle Time
CT3 B2,0
Table 5.9: Dependence Table
Table 5.9 shows the dependence of various parameters for the products and
stations on other parameters of the system. One of the loops created by the
inter-dependencies is shown by the underlined entities in the table. Thus, CT6 →
Z2,5 → Z2,6 → Z2,7 → B2,9 → B2,1 → CT2 → Z1,1 → Z1,2 → Z1,3 → B1,4 →
B1,5 → CT6 is one of the loops where CT6 depends indirectly on CT2 which in
turn depends on CT6. (Here, P → Q implies that P governs Q or that the value
of Q cannot be calculated until the value of P is known.) Similar analyses shows
the interdependencies between CT2 ⇔ CT7, CT3 ⇔ CT6, CT3 ⇔ CT7 and so
on.
Hence it is necessary to check the system parameters for interdependencies and
the presence of such loops in order that appropriate solution techniques for solving
the problem may be identified.
5.9 Using the System Graph
Section 5.4 presented an algorithm for estimating system parameters for a flow
shop processing one or more products.
However, the algorithm may not work for the more general job-shop problem.
Such a job-shop scenario has product set, I being processed in a given manu-
facturing system J ∪ F . Process sequence Ri is the set of processing steps or
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operations for product i ∈ I. In a job-shop scenario, Ri = Rp, i, p ∈ I. Thus, dif-
ferent products follow different routes through the processing system. In general,
the analysis of a job-shop scenario requires systematic evaluation of the system
variables. However, due to the interdependencies between system parameters, a
different algorithm (like the algorithm proposed in Section 5.11) is necessary.
The following lemmas are valid for the system graph SG created using the
algorithm in Section 5.6.
Lemma 3 There exists no node n ∈ SG such that n ∈ Πn or n ∈ Σn.
If ∃ a directed edge from node n ∈ SG to itself, this would mean that the
quantity represented by node n depends upon itself. However, based on Algorithm:
Graph Creation presented in Section 5.6 (as also Equations 5.8 to 5.31, used to
calculate various parameters for the manufacturing system and the product set
that is processed), it is clear that no system parameter depends upon itself. Hence,
 ∃n ∈ SG such that n ∈ Πn or n ∈ Σn.
Lemma 4 There exist no nodes a and b ∈ SG : a ∈ Σb and b ∈ Σa.
By definition, system graph SG contains B nodes, Z nodes and CT nodes.
From the construction of SG given by Algorithm: Graph Creation (Step 5), SG
contains the following types of directed arcs:
• Bi,H(i,j) −→ Bij
• Bi,H(i,j) −→ CTj
• Zi,H(i,j) −→ Bij
• Zi,H(i,j) −→ Zij
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• CTk −→ Zij
These follow from relationships between the system parameters defined by
Equations 5.8 to 5.31, for a given manufacturing system processing a set of prod-
ucts I. Since these are the only edges possible, it is clear that there does not exist
a simple loop between any two nodes of SG.
The following lemmas can be verified based on the dependence of various quan-
tities in the mathematical model represented by Equations 5.8 to 5.30 and Algo-
rithm: Graph Creation.
Lemma 5 For any i ∈ I, j ∈ J , there is an arc ∈ SG from Bi,H(i,j) to Bij.
For a processing station (j ∈ J ), according to Equation 5.8, the batch size of
product i, i ∈ Vj at station j is a function of the batch size at the previous station
and the scrap yield of product i at station j. Hence, it is possible to calculate the
batch size for product i at j given the batch size at the previous station H(i, j)
that product i visits.
Lemma 6 For any i ∈ I j ∈ J , there is an arc ∈ SG from Zi,H(i,j) to Zij.
The hidden yield of product i from process drift at output of station j depends
on the time delay between occurrence and detection of the process defect (which
occurs at the closest inspection station). This in turn depends on the effective
unchecked yield due to drift for product i at each station in the processing sequence
of i prior to j. Thus, the hidden yield of product i at station at j may be calculated
if the hidden yield of product i at the previous station H(i, j) that product i visits
is known.
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Lemma 7 For any j ∈ F , i ∈ I, there is an arc ∈ SG from Bi,H(i,j) to Bij and
from Zi,H(i,j) to Bij.
From Lemma 5 above, the batch size for product i at resource j can be calcu-
lated if the batch size for i at H(i, j) is known. The effects of hidden yield due to
delay in detection of process defects that occur during processing are translated to
the next inspection station in the sequence. These effects, in turn, cause a reduc-
tion in the batch size for product i at the inspection station. Thus, in order to be
able to calculate the batch size for i at inspection station j ∈ F , it is essential to
first calculate the hidden yields at all processing stations prior to it. Conversely,
if the hidden yields at all processing stations prior to an inspection station are
known, using Lemma 5, the batch size at the inspection station can be calculated.
Theorem 1 The only possible edges in SG are B → B,B → CT ,Z → B,Z → Z,
and CT → Z.
Proof :
The proof for this Theorem follows directly from Steps 5 and 6 of Algorithm:
Graph Creation.
Q.E.D.
Corollary 1 For any SG, the following properties hold:
• ∃Bij and Zhk ∈ SG (i, h ∈ I, j ∈ Ri, k ∈ Rh) : Zhk ∈ ΣBij .
• ∃Bij and CTk ∈ SG (i ∈ I, j ∈ Ri, k ∈ J ∪ F) : Bij ∈ ΣCTk .
• ∃Zij and CTk ∈ SG (i ∈ I, j ∈ Ri, k ∈ J ∪ F) : CTk ∈ ΣZij .
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• ∃CTj and CTk ∈ SG (j, k ∈ J ∪ F) : CTj ∈ ΣCTk .
Theorem 2 Consider a manufacturing system with j ∈ J (processing stations),
f ∈ F (inspection stations). It processes one product (I = {i}). Let SG be the
system graph for this manufacturing system. Then, SG cannot contain a cycle.
Proof :
Let m be the last station in Ri.
Let p be the number of stations in the set F ∩ Ri
If m ∈ F , then SG can be partitioned into p sub-graphs.
If m ∈ J , then SG can be partitioned into (p + 1) sub-graphs.
These sub-graphs correspond to different subsequences of Ri. Each subsequence
ends with a station in F if m ∈ F (or the last station in Ri if m ∈ J ).
Based on the definition of SG, there exists no path from one sub-graph to an
earlier sub-graph.
Consider one sub-graph of SG. Let b be the first station in the sub-sequence.
Each sub-graph may be partitioned into four sub-sets in the following manner:
A contains the nodes Bib and Bij , j ∈ Qib ∩ J ; B contains the nodes CTb and
CTk, k ∈ Qib; C contains the nodes Zib and Zij, j ∈ Qib ∩J ; D contains the node
Bif where f ∈ Qib ∩ F (if F exists, else it is an empty set). See Figure 5.18.
A contains a simple path, and ∃ edges from nodes in A to nodes in B. Also,
∃ edges from nodes in B to nodes in C. C contains a simple path and B does not
contain any edges.
If D is not empty, let n = H(i, f). There is an edge from Zin in C to Bif in D.
The only edges from one sub-graph to another are the one from Bif to Big and
the one from Bif to CTg, where f = H(i, g), and Big, CTg belong to the next
sub-graph.
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Bi,1 i,nBBi,2 Bi,n−1Bi,0 Bi,f
2CT 3CT nCT1CT






Figure 5.18: 4 Sets in the sub-graph ofSG
There are no cycles in sets A, B, C, D. Thus, there are no cycles in the
sub-graph.
Therefore, there is no cycle in SG.
Q.E.D.
Theorem 3 Consider a manufacturing system with j ∈ J (processing stations),
f ∈ F (inspection stations), processing a set of products i ∈ I. Let SG be the
system graph for this manufacturing system. If ∃ a cycle C in SG, then C must
contain at least two manufacturing cycle time nodes.
Proof :
First it is shown that if ∃ a cycle C in SG, then such a cycle contains at least
one type CT node.
Based on Lemmas 3 and 4, C contains at least 3 nodes.
By definition, SG comprises only three types of nodes: B, Z, and CT nodes.
Suppose C has all type B nodes.
Let Bij be one of these nodes, and Bhk be the next node in the cycle. From
Step 3 in the graph creation algorithm, the edge between these nodes exists if and
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only if h = i, j = H(i, k), j ∈ Rik. (The output batch size for a product at a
resource can be influenced by the input batch size at the resource only if it is the
input batch size for the same product.)
Continuing in this manner, it is possible to show that any node in C must
therefore be a node Biy, y ∈ Ri, and j ∈ Riy.
Let Bic be the node that precedes Bij in C. Note that c ∈ Ri, j ∈ Ric. However,
an edge from Bic to Bij exists iff c = H(i, j). Thus, c ∈ Rij. But, this contradicts
Lemma 1.
Bij Bik Bic
Figure 5.19: Cycle C with all B type nodes
Hence, C cannot contain only type B nodes.
Suppose C contains only type Z nodes.
Let Zij be one of these nodes and Zhk be the next node. The hidden yield
for product i, at a station j depends on the hidden yield at earlier stations in Ri,
where j ∈ F . From Step 5 in the graph creation algorithm, an edge between nodes
Zij and Zhk exists iff h = i, j = H(i, k), k ∈ F , j ∈ Rik.
Continuing in this manner, it is possible to show that any node in C must
therefore be a node Ziy, y ∈ Ri, and j ∈ Riy.
Let d ∈ Qiy∩F . As argued above, ∃ a directed path from Ziy to Zie, e = H(i, d)
comprising all type Z nodes. However, per Lemma 7, Zie must connect to Bid.
Hence, C cannot contain all type Z nodes.
Suppose C consists of type B and type Z nodes only.
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Then, in C, there must be a directed edge from a type B node to a type Z node
and there must be a directed edge from a type Z node to a type B node.
However, this contradicts Corollary 1. Therefore, it is not possible that C
contains only type B and Z nodes.
Thus, cycle C must have at least one type CT node (Figure 5.20). Suppose C
contains only one type CT node. Let this node be CTk.
From Theorem 1, the successor of CTk in C must be a type Z node, say Zab.
From Step 5 in Algorithm: Graph Creation, k ∈ Qab, a ∈ I, b ∈ J (which implies
b ∈ Rak).
Z abijBZi,[H(i,j)] CTk
j is an inspection station
Bi,[H(i,j)]
Figure 5.20: Connections between type B, CT and Z nodes
From Theorem 1, the predecessor of CTk must be a type B node. Without
loss of generality let Bij be the predecessor node of CTk in SG. From Step 5 of
Algorithm: Graph Creation, it is seen that k ∈ Ri, j = H(i, k).
Consider product a ∈ I.
If product i = a, C contains path Baj −→ CTk −→ Zab. For C to exist, there
must be a directed path from Zab to Baj (Figure 5.21). This path contains no type
CT nodes since the only type CT node in C is CTk. Hence the path must contain
a sequence of type Z nodes followed by a sequence of type B nodes.
Let f ∈ Qab ∩ F . An edge can exist from Zae to Baf only if e = H(i, f) and









Figure 5.21: Instance of a cycle in SG when product a = i
Thus, if Qab∩J = ∅, the directed path from Zab contains nodes Zac, ∀c ∈ Qab∩
J till Zae. This is followed by Baf , which is then followed by nodes Bap, ∀p ∈ Raj .
Therefore, there exists a directed path from Baf to Baj . This implies f ∈ Raj .
But, j = H(a, k), which implies Raj ⊂ Rak, which implies f ∈ Rak.
Therefore, station f is between stations b and k in Ra (b ∈ Rak, f ∈ Qab, f ∈
Rak). This contradicts the statement that k ∈ Qab.
Therefore, it is not possible that C contains only one type CT node.
Consider that i = a. Then there must exist a path from Zab to Bij . Further,
the path must contain nodes Zac, ∀c ∈ Qab ∩ J .
The first type B node must be Baf , f ∈ Qab ∩ F .
Let V ⊂ C be the directed path from Baf to Bij .
V must contain nodes Bad, d ∈ Ra. This is true since C only contains one










Figure 5.22: Instance of a cycle in SG
Graph Creation.) Further, from Algorithm: Graph Creation, there is no edge from
any Bad to Bij .
Therefore, it is not possible that C contains only one type CT node.
Because there is no cycle in SG with exactly one type CT node, C must contain
at least two type CT nodes.
Q.E.D.
Corollary 2 If ∃ cycle C ⊂ SG, C comprises two or more paths H of the following
form,
CTk −→ Zab −→ · · · −→ Baf −→ · · · −→ Bax −→ CTm, m = k.
Proof :
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The proof of this corollary follows from the proof of Theorem 3 and the defi-
nition and construction of the system graph SG for a manufacturing system pro-
cessing a given set of products explained in Algorithm: Graph Creation.
Theorem 4 If Ri = Ra, ∀i, a ∈ I, then there is no cycle C in SG.
Proof :
Consider a manufacturing system with j ∈ J (processing stations), f ∈ F
(inspection stations), processing a set of products i ∈ I. Let SG be the system
graph for this manufacturing system.
Let g be the last station in Ri, ∀i ∈ I.
Let s be the number of stations in Ri ∩ F , i ∈ I.
If g ∈ F , then SG can be partitioned into s sub-graphs.
If g ∈ J , then SG can be partitioned into (s + 1) sub-graphs.
Figure 5.23 shows such partitioning of a sample system graph for a manufac-




























Figure 5.23: Subdivided system graph for a flow shop
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These sub-graphs include nodes associated with corresponding subsequences of
Ri, ∀i ∈ I. Consider a subsequence that begins with station b ∈ J and ends with
station f ∈ Qib ∩ F (or the last station in Ri).
The nodes in the corresponding sub-graph can be partitioned into four disjoint
sub-sets in the following manner: A is a set containing the nodes Bib and Bij , j ∈
Qib∩J , ∀i ∈ I; B contains the nodes CTb and CTk, ∀k ∈ Qib; C is a set containing
the nodes Zib and Zij, j ∈ Qib ∩ J , ∀i ∈ I; D is a set containing the nodes Bif
where, f ∈ Qib ∩ F , ∀i ∈ I (if f exists, else D is an empty set).
From the definition of SG and Lemmas 5 and 6 it is clear that sets A and C
contain disjoint simple paths, and the only edges between the sets are limited to
the edges depicted in Figure 5.24.
D A B C DA B C D
Figure 5.24: Set Interconnectivity
Since there are no edges from one type CT node to another, set B does not
contain any edges. Since there are no edges between Bif , Baf , ∀i, a ∈ I, set D
contains no edges.
In a sub-graph, the only edges between subsets are those from nodes in A to
nodes in B, those from nodes in A to nodes in D, those from nodes in B to nodes
in C, and those from nodes in C to nodes in D (see Figure 5.24).
Therefore, there is no cycle in a sub-graph.
When g ∈ J , (as shown in Figure 5.23), the sub-graph corresponding to the
subsequence containing g does not have set D. As a result the only directed set
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connectivity for the subsets in this subgraph are forward connections from A to B
to C. Thus, there is no cycle in this sub-graph.
It has been established that there is no cycle in any sub-graph. Further, there
exists no path from one sub-graph to an earlier sub-graph. The only edges that
connect one sub-graph to another are the edges from Bif to Bih and CTh, where
f = H(i, h). This adds edges from set D in one sub-graph to the sets A and B in
the next sub-graph (as shown in Figure 5.24).
Hence, there is no cycle in SG.
Q.E.D.
NOTE: This proof exploits the special structure of the system graph SG in the
flow shop production scenario. The algorithm to calculate system properties for a
flow shop, Algorithm: Flow Shop Cycle Time, detailed earlier in this chapter also
exploits this special structure.
5.10 Detecting Loops in the System Graph
The system graph developed in Section 5.6 is a connected directed graph. The
problem of finding a loop in the system graph is equivalent to finding a cycle in
a directed graph. A graph search technique such as depth-first search may be
modified to traverse the graph and search for cycles in the graph. The dashed
lines in Figure 5.25 along with the nodes they connect indicate one cycle in the




CT2 CT3 CT6 CT7
Z 1,1 Z 1,2 Z 1,3
Z 2,7 Z 2,6 Z 2,5
Figure 5.25: Cycles in the System Graph
5.10.1 Algorithm Description
This algorithm to detect a cycle in the system graph SG is adapted from the version
presented by Cormen et al. [28] for depth first search of a directed graph.
Algorithm. Detect Cycle
Main: DETECT(SG)
1. for each vertex u ∈ SG
do Cu = WHITE
do πu = { }
2. for each vertex u ∈ SG






1. Cu = GRAY
2. for each v ∈ Σu
do if Cv = GRAY
return YES
exit
else if Cv = WHITE
then add u to π[v]
VERTEX-VISIT(v)
3. Cu = BLACK
4. end
Note that in the algorithm and in the following explanation, Cu or C[u] refers
to color[u], the color associated with vertex u.
5.10.2 Explanation
Step 1 colors all the vertices of the system graph white and sets the predecessor
sets of all vertices to null. This is the initialization step. In Step 2, a vertex of
the graph is picked arbitrarily and checked for color. If it is white, the VERTEX-
VISIT(u) routine is invoked. Every time VERTEX-VISIT(u) is invoked, vertex u
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becomes the root of a new tree in the graph. When VERTEX-VISIT(u) is called,
the color of u is first set to gray. Step 2 targets the successor set for the vertex
u, Σu. If the color of a vertex in Σu is white, then u is added to the predecessor
set of v and the function is called recursively. If the color of vertex v in Σu is gray,
this means that the vertex was discovered but not finished earlier implying that
there is a cycle in the graph. The algorithm terminates returning a boolean that
acknowledges the presence of a cycle in the graph. If after traversing the entire
graph, no cycle is found, a boolean value is returned indicating the fact.
5.10.3 Example
Consider the system graph SG in Figure 5.17 for the processing station set shown
in Figure 5.16. Algorithm: Detect Cycle is applied to SG. Initially the algorithm
colors all vertices white and sets their π fields to NIL. Without loss of generality, let
the algorithm pick vertex CT9 as the start vertex. It calls VERTEX-VISIT(CT9)
which colors this vertex gray, i.e. C[CT9] = gray. Again without loss of gener-
ality let edge between CT9 and Z2,7 be the edge picked for exploration. Since
C[Z2,7] = white, the algorithm adds it to the predecessor set of vertex CT9 and
calls VERTEX-VISIT(Z2,7), and this recursion continues. Figure 5.26 shows the
first three steps of this recursion on a part of the system graph. Figure 5.27 shows a
later position as the algorithm traverses SG. Here, the graph traversal has reached
a stage where after discovering vertex Z2,6, the algorithm has picked Z2,7 for anal-
ysis and seen that C[Z2,7] = gray. The algorithm terminates at this point returning
the fact that a cycle in present in SG.
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B2,9 B2,7
Z 2,7 Z 2,6 Z 2,5
CT9
Z 2,7 Z 2,6 Z 2,5 Z 2,0
CT9




Figure 5.26: Cycle detection algorithm example - Figure 1
B1,1 B1,2 B1,3 B1,4 B1,5 B1,6 B1,7 B1,8B1,0
2,3 B2,2 B2,1 B2,9 B2,7 B2,6 B2,5 B2,02,10B B
CT2 CT3 CT4 CT CT6 CT7 CT8
Z Z 1,1 Z 1,2 Z 1,3 Z 1,5 Z 1,6 Z 1,71,0






Figure 5.27: Cycle detection algorithm example - Figure 2
5.11 Calculating System Parameters for the Sim-
ple Job Shop
This section presents an algorithm to find the system parameters for a job shop
scenario whose system graph has no cycle. Note that Step 3 requires Algorithm:
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Detect Cycle explained in Section 5.10.
Algorithm. Job Shop Cycle Time (no cycle)
Main: AGGREGATION(I,J ∪ F)
1. for j ∈ J ∪ F
compute availability Aj
2. create SG
3. if exists cycle in SG
exit
else continue
4. for i ∈ I
compute xi using T
a
i and Bi0
5. for n ∈ SG
Pn = Πn
6. create set W = {n ∈ SG : Pn = {}}
7. for n ∈ W
remove n from W
if n ∈ B
compute Bij
if n ∈ Z
compute Zij
if n ∈ CT
compute CTj
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for m ∈ Σn
Pm = Pm − {n}
if Pm = {}
add m to W
NOTE: For this algorithm, Pn refers to the set of predecessor nodes for node n
which have not been visited (Pn ⊂ Πn). Also, m ∈ Pn iff ∃ arc from m to n in
SG. The sets B,Z, and CT refer to sets of type B, Z and CT nodes respectively.
Note that because SG has no cycle, the algorithm will visit every node in SG once.
The number of type CT nodes is S. The effort at each node is O(IS). The
total effort for the type CT nodes is therefore O(IS2).
The number of type B nodes is O(IS). The effort at each node is O(S). The
total effort for the type B nodes is therefore O(IS2).
The number of type Z nodes is O(IS). The effort at each node is O(S). The
total effort for the type Z nodes is therefore O(IS2).
Thus, the computational complexity of the algorithm is O(IS2).
5.12 Example
Consider the product set detailed in Subsection 5.8.2. Figure 5.14 shows the pro-
cessing sequences for the product set. Figure 5.15 shows the system graph. Al-
gorithm: Detect Cycle can be used to verify that no cycles exist in the system
graph.
For more details of the product and part processing time and setup time calcu-
lations, please refer to rules and algorithms for microwave module process planning
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developed by Lam et al. [63, 92].
For this system, the sequence of steps to calculate the manufacturing cycle
times for the three products, based on the algorithm presented in Section 5.11 is
enumerated in Table 5.10.
Step Calculate Add to Step Calculate Add to
No. and remove W No. and remove W
from W from W
1. B1,0, B2,0, B3,0, 23. Z1,2 Z1,3
Z1,0, Z2,0, Z3,0 24. Z2,2 Z2,3
2. B1,0 B1,1 25. Z3,2 Z3,10
3. B2,0 B2,1, CT1 26. Z1,3 B1,4
4. B3,0 B3,9, CT9 27. Z2,3 B2,4
5. Z1,0, Z2,0, Z3,0 28. Z3,10 B3,4
6. CT1, CT9 29. B1,4 B1,5
7. B1,1 B1,2 30. B2,4 B2,5
8. B2,1 B2,2 31. B3,4 B3,5, CT5
9. B3,9 B3,2, CT2 32. CT5
10. CT2 33. B1,5 B1,8
11. B1,2 B1,3 34. B1,8
12. B2,2 B2,3, CT3 35. B2,5 B2,8, CT8
13. CT3 36. B2,8
14. B3,2 B3,10, CT10 37. CT8 Z1,5, Z2,5
15. CT10 38. Z1,5 Z1,8
16. B1,3 B1,4 39. Z1,8
17. B2,3 B2,4 40. Z2,5 Z2,8
18. B3,10 B3,4, CT4 41. Z2,8
19. CT4 Z1,1, Z2,1, Z3,9 42. B3,5 B3,6, CT6
20. Z1,1 Z1,2 43. B3,6
21. Z2,1 Z2,2 44. CT6 Z3,5
22. Z3,9 Z3,2 45. Z3,5 Z3,6
Table 5.10: Steps for the job shop example
The design characteristics for the products are explained in Chapter 3. Ta-
ble 5.11 lists the quantity requirements for the products. These are used to deter-
mine the product release rate. Table 5.12 includes the processing properties for all
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the workstations in the manufacturing system.
MWM Product 1 MWM Product 2 Improved MWM
Batch Size (parts/job) 5 10 12
Throughput (parts/day) 20 20 12
Release Rate (jobs/min) 0.0083 0.004147 0.002083
(at input)
Table 5.11: Throughput requirements
Station Processing Drift Normal Reduced
Name Time Rate Yield Yield
(min)
Mill 41.77 0.9 0.9 0.7
Grind and Mill 12.12 0.9 0.9 0.7
Electroless Plate 0.9 0.9 0.7
Etch 54.29 0.8 0.9 0.7
Artwork 8.66 0.99 0.9 0.7
Inspection 84.29 0.9 1 1
Auto. Assembly 29.77 0.85 0.95 0.8
System Test 101.51 0.92 1 1
Manual Assembly 7.58 0.89 0.95 0.8
Table 5.12: Processing station properties
The processing time at the electroless plate station is incremented from 22.67
min to 62.67 min in steps of 5 min and the performance of the system is estimated
for these values. Figure 5.28 shows a plot of the average manufacturing cycle time
for MWM Product 1/MWM Product 2 and Improved MWM as the processing time
at electroless plate increases. The reduction in batch size and consequentially the
throughput of the products as the processing time is not significant (about 0.1%)
for this example. This is because the processing time increase occurs close to the
start of the processing sequence and hence does not contribute greatly to the detect
time.
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Figure 5.28: Average manufacturing cycle time for products versus processing time
at electroless plate
5.13 Summary
This chapter addressed the issue of manufacturing systems that have workstations
that undergo process drift. A key issue is that the process drift is detected at a
subsequent inspection station (not at the station where it occurs). It presented
mathematical models to calculate various performance measures for such systems,
improving upon the models presented in Chapter 3. Different production systems
were considered to demonstrate the utility of these mathematical models.
For flow shops, these models may be applied to calculate the output batch
sizes at each station for a product’s processing sequence. These may then be
used for calculating the manufacturing cycle times at the stations and for the
products. For the more general job shop case applying the models is more involved.
When different products follow different routings in the system, there may exist
interdependencies between the system and product parameters. Hence prioritizing
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calculations for these parameters becomes difficult. This chapter presented an
approach to solve this case.
The approach defined a system graph representing the product processes and
associated workstations. It asserted certain properties of this graph and suit-
ably justified the assertions where necessary. The approach analyzed the system
graph to identify possible product-system parameter interdependencies. Further,
if a cycle existed in the system graph due to the parameter interdependencies, this
chapter presented an algorithm to detect such cycles. The chapter presented an al-
gorithm to determine system performance when the system graph does not contain




Overall Impact of Reducing
Manufacturing Cycle Time
This chapter addresses the overall economic benefits of reducing manufacturing
cycle time for a product. These benefits range from reduced inventory to improved
product supply predictions. There are economic incentives associated with each
of these benefits and this chapter presents models to estimate these economic
benefits. These benefits can be compared to other costs or metrics that change
as a result of modifying the product design. Section 6.1 describes how reducing
the manufacturing cycle time contributes to the main goals of any manufacturing
enterprise:
1. reduced costs,
2. greater revenue, and
3. higher profit.
Sections 6.2 and 6.3 present mathematical models to quantify the relations
represented by these edges. Section 6.4 integrates these models into a composite
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cost model, and Section 6.5 summarizes the chapter.
6.1 Relating Manufacturing Cycle Time to Eco-
nomic Gain
Manufacturing cycle time is composed of processing times and non-processing
times. The processing times depend on the manufacturing operations involved.
These are governed by the type and properties of material, and the type of work-
stations used. Considerable work towards reducing processing times has been
conducted in DFM research. Minimizing setup times has also been the focus of
many researchers. Chapter 2 presented details of relevant literature pertaining
to DFM tools and approaches to estimating setup times. However, reducing the
non-processing components such as queue times and move times also significantly
reduces total manufacturing cycle time. Lowering manufacturing cycle time for
the product would have a significant positive impact on the economic returns from
new product introduction [42]. More recently, Rajagopalan [106] uses the inven-
tory cost and lead time as metrics to help a manufacturer decide whether to adopt
a make-to-order or a make-to-stock strategy or a combination of both. The work
presents heuristics to aid the decision process based on the expected number of
setups, the anticipated lot sizes and considerations of capacity, congestion and in-
ventory cost. They further present bounds for models based on these heuristics.
The models developed, however, do not include many of the costs associated with
the production process. Significant among these are the penalty costs attributed
to order fulfillment on time, among other costs associated with manufacturing cy-
cle time. The models presented in further sections of this chapter can be used
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to better qualify the models and the production strategy decision presented by
Rajagopalan.
As discussed in Chapter 2, the product design has considerable influence on the
manufacturing cycle time for the product. Changing the manufacturing cycle time
has multiple impacts. Some of these impacts are direct and others are indirect.
Figure 6.1 illustrates the relationships between the different impacts. In the figure,
ovals represent product and process performance improvement opportunities, and
rectangles indicate the end effects of such improvements. This section explains
these relationships, referring to the edges of the graph in Figure 6.1. One goal of
this work is to model the economic impact quantitatively. Discussing the impact
of a change in manufacturing cycle time is a type of sensitivity analysis that helps
identify the important issues. Note that statements about the benefits of reducing
manufacturing cycle time also implicitly indicate the negative impacts of increasing
it.




3. Product improvements, and
4. Better order fulfillment.
These lead to more profitable products. To describe the numerous direct and
indirect benefits of reducing manufacturing cycle time, the relationship model pre-
sented in Figure 6.1 was developed as part of this research. The following subsec-



































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 6.1: Map from reduced manufacturing cycle time to economic gains
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significance. Taken together, these relationships show how reducing manufacturing
cycle time increases product profitability.
6.1.1 Lower Inventories
Inventory causes a manufacturing organization to commit to costs associated with
the inventory quantity, its value, and the length of time that the inventory is
carried. By committing capital to holding inventory, the organization loses the
opportunity of using these funds for other purposes such as acquiring equipment
and improving or developing products. Thus the cost of investment or capital cost
is incurred from the inventory investment. Along with capital cost, Vollmann et
al. [139] list other costs associated with holding inventory, some of which include
costs of inventory obsolescence and operating costs involved in storing inventory.
In addition to these direct costs of holding inventory, there are associated indi-
rect overhead costs such as preparation costs and personnel costs. Perhaps the
most significant effects of inventory are on customer service, order fulfillment and
shortage. These are explained in detail in further sections.
edge aa: Reduced cycle time results in reduction in work-in-process inventory
for a given throughput. This is substantiated by Little’s Law [65].
edge ba: Reduced work in process inventory means that whenever a new
product is introduced, and production of an old product is suspended, there is
less waste from the incomplete jobs (of the earlier product) in-process which are
rendered useless [85].
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edge cb: Reducing the inventory waste reduces the cost associated with the
material and processing of these products thus lowering the losses to the manufac-
turer and reducing a contributor to the product cost [85].
edge ca: Reduction in the work-in-process inventory means that the costs as-
sociated with holding this inventory are also reduced [139]. See Section 6.2 for a
more detailed explanation of the costs associated with holding WIP as also models
to estimate this cost.
edge dh: The cost of holding WIP contributes to the total inventory holding
cost. Inventory holding costs contribute to the total cost of the product. Hence
WIP holding cost reduces the overall product cost.
edge ae: Reducing the manufacturing cycle time for a product results in a
lower lead time demand. This in turn means that it is possible to maintain a lower
finished goods inventory for the product. See Section 6.3 for a detailed explanation
for this edge.
edge cj: A lower finished goods inventory means that the finished goods in-
ventory carrying cost reduces. See Section 6.3 for further explanation and model.
edge dk: The finished goods inventory carrying cost contributes to the total
inventory holding cost. Inventory holding costs contribute to the total cost of the




The following edges and portions of Figure 6.1 explain the benefits of estimating
and reducing manufacturing cycle time to better manufacturing processes.
edge ab: Reduced cycle time allows for earlier detection of any problems that
might be present in the manufacturing process.
edge bc: Quicker feedback ensures that any defects in the process are rectified
immediately, thereby minimizing the quantity of defective products (yield loss) [96].
edge cc: Lower yield losses reduce the number of faulty parts, and hence a
larger percentage of jobs started are available for sale [96].
edge bb: Early defect detection not only increases the production quickly
during the pilot production phase but also ensures faster process feedback which
is very critical [96].
edge cg: In a dynamic market scenario, reduced manufacturing cycle time
and hence product development cycle time means that the manufacturer is able
to cope with market volatility effectively. This is especially true for products like
semiconductor wafers that have such dynamic markets where not only does the
product type change frequently but the demand also fluctuates considerably [96].
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edge dj: A quicker response to changes in the market demand means that the
changing requirements of the market can be met more easily and earlier, resulting
in higher sales [25].
edge ch: The nature of products like semiconductor wafers is such that the
selling price decreases rapidly over time. Hence, the product returns are maximum
closest to the launch and it is necessary to supply as much of the product imme-
diately after launch. An added advantage to the manufacturer is the possibility of
charging a higher price during this period due to a lack of competent competition.
edge dg: Increased production with higher prices during the early phases of
product introduction results in higher revenue [96].
6.1.3 Product Improvements
The following edges and portions of the map present how reducing manufacturing
cycle time can result in better product development resulting in higher gains.
edge ac: Reducing manufacturing cycle time means that the product com-
pletes manufacturing faster. Manufacturing cycle time is a component of the total
product development time. Hence reducing this time reduces the total develop-
ment time (from conceptualization to actual delivery to the customer). Figure 6.2
shows the reduction in the total development time due to reduction in manufac-
turing cycle time.
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edge bh: Reducing time for pilot production runs means that the total prod-
uct development time to which it contributes is also reduced [25, 96].
edge ce: A shorter overall product development time ensures a reduced time-
to-market for the product.
edges db, dc, dd: Faster time-to-market implies that the advantages inher-
ent to short times-to-market are available to the manufacturer. Some of the direct
benefits of reduced time to market include reduced costs, more sales and revenue.
These are well documented in literature [50, 51, 121]. For a domain such as wafer
fabrication, time-to-market assumes a different dimension. There exists scope of
dictating the price of the product for a while after launch till the competition en-
ters the market [25, 33, 143]. See also Section 2.6 for a detailed explanation of
some of the benefits of reduced time-to-market.
edge bf: Cohen et al. [25] study another interesting aspect of an efficient
development cycle, stressing that product improvement is more valuable than un-
necessarily early introduction into the market. Reducing manufacturing cycle time
provides more time for research and development while maintaining the same prod-
uct introduction time. Figure 6.2 shows this added time for the same development
time.
edge bi: Based on the recommendations from the study conducted by Co-
hen et al. [25], since the product development team has more time to improve
the product before actual market introduction, the product released to the market
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Figure 6.2: Lower manufacturing cycle time allows more time for research and
development
performs better and is more desirable.
edge de: An improved product would result in higher product sales due to a
better product being delivered to the customers in the same time frame [25]. (Note
that this would also be influenced by the final price of the product).
Yoon and Kijewski [145] hypothesize that a manufacturer’s price of a product
is positively significantly affected by the customer’s evaluations of the product’s
overall quality. Further, it is significantly associated with the availability of the
product’s main functional features. It follows from the hypothesis that the product
pricing is a function of the product’s main functional features and the advantages
due to the product’s auxiliary features.
edge di: With an improved product, depending on its quality relative to that
of competitive products, the manufacturer can expect to charge a higher price,
resulting in increased revenue [33, 96]. This in turn means that a new product
in the market that provides both, the requisite and promised primary functional
features and significant advantages of its auxiliary features arising from its use,
promises to attract the target customer base at a higher price.
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It is important to note another result from the paper by Yoon and Kijew-
ski [145]. Based on regression analysis on the product-pricing data for a consumer
product, the paper finds that this price-product feature association diminishes in
a mature product/market environment. This may be attributed to the fact that,
in time, all product brands have similar functional and convenience features and
the price becomes a function of other factors.
The significance of Yoon and Kijewski’s findings is that the presented hypothe-
ses corroborate what this research proposes; reducing the manufacturing cycle time
for a product leads to a dual benefit, higher gains due to more development time
and higher revenue from synthesizing a better product before the competition.
Alternative-1 in Figure 6.2 shows how a lower manufacturing cycle time for the
product allows for more time to be spent on research and development. Thus,
based on their hypothesis, this additional development time for a new product can
command a higher price in the market as well as expect to sell more.
6.1.4 Better Order Fulfillment
Reducing manufacturing cycle time results in better order fulfillment. This sub-
section presents the associated sections of Figure 6.1.
edge ad: The cycle time depends on a number of manufacturing system and
product variables some of which are random in nature. As the cycle time for the
product increases, the variance of the manufacturing cycle time increases [65]. This
is clearly seen in the case of a manufacturing system approximated by a M/M/1
queue wherein the distribution of the processing and arrival times for the jobs
are exponential. For an exponential distribution, the mean and variance are both
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functions of the scale parameter only. Hence a low mean means a low variance as
well. Similar arguments can be presented for other distributions such as gamma
(Erlang), Poisson, and Weibull distributions.
edge bg: Increasing the variability of the cycle time increases the error in es-
timating the lead time for product delivery, making it harder to quote an accurate
delivery date to the customer. By reducing the variability an accurate lead time
can be quoted [65].
edge ci: Delivering the product to the customer in accordance with the quoted
delivery dates ensures that any tardiness penalties that may be applicable are
avoided.
edge da: The tardiness penalties translate into direct costs to the manufac-
turer. Hence, avoiding or minimizing these penalties results in a reduction in cost.
edge cf: Delivering goods as per the date promised (accurate lead time quotes)
increases the confidence of the customer and also helps maintain customer loy-
alty [46].
edge af: Reducing the manufacturing cycle time means that the product can
now be delivered sooner [33, 143]. In a make-to-order kind of product scenario,
this means that the orders can be fulfilled and sent to the customer quickly, often
before the due date.
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This is especially important in industries such as personal computers and auto-
mobiles where customers order customized products that are made on high volume
production lines. Such customized products may be variants of a basic platform
product design.
edge ck: Early fulfillment of orders means that the customer has more confi-
dence in the vendor to deliver on-time. This boosts the customer confidence and
with it the probability of securing a repeat order.
edge df: Higher customer confidence leads to an increase in sales. Also cus-
tomer loyalty ensures steady product sales and a somewhat assured market for any
new product.
6.1.5 Higher Profitability
Thus, the manufacturing cycle time has a considerable influence on the revenue for
the product. A reduction in the manufacturing cycle time has a threefold effect -
reducing the product costs, increasing the product sales and increasing the revenue
from increase in sales and higher prices. All these factors lead to an increase in
the profits and the return on investment.
edges ea, eb, ec: The product profit or return on investment is usually de-
fined to be the difference between the total revenue and the total costs. Reducing
the costs and increasing the sales and hence the revenue amounts to increasing the
profits or the return on investment for the manufacturer.
Figure 6.1 represents the overall benefits of reducing manufacturing cycle time
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for the product. Not all the benefits depicted here will hold true for all production
scenarios or for all aspects of the product development process. For example, if the
benefits of a reduced manufacturing cycle time during only the production phase
are being considered, the portion of the map referring to the benefits of reduced
pilot production time may not be relevant. Similarly, some benefits are valid
for make-to-stock scenarios while some others are relevant only to make-to-order
production systems.
The further sections of this chapter present mathematical models to quantify
some of the relationships represented by edges in Figure 6.1. The overall impact
may be modeled as a composition of these models.
6.2 Work In Process Inventory
This section addresses the cost associated with holding WIP which essentially
accrues from,
1. investment costs for material and overheads for the WIP, and
2. space considerations for stocking the WIP on the shop-floor.
These costs are proportional to the quantity of WIP in the manufacturing system.
The relationship between cycle time and the work in process (WIP) inventory
is given by Little’s Law which states that: The fundamental long-term relationship
between Work-In-Process, Throughput and Cycle Time of a production system in
steady state is
WIP = Throughput × Cycle Time (6.1)
There are two general requirements for Little’s Law to hold true [65],
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1. inventory, throughput and flow time must represent long-term averages of a
stable system, and
2. inventory, throughput and flow time must be measured in consistent units.
Little’s Law applies to single stations, production lines, factories, and entire
supply chains. It applies to systems with and without variability. The law holds
true for single and multiple product systems. Thus, since WIP in the system is
a direct function of the manufacturing cycle time, as manufacturing cycle time
increases, WIP also increases.
As the WIP increases, the cost associated with holding WIP also increases.
A product is normally a composition of various components or parts. The pro-
cessing sequence of the product includes the processing of the components and
some joining operations. For a major part of the product’s processing sequence,
these components are processed independently. The total WIP of the product is
an aggregate of the WIP associated with various product constituents. Let
Cwi = total cost of holding WIP for product i, ($/time unit)
Wik = average WIP of component k of product i, (parts)
Cik = holding cost of component k of product i, ($/[part - time unit])







Note that the holding cost for WIP incorporates costs associated with storing
inventory on the shop floor, cost of wastage due to contamination of WIP (which
is highly relevant for products such as semiconductors), storing the WIP in off-
shopfloor locations and associated material movement costs. The proposed cost in
Equation 6.2 models the cost represented by edge ca in Figure 6.1.
6.3 Finished Goods Inventory
Subsection 6.1.1 described the relationship between reducing manufacturing cycle
time for a product and lower finished goods inventories. This section presents
models to quantify this relationship and calculate the associated cost.
6.3.1 Q-R Policy and Shortages
The basic two decisions to be made for inventory management are
1. how much to order, and
2. when to order.
There are various inventory rules in literature discussing how to make these
decisions. This research looks at the Q-R rule and the implications of cycle time
length and variability on this policy. Under the Q-R rule, an order for a fixed
quantity (Q) is placed whenever the stock reaches the reorder point (Re). Until the
order arrives, inventory continues to fall. Figure 6.3 shows a plot of the inventory
levels versus time and indicates these quantities.
The algorithms for calculating the optimal values of the reorder quantity and





















Figure 6.3: Q-R Policy and Cycle Time Variability
However, in actual operations, due to random fluctuations in demand for the prod-
uct, this is rarely true. Significant inventory related costs may be incurred when
the demand exceeds the available inventory for a product. The costs associated
with such stock outs are called shortage costs. The effects of shortage costs are
multi-fold:
1. There is an immediate loss of revenue due to the inability of the manufacturer
to deliver the goods.
2. The void caused by this inability is most likely filled by a competitor who is
able to deliver the needed products in the defined time frame, so sales may
be lost.
3. Lack of promised delivery on time maligns the firm’s reputation and customer
goodwill may be lost.
Thus, in order to inoculate against such inventory shortages when there is
uncertainty in demand, the reorder point must be greater than average demand
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during the replenishment lead time. The difference between the reorder point and
the average demand in this period is called the safety stock S. The quantity of
safety stock is determined by the magnitude of risk involved in the possibility of a
stock-out.
The discussion thus far has focussed on the possibility of shortages and stock-
outs due to fluctuations in the demand for the product during the replenishment
lead time. However, in addition to this uncertainty, there is also the possibility
of delay in the replenishment lead time owing to lead time variability. Figure 6.3
shows variability among the lead times L1, L2 and L3. The lead time variability
is dominated by the variability in manufacturing cycle time for the product. The
influence of the manufacturing cycle time variability and the uncertainty in demand
on inventory levels is analyzed in Subsection 6.3.2.
Causes of manufacturing cycle time variability, its implications and models to
quantify this variability were presented in Chapter 3. One effect of this variability
in the manufacturing cycle time is the need to maintain more safety stock in order
to prevent shortages due to increased order fulfillment time. This in turn means
that the firm now needs to maintain higher levels of finished goods inventory,
bearing the associated costs.
6.3.2 Demand and Cycle Time Variability
Often, production models developed for shop-floors in a manufacturing environ-
ment consider the uncertainty in the demand forecast. As explained earlier, various
mechanisms such as safety stock may be used to account for the lack of accuracy
resulting from this variability. However, there is another uncertainty viz. that as-
sociated with the lead time of the product, which is often overlooked. A dominant
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part of the lead time uncertainty is the variability associated with the manufactur-
ing cycle time for the product. These variabilities create a need for the company
to maintain a larger finished goods inventory and in some cases may even lead to
shortage situations. To calculate total product cost, it is necessary therefore for
the product development team to consider costs associated with the effects of these
variabilities as well. This issue is addressed by edges ae and cj of Figure 6.1.
Now, the expected value and variance in manufacturing cycle time for product








Var[CT j ] (6.4)
where
Var[CT j ] = manufacturing cycle time variance at resource j
The following discussion in this section will drop the subscript i since the
discussion refers to only one product.
Considerable literature on product development and new product introduction
assumes the demand per unit period (D) to follow a normal distribution. This
work makes a similar assumption. For this distribution, let
E[D] = µD (6.5)
Var[D] = σ2D (6.6)
The resultant distribution for the lead time demand H for a product has mean
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and variance given by [94]:
µ̂ = E[H ] = µD
∑
j∈R
E[CT j ] (6.7)













Consider the case where the production process for the product under analysis
is a Markov process (in order to use the well-defined relationship between the mean
and variance of the distribution). The model can be extended to the more general
distributions for the production process by using corresponding relationships be-
tween the mean and variance for the distributions. Thus, for each workstation in
the manufacturing system the total cycle time for that workstation is exponentially
distributed (SCVj = 1) [80]. Therefore,




Hence, the resultant distribution for the lead time demand H has mean and
variance:
E[H ] = µD
∑
j∈R















It is seen from Equations 6.10 and 6.11 that the variance of the lead time of the
order release is a direct function of the mean and variance of the manufacturing
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cycle time (in this case a function of the expected manufacturing cycle time alone).
This means that as the mean value of the cycle time increases, the variance of the
lead time or in effect the order release increases. This creates the need to maintain
higher safety stock levels in order to prevent shortages, increasing the required
finished goods inventory.
6.3.3 Calculating Associated Costs
To calculate the costs involved in carrying this additional finished goods inventory,
consider the expression for total annual cost of making a product as presented by
Vollmann et al. [139]. This may be modified to calculate the finished goods holding












Cfg = finished goods holding and ordering cost, ($/time unit)
P = annual demand, (parts/time unit)
Q = order size, (parts)
Cp = fixed ordering cost, ($)
Ch = finished goods inventory carrying cost (annual), ($/part)
Cs = shortage cost per unit, ($/part)
E[s] = expected shortages in inventory per order, (parts)
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E[H ] = expected demand during the lead time, (parts)
Re = re-order level, (parts)
The term (Re − E[H ]) in Equation 6.12 is the difference between the reorder
level and the expected demand during replenishment lead time. This term, as
explained in Subsection 6.3.1, is the safety stock, S. The safety stock may be
either a constant for the given product, fixed through a policy decision by the
manufacturing firm, or a function of the demand. If the level of safety stock is
fixed, it is usually calculated depending on the probability of a stock-out and
the consequences of the stock-out. In other instances, the level of safety stock is
calculated as a function of the demand by setting a reorder point and establishing
the percentage of demand that can be supplied directly out of inventory [139].
Note that the shortage costs included here arise from not only penalties for
late order fulfillment but also depleted customer confidence from the tardiness,
represented by edges ad, bg, bd, ci, cf, cd, da, and df in Figure 6.1.
When the lead time demand is normally distributed, the expected number of


















f(x) = probability density function of lead time demand H , and
φ(x) = standard normal probability density function.




(x − z) φ(x) dx (6.15)
the expected shortages may be calculated as follows [94]:
E[s] = σ L(z) (6.16)
Figure 6.4: L(z) as a function of z
Values for the standardized loss function L(z) may be obtained from standard
tables as a function of the standardized variate, z. Figure 6.4 shows the shape of
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This example is designed to demonstrate the effects of increasing manufacturing
cycle time on the costs explained in the earlier subsection. Consider a scenario
similar to he scenario explained in Section 3.3.
Consider a make to stock production scenario for this product. Let the demand
over the production horizon for the product follow a normal distribution. The
company follows a Q-R policy for order replenishment. Table 6.1 shows the values
of inputs to the model for this example. Note that for this example, the reorder
level is fixed at 120 units. The safety stock, which is equal to Re−E[H ], changes as
the value of E[H ] changes. Equation 6.12 is used to calculate the inventory holding






Cost for holding inventory $0.15 /unit
Fixed ordering cost $10
Penalty for shortages $20
Q 10
Re 120
Table 6.1: Values of input costs and system constants
In the example, the desired throughput for the three products is adjusted so
that the mean manufacturing cycle time for each product increases from E[CT ] =
1021.48 min to E[CT ] = 1730.13 min. The variance Var[CT ] increases from 3.155×
105 min2 to 1.404 × 106 min2. Table 6.2 lists the values of quantities in the cost
model that change.
Desired Throughput E[CT ] Var[CT ] E[H ] Var[H ] E[S] Cfg
Product (parts/day) (min) (min2) (parts) (parts2) (parts) ($)
1 2 3
16 16 15 1021.48 3.155 ×105 42.59 558.187 0.009 1022.38
16 16 17 1149.54 4.425 ×105 47.92 780.131 0.045 1056.84
15 15 20 1243.57 5.568 ×105 51.84 979.708 0.165 1175.96
15 18 18 1332.78 6.899 ×105 55.56 1211.915 0.439 1449.87
15 15 22 1509.74 9.636 ×105 62.94 1689.294 1.550 2560.26
15 23 15 1659.11 1.296 ×106 69.17 2268.483 3.501 4511.61
16 17 20 1730.13 1.404 ×106 72.13 2456.555 4.510 5511.41
Table 6.2: Values of derived quantites
The cycle time thus increases 69.38%, while the inventory holding cost increases
from $1022.38 to $5511.84, an increase of 439.11%. Figure 6.5 presents graphical
results for cost of ordering and holding additional inventory based on the model in
Subsection 6.3.3 as the manufacturing cycle time for the product increases. For the
graph, the resultant cost accrued from holding additional inventory, reorder cost
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and cost from penalties due to shortages is plotted on the Y-axis. The manufac-
turing cycle time is the X-axis quantity. The increasing cost is attributive mainly
to an increased probability of shortages due to increase in the mean and variance
of the manufacturing cycle time. Severe penalties associated with an inability to
fulfill a promised order drive up the cost of the product.
Figure 6.5: Cost affected by increased cycle time
6.4 Composite Model
The model for the overall cost and revenue associated with manufacturing cycle
time for a product is a composition of the different models presented in this chapter.
The profit from introducing a new product is the difference between the cumulative
revenue and the total cost. This work has concentrated on the costs and revenue
associated with the manufacturing cycle time for a product and this is reflected
in the model presented below. It must be remembered that overall product cost
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and revenue comprises a number of costs associated with different portions of the
product development cycle and revenue benefits from these phases. The manu-
facturing cycle time costs and revenue benefits modeled here must be aggregated






















Qi = revenue from product i, ($/time unit)
Ci = cost component for product i affected by the product
manufacturing cycle time, ($/time unit)
P ri = expected profit from product i, ($/time unit)
Pi = expected price for product i, ($/part)
T oi = actual throughput of product i at the end of Ri
(calculated using Equation 5.31), (parts/time unit)
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Cwi = cost associated with WIP (Equation 6.2), ($/time unit)
Cfgi = finished goods holding and ordering cost (Equation 6.12), ($/time unit)
Cproci = processing cost for product i, ($/time unit)
Cpij = process cost of step j, ($/time unit)
Cmi = material cost for product i, ($/part)
Here, the cost from additional finished goods, modeled by Equation 6.12 accounts
for the additional costs associated with holding finished goods inventory, shortage
costs and reorder costs.
6.5 Summary
This chapter explained the economic impact of reducing manufacturing cycle time
for a product. Putting the advantages of minimizing manufacturing cycle time in
perspective of economic gains in terms of reduced costs and increased sales helps
the product development team understand the impact of reducing manufacturing
cycle time and reinforces the need for the design for production approach advocated
throughout this dissertation.
The latter part of the chapter focussed on developing mathematical models
for quantifying some of the advantages of reducing manufacturing cycle time for
a product. These include but are not limited to benefits resulting from reduced
inventory, reduced variability in defect detection time, reduced time to market,
increased time for other development activity. The overall benefit of reducing




This chapter summarizes the work carried out as a part of this research effort. It
then lists significant research contributions of the work and presents opportunities
and directions for future work to improve upon and develop the work presented
here towards improving the product development process. The chapter ends with
some concluding remarks on the DFP methodology presented throughout this dis-
sertation and its application to practical product design.
7.1 Summary
This research developed a set of approaches that determine how manufacturing a
new product design affects the performance of a manufacturing system.
Along with other DFX techniques, product development teams need, early in
the product development process, methods that can estimate the manufacturing
cycle time of a given product design. If the predicted manufacturing cycle time is
too large, the team can reduce the time by redesigning the product or modifying the
production system. Estimating the manufacturing cycle time early helps reduce the
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total product development time (and time-to-market) by avoiding redesigns later
in the process. Design for production (DFP) methods evaluate a product design
by comparing its manufacturing requirements to available capacity and estimating
manufacturing cycle time. DFP methods can be used concurrently with DFM.
DFP during conceptual design can determine the capacity and manufacturing cycle
time savings that result from reducing the part count. Design for production (DFP)
includes design guidelines, capacity analysis, and estimating manufacturing cycle
times. Performing these tasks, like DFM and other DFX techniques, early in the
product development process can reduce product development time. This research
classifies much of the relevant existing research on design for production methods
and approaches and creates a comprehensive DFP approach which would help the
designer understand the impact of the product design on the manufacturing system
and aid in designing a better product.
As part of this research, a decision support tool that performs DFP analysis has
been developed. Unlike previous approaches, the tool quantifies how introducing
a new product increases congestion in the manufacturing system. This requires
only the critical design information needed to create a process plan and estimate
processing times, so it can be used early in the product development process.
Determining the sensitivity of the manufacturing cycle time to various parameters
is an important step to providing feedback on how the product design or the
manufacturing system could be changed to improve cycle time performance. This
research developed approaches that use this information intelligently and make
suggestions on product redesign and manufacturing system improvements.
The tool employs an approximate queuing network based model, elaborated
upon in Chapter 3, to estimate the manufacturing cycle time of the new product.
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It calculates the capacity requirements and estimates the average work-in-process
inventory. This provides feedback that the product development team can use to
reduce manufacturing cycle time. The tool can quickly evaluate changes to the
new product design or changes to the manufacturing system. The tool assumes
that the manufacturing system is in steady state, i.e. it will complete a large
number of batches of the new product, for a given production horizon. No batch
visits a station more than once. This model assumes that the product mix and
the workstation availability do not change significantly over a time horizon. Note
that forecasts of product mix and workstation availability may change during the
product development process. The DFP analysis should be updated when new
information becomes available. The chapter also included examples of applications
of the DFP approach to the domain of microwave module manufacturing. Plots
of manufacturing cycle time for the products and station utilization illustrate the
impact of the new product on the manufacturing system and the existing product
set.
This work developed models for evaluating how embedding passives into a PCB
affects not only the processing times at each step in the manufacturing process
but also the overall manufacturing system behavior. The product processing time
models, included in Chapter 4, are functions of the product design parameters and
were developed based on literature on PCB manufacturing and discussions with
experts in the field. The processing times change as the number of embedded
passives changes. Values of certain other PCB design parameters are also affected
by the number of embedded passives and these also affect the processing times at
various processing stations.
The results presented in Section 4.4 illustrate how the model works and give
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some ideas of the types of tradeoffs that need to be considered while deciding the
percentage of passives to be embedded in the PCB. Further, the chapter presents
results that discuss the manufacturing system behavior i.e. changes in values of
key manufacturing system metrics as manufacturing cycle times and station uti-
lizations, as the percentage of embedded passives changes. A product development
team should apply the models developed to the specific system that the team plans
to use. The team should consider the product and manufacturing system perfor-
mance results along with other information about cost, performance, reliability,
and desirability of embedding passives.
The research also developed models for manufacturing systems with process
drift. As explained in Chapter 5, process drift is a condition causing a process
to deviate from expected processing parameters resulting in a reduced yield at
that station. Such drift situations can be detected only when errant parts reach a
subsequent inspection station. The time to detect drift depends on the manufac-
turing cycle times of intermediate processing stations. Thus, for a manufacturing
system with process drift, the manufacturing cycle time can impact yield and
throughput. Models for various production scenarios incorporating process drift
were developed with numerical examples showing their utility, along with suitable
verification schema. This research developed algorithms to apply these mathe-
matical models to estimate performance measures for the flow shop manufacturing
scenario in Chapter 5. Applying the models to the job-shop production scenario
was shown to be more complicated due to interdependencies among system at-
tributes. Methods to identify such interdependencies and algorithms to solve a
certain sub-class of the general job-shop problem were presented.
The dissertation demonstrated the importance of the DFP approach by de-
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scribing the economic impact of reducing manufacturing cycle time. The impacts,
modeled in Chapter 6, include lower costs, increased sales, and greater revenue.
The dissertation presented detailed relationships to support these claims. Further,
it presented mathematical models that help quantify these relationships. The over-
all economic impact of reducing manufacturing cycle time is a composition of these
individual impacts.
7.2 Contributions
This section discusses the significant research contributions of the work reported
in this dissertation.
Understanding the product design - manufacturing cycle time relation.
This research has presented novel approaches to estimate the manufacturing
cycle time for a product before the product designs are finalized. Manufac-
turing cycle time has significant economic implications and contributes to
total product development time. Confirming feasibility of making the prod-
uct in the present manufacturing system before the designs are released for
production eliminates the need for expensive re-design efforts later in the
development cycle. Having reasonably accurate estimates of the manufac-
turing cycle time aids the product development team in developing better
products. The DFP approach gives the development team the option to mod-
ify a proposed product design using this manufacturing system performance
information or compare alternatives in a set of product designs. Alterna-
tively, the tool also presents the user with the least preferred option viz.
increasing the number of resources for a highly utilized workstation.
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Tools developed based on the DFP approach facilitate representation and
analysis of existing as well as new products being processed in the man-
ufacturing system. The existing product set serves as a reference against
which the product development team can evaluate the new product perfor-
mance. The tools combine the manufacturing system models into a unique
performance evaluation system. The system combines product design char-
acteristics, process plans and manufacturing information to evaluate differ-
ent performance attributes. The system includes an innovative scheme to
identify the critically loaded resources in the system. The scheme estimates
capacity addition requirements and generates suggestions to the effect. Fur-
ther, the DFP tools dispense advice to the user regarding potential design
modifications. A novel combination of resource utilizations, workstation cy-
cle times, and product cycle times is used as an evaluation metric to present
such redesign advice.
Quick analysis mechanism.
The mathematical models developed to represent the product and processing
parameters, though based on certain approximating assumptions, provide a
mechanism to the product design team for real-time analysis of the product
design performance. Previously proposed approaches employed more simplis-
tic manufacturing system models. This research has presented an approach
based on a more realistic queuing system based model for estimating prod-
uct and manufacturing system parameters. These approximations used are
acceptable for preliminary design analysis especially since the time taken is
much lower than simulation-based procedures. The time taken for building
the corresponding simulation model is much higher than for building an an-
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alytical model. The running time for the simulation models is also greater.
(Simulation can be more accurate if sufficient time is allowed and care is
taken to create a valid model.)
The low analysis time requirements mean that the development team can
quickly analyze multiple product design alternatives. In addition, the team
can easily analyze the product and process parameters for varying product
mixes, multiple order release schema and dynamic production scenarios. The
models also include sensitivity analysis for the manufacturing cycle time with
respect to the processing times at the various stations. This analysis can be
used by the development team to better understand how their designs affect
the manufacturing system performance. Though queuing network models
have long been used for various analyses including representing manufac-
turing systems, this research effort is the first to consider the relationship
between product design and a queuing network based manufacturing system
and to use the queuing network parameters to suggest improvements to the
product design.
Process drift representation and throughput analysis.
This research studied the phenomenon of process drift and developed new
mechanisms to model and quantify the effects of process drift in a manufac-
turing system. Further, it created new models for the relationships between
manufacturing cycle time and process drift. Because process drift affects the
throughput, these novel models show that a product design affects not only
manufacturing cycle time, but also throughput.
This research proposed a system graph representation for the manufacturing
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system. The system graph represents the relationships between the batch
size for a product, the hidden yields, and the manufacturing cycle time.
This novel representation is useful for systematically calculating the values
in the manufacturing system model. This research has developed algorithms
to use the representation to calculate the system performance measures.
Manufacturing cycle time affects product profitability.
This research studied and clearly presented how reducing manufacturing cy-
cle time for a product results in economic benefits for the manufacturer. This
compilation supports the arguments for reducing manufacturing cycle time
for a product. Relating manufacturing cycle time to greater profitability is a
difficult but important undertaking. No comprehensive presentation for this
relation previously existed. The map model presented as a part of this re-
search effort draws upon different costing techniques to create an edge graph
representation of the cost and revenue benefits. The mathematical models
presented for various relationships combine to quantify the various cost and
revenue benefits. Product development teams need to understand that costs
associated with the manufacturing cycle time impact the overall product cost
and need to include the economic impact of manufacturing cycle time when
evaluating product designs, calculating product development cost and decid-
ing which product design alternatives to develop. New product introduction
literature and product cost analysis literature do not present comprehensive
models to understand the economic implications of reducing manufacturing
cycle time. The economic model map presented in Section 6.1 is a novel at-
tempt to understand the implications of manufacturing cycle time reduction
on overall product profitability. Further, the mathematical model developed
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in Chapter 6 to quantify the impact of reducing manufacturing cycle time on
inventory holding cost, implicitly models the relationship between shortages
and variability in manufacturing cycle time. It also understands the asso-
ciation between process drift and the need to start more jobs to minimize
shortages.
Embedding passives changes PCB manufacturing cycle time.
This research has developed a tool for helping a PCB development team de-
cide whether to embed passive components into the PCB substrate and how
many to embed. As described in Chapter 4, the tool analyzes the performance
of the given manufacturing system as the number of embedded passives in
the PCB changes. With the increasing need for smaller PCBs and the short
market life of consumer electronic devices, applying DFP for aiding the de-
cision of embedding passives into a PCB can be very useful. Previous work
on studying embedded passives technology focussed on helping the PCB de-
signer understand other criteria influencing the choice of embedding passives
without a detailed analysis of the manufacturing system performance.
Clearly, product design plays a very important role in product development,
significantly influencing the product life cycle, including production. It is impor-
tant that the product development team understand that their design decisions
affect the manufacturing system performance. Having this feedback early in the
design process avoids re-work loops needed to solve problems of manufacturing
capacity or cycle time. This research has classified previous DFP methods and
presented a comprehensive set of models. This will help researchers and manufac-




Manufacturing cycle time for a workstation or for a product is inherently a function
of a set of random variables. Two such variables are the processing times for a
product being processed at a station and the job arrival times at the station.
This work presented mathematical approximations to facilitate estimation of the
manufacturing cycle time for a station and the products being processed in the
manufacturing system.
The variability associated with these parameters is estimated by calculating
the respective squared coefficients of variation. The manufacturing cycle time is a
function of these squared coefficients of variation. Though this work has presented
such approximations to model the variability in the underlying processes, it does
not explicitly provide means to model the uncertainties associated with different
parameters of the product design and manufacturing system. These uncertainties
arise from diverse quarters. Some of these are an inability to accurately measure or
forecast the values of various system parameters. It could be useful to model these
uncertainties using techniques such as Monte Carlo simulation and provide ranges
for the estimates of manufacturing cycle time and other performance measures.
One of the principal assumptions in the manufacturing system models is the
absence of re-entrant flow in the system. Such re-entrant flow may be associated
with rework and in semiconductor manufacturing, among others. Due to this
assumption, whenever a defect is located in a batch, the current model discards
the part as scrap. This scenario could also be handled by setting up a parallel
processing sequence that processes the parts to be reworked. However, in many
manufacturing systems defective parts are salvageable with appropriate rework.
Such rework batches are often processed on the same processing stations as those
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processing the non-defective parts. It is necessary to extend the models developed
here to incorporate such re-entrant flow requirements. In addition, one could
extend the models to overcome other approximations (e.g. those related to setups
and breakdowns).
The present mathematical treatment does not efficiently model assembly sit-
uations. Many products involve situations where a set of parts with independent
processing sequences are assembled together to form a different product. With the
present model, this situation can be handled by treating each of these parts as
a different product and then modeling the individual processing sequences. This
solution though reasonable within the limits of accuracy defined by the govern-
ing approximations in the basic manufacturing system model, nevertheless can
be improved by handling assembly operations as different from other processing
operations and modeling them accordingly.
Presently the approaches use a combination of resource utilizations, worksta-
tion manufacturing cycle times, and product manufacturing cycle times to present
the development team with redesign suggestions. This research did not conduct
an extensive study into developing criteria for generating redesign suggestions.
It might be useful to develop better heuristics based on alternative performance
parameter analyses or mathematical basis. These heuristics may be used by the
DFP tool to present redesign suggestions to the development team. Section 2.7 sur-
veyed some systems dispensing redesign advice based essentially on manufacturing
requirements. Similarly, there certainly exists scope for work towards developing
a more rigorous framework for redesign and systems providing advice based on
product and manufacturing system performance.
There is also a need for more work towards looking into specific cases of applying
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these models when substantial product design and process changes occur. Such
architectural modifications may require development of better models and new
tools that take into consideration these changes and the effects of these changes.
Under such conditions, the process planning also assumes greater importance. Fur-
ther, redesign becomes harder due to such architectural changes which may affect
product or part functionality.
This research proposed algorithms to analyze flow-shop manufacturing systems
with process drift. It presented techniques for identifying parameter interdepen-
dencies for the job shop processing scenarios. It also presented algorithms to
estimate system parameters for job shops where such interdependencies are ab-
sent. Though an algorithm was constructed to analyze systems with parameter
interdependencies, it has not been developed and analyzed sufficiently to merit
inclusion in this dissertation. Further work is needed to complete a study of the
algorithm.
The analysis of manufacturing systems with process drift could be used for
optimal placement of inspection stations. The decision on the number and posi-
tions of inspection stations is part of the facility design problem. A large number
of inspection stations (with an upper limit of an inspection station following ev-
ery processing station in the sequence) results in a lower number of scrap parts
but also means a much longer manufacturing cycle time for the products being
processed. On the other hand, too few inspection stations (with a lower limit of
one inspection station in the entire processing sequence) or their placement too far
apart would mean that the manufacturing cycle time is minimized but would cause
a large number of parts to be scrapped due to large defect detection times. The
literature on optimal placement of inspection stations does not address the prob-
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lem of process drift and the relationship between manufacturing cycle time and
drift detection time (which is also a function of inspection station positioning).
The manufacturing system models presented in this dissertation have been val-
idated for certain types of manufacturing system. More work is necessary towards
validating the models over a wide range of manufacturing systems. Additionally,
the models and tools have focussed on manufacturing operations located in one
facility. It may be useful to extend these models to include outsourcing and con-
tract manufacturing. Similar models could also be developed for supply chains and
facilities spread over various locations.
The economic impact of manufacturing cycle time proposed here along with
the models developed pertain only to one aspect of the product development pro-
cess, viz. the production process. In order to understand the impact better, it is
necessary to consider cost associated with manufacturing cycle time in conjunction
with other product life cycle costs. This is presented in greater detail in the later
portions of this section. Also, in addition to the cost and revenue improvement
proposed in Chapter 6, the price a manufacturer may expect to charge for a prod-
uct is a function of object quality and development time. It may be interesting
to develop product pricing models based on this hypothesis. These pricing models
may ultimately be combined with the cost models to create a profitability model
for the new product.
Contributing to Decision-Based Design
This research studied the impact of a product design on manufacturing system
performance and presented the economic impact of reducing manufacturing cycle





























Figure 7.1: Contributions of DFP to Hazelrigg’s decision-based design frame-
work [59]
more profitable products using the ideas in decision-based design.
Hazelrigg [59] proposed a framework for decision-based design. The references
to “system” in the figure will point to the product when applying the framework
to product design. The purpose for the framework is to enable the assessment
of a value for every design option in a design alternatives set so that options can
be rationally compared and a preferred choice identified. The goal is to make a
profit, considering costs and revenues associated with the product. The framework
incorporates the effects of things that the designer can control (system design or
product design) as well as those the designer cannot control (exogenous variables).
These exogenous variables are usually random variables and can be estimated as
distributions. All aspects of the design have associated costs. Demand and revenue
are functions of the price. Thus the problem translates to deciding the price for
the product while maximizing product utility. Since the revenues and costs are
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distributed over the entire product life cycle, the decision-based design framework
views the design process from a systems context.
Figure 7.1 illustrates a modified version of this framework that makes explicit
the role of manufacturing cycle time (indicated by the solid box and arrows in
the figure) in this framework. Manufacturing cycle time is a product attribute
and is affected by the product design. This was demonstrated by this research
effort. Moreover, there are certain uncertainties associated with estimating the
manufacturing cycle time. Some of these uncertainties were modeled here as ap-
proximations but more work needs to be done to include others. The economic
impact of manufacturing cycle time and the models developed to quantify this
impact can be added to the product life-cycle costs.
7.4 Concluding Remarks
The design for production methodology advocated throughout this dissertation
has focussed on analyzing the relationship between a product design and a given
manufacturing system using performance metrics such as manufacturing cycle time
and throughput. There exist a wide variety of products and manufacturing systems
and all can benefit from the design for production methodology. The requirements
for the DFP approach will vary depending on the type of product being designed
and the manufacturing system characteristics.
Tools based on the DFP approach must be designed based on the specific class
of target products and manufacturing systems. This in turn requires understand-
ing specific factory or supply chain performance metrics. The product development
team must identify how different design decisions affect these performance metrics
and to what extent. One design phase will have the largest impact on manufactur-
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ing system performance and should include the DFP methodology. This analysis
will help the team develop and validate models that relate the critical design infor-
mation for the associated design phase to these performance metrics. Identifying
key product design characteristics would involve suitably decomposing the design
into components and developing modular product architectures.
The development of DFP tools must also take into account the data available
for the product and the manufacturing system, the effort involved in making that
data accessible to the development team, and the time constraints that limit the
amount of analysis that can be done.
It must be remembered, however, that the final goal for the product devel-
opment team is to design a profitable product. Applying distinct, independent
DFX methodologies targeting different aspects of the product life cycle would lead
to potentially conflicting design improvement suggestions. Therefore, successfully
applying the DFP approach requires coordination with other product design as-
sessment measures, all of which finally contribute towards the ultimate aim of
designing a more profitable product.
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